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A b stract

This thesis consists of three self-contained analyses of models with price-setting 

firms. It explores the relationships between different sources of market imper

fection that may be present simultaneously: product differentiation, imperfect 

information and collusive pricing.

Chapter 2 analyses the circumstances under which oligopolists have an incen

tive to exchange private information on unknown demand or cost parameters. It 

presents general model which encompasses virtually all models in the current lit

erature on information sharing as special cases. Within this unifying framework 

it is shown that in contrast to the apparent inconclusiveness of previous results, 

some simple principles determining the incentives for firms to share information 

can be obtained. Existing results are generalised, some previous interpretations 

questioned and new explanations offered.

Chapter 3 addresses the question of how price setting between firms in a 

spatial retail market is affected if the relevant consumers commute between their 

home and their workplace and try to combine shopping with commuting. It is 

shown within a specific model that for small commuting distances, an increase in 

commuting leads to a decrease of equilibrium prices, since due to a reduction of 

effective travel costs the firms’ products become better substitutes. Under quite 

general conditions, however, larger or dispersed commuting distances lead to the 

nonexistence of a price equilibrium.

Chapter 4 analyses the question how product differentiation affects the scope 

for oligopolists to collude on prices. It suggests a precise theoretical foundation 

for the conventional view that heterogeneity is a factor hindering collusion, a 

view which has been challenged in recent theoretical work. It is argued that, in 

a world of uncertainty, an increase in the heterogeneity of products leads to a 

decrease in the correlation of the firms’ demand shocks. W ith imperfect moni

toring, this makes collusion more difficult to sustain, as discriminating between 

random demand shocks and deviations from the cartel strategy becomes more 

difficult.
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Chapter 1

Introduction  and Sum m ary



In the study of imperfect competition among firms, most of the papers in the 

theoretical literature have focused on just one of four sources of imperfection: 

competition in quantities à la Cournot, product differentiation, imperfect infor

mation and collusion. The roles of these aspects of imperfection are quite well 

understood where they appear in isolation. It is much less well understood, 

however, how markets operate in which two or more of these factors are present 

simultaneously. The purpose of this thesis is to explore some of these relationships 

between different sources of imperfection.

The thesis comprises three self-contained game-theoretic analyses of oligopol

istic interaction among firms. While these essays are concerned with quite differ

ent questions, a common characteristic of all three is the study of price setting 

firms in industries with differentiated products. This reflects what seems to be 

a general tendency in recent theoretical contributions in industrial economics: 

the departure from the use of the Cournot model of quantity competition as the 

standard “workhorse oligopoly theory” (Shapiro 1989, p. 346).

The popularity of the Cournot model was not so much based on the belief 

that firms typically compete in quantities. Rather, it was seen as an analytically 

tractable model which led to apparently more realistic predictions than the homo

geneous goods Bertrand model and therefore appeared as a suitable metaphor 

for imperfect price competition. The Cournot model gained further credibility 

through its depiction as a ‘capacity choice’ model by Kreps and Scheinkman 

(1983).

It has turned out, however, that for entire classes of games - usually two-stage 

games, an example of which will also be studied in this thesis - quantity and 

price competition can lead to opposite results. This reflects, in part, the fact 

that the firms’ reaction functions carry opposite signs in the two models. This 

fundamental difference raises doubts as to whether the Cournot model really is a 

suitable substitute for explicit models of price-setting.

On the other hand, if standard game-theoretic concepts are used, any mean

ingful study of models with price-setting firms is possible only in the context of



product differentiation, since otherwise the unrealistic predictions of the homo- 

geneous-goods Bertrand model arise. The theory of product differentiation, now, 

has made major advances over the years. Today, theorists have a large reper

toire of models of (horizontal or vertical) product differentiation to choose from, 

and there exists a theory which unifies these different approaches (Anderson, de 

Palma and Thisse 1992). Thus, this development of the theory of product dif

ferentiation makes the study of price competition in particular applications less 

intractible than it used to be.

“Price coordination” leîeis to both noncooperative and collusive pricing among 

firms. One issue that has been explored is the way in which horizontal product 

differentiation leads to higher prices in a noncooperative (Nash) equilibrium, due 

to a relaxation of price competition.

Chapter 3 studies what might be seen as a counterexample to this general 

relationship. Here, product differentiation of a very special kind is considered. 

Consumers in a spatial retail market are assumed to commute between their 

home and their workplace and try, where possible, to combine commuting with 

shopping. Now, an increase in the (average) distance over which consumers com

mute makes the retail firms’ product(s) better substitutes in the sense that the 

travel costs associated with making a purchase decrease. Hence, the degree of 

product differentiation between the firms is, other things being equal, a func

tion of commuting distance, and the above reasoning suggests that as a result of 

an increased commuting distance, the retail market becomes more competitive. 

The analysis of equilibrium prices in this kind of market, however, reveals some 

deviations from the standard relationship between product differentiation and 

noncooperative pricing.

Another issue is addressed in Chapter 4, viz. the relationship between prod

uct differentiation and the scope for collusive pricing. This issue has recently 

received much attention by theorists, and many have questioned the validity of 

the conventional wisdom that heterogeneity of products is a factor hindering col

lusive conduct. Chapter 4 of this thesis offers a new approach to the analysis of
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this relationship.

Uncertainty plays an important role in Chapters 2 and 4, both of which orig

inate from questions that have been the subject of substantial discussion in the 

area of competition policy, more specifically, questions related to the assessment 

of horizontal agreements between firms. It used to be believed that uncertainty 

plays a double role in its impact on the firms’ conduct. On the one hand, where 

firms compete, it seems desirable, both from the firms’ and from a social point of 

view, to have the greatest possible market transparency, since uncertainty causes 

inefficient frictions. On the other hand, sufficient transparency - both with respect 

to firms’ actions and to the environment - is also seen as a necessary condition 

for firms to be able to collude on prices.

Chapters 2 and 4 address issues related to this line of reasoning. One of these 

is the question how the firms’ conduct, and social welfare, are affected by the 

exchange of information between firms in the same industry. This question was 

first raised when information sharing agreements in various industries and coun

tries came under the scrutiny of antitrust authorities, on the grounds that they 

allegedly facilitated collusive behaviour. Motivated by this, a large theoretical 

literature emerged during the 1980s, which has come to focus on the question 

whether information exchange is profitable for firms if they do not collude. Per

haps surprisingly, the first results suggested that this is not he case. This led to 

the argument that the observation of information-sharing agreements should be 

regarded as prima-facie evidence of collusion (Clarke 1983). Chapter 2 is con

cerned with this strand of literature. It presents a general framework in which 

the firms’ incentives to exchange information can be studied.

The second application of the above reasoning relates to the conventional wis

dom that heterogeneity of products impedes collusive conduct because it implies 

a situation of increased “complexity” or uncertainty. Yet, while the link between 

uncertainty and cartel stability seems fairly uncontroversial, it is much more 

difficult to pin down analytically how product differentiation is related to “com

plexity” , since in standard models, product differentiation affects the demand
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elasticities but not the degree of uncertainty or complexity. In fact, theorists 

have in recent years appealed to their analyses of deterministic models in chal

lenging the conventional view. Chapter 4 constitutes an attem pt to provide a 

theoretical foundation for the conventional view.

In the following, I shall summarise the results of the chapters that follow.

Chapter 2̂  analyses the circumstances under which oligopolists have an in

centive to share private information about stochastic demand or stochastic costs. 

Pioneered by the works of Novshek and Sonnenschein (1982), Clarke (1983) and 

Vives (1984), a large literature exploring this question emerged during the past 

decade. While the models analysed vary along several dimensions, their basic 

structure is the same. It has turned out that the results of the models depend 

delicately on the specific assumptions used. Hence, little is known about which 

main forces drive the incentives of firms to share private information.

In this chapter I develop and analyse a general model of information sharing 

in oligopoly. The model is constructed so as to encompass virtually all models in 

the current literature as special cases.

The structure of the model is the same as that used in the literature: (i) 

In an n-firm oligopoly with differentiated goods, firms face either a stochastic 

intercept of a linear demand function or a stochastic marginal cost, which can be 

different for each firm. The deviation of the vector of demand intercepts or costs 

from its mean is unknown to the firms, (ii) Instead, each firm receives a private 

signal with information about the true state of nature. For example, firms might 

receive noisy signals about the intercept of a common demand function; or they 

might know their own costs exactly, but not the costs of the rival firms, (iii) 

Private information can be exchanged. Following the literature, I assume that 

firms commit themselves either to reveal their private information to other firms, 

or to keep it private, before receiving any private information, (iv) In the last 

stage, the “oligopoly game”, firms noncooperatively set prices or quantities so as

 ̂ forthcom ing in Journal o f  Economic Theory.
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to maximise expected profits conditional on the available private and revealed 

information.

Two different approaches are used to analyse the revelation behaviour of firms. 

In the simpler case, we determine the conditions under which industry-wide con

tracts on information sharing are profitable, by comparing the expected equi

librium profits with and without information sharing. Alternatively, we assume 

that firms decide on their revelation behaviour simultaneously and independently, 

thus allowing for asymmetric revelation decisions.

The analysis of the model not only leads to results more general than previous 

ones; more importantly, a small number of forces driving the incentives to share 

information in most types of models can be identified. I argue that previous 

interpretations of information sharing models are not always consistent with the 

formal analyses.

Among other results, it is shown that for Cournot markets, and for Bertrand 

markets with demand uncertainty, there are some simple general results underly

ing almost all previous results: with perfect (i.e. noiseless) signals or uncorrelated 

demands/costs, or with a common value and strategic complements, complete in

formation pooling is an equilibrium of the two-stage game (which is efficient from 

the viewpoint of the firms), regardless of all other parameters. W ith a common 

value and strategic substitutes, no pooling is the equilibrium solution. This so

lution is efficient in Cournot markets with homogeneous goods and inefficient if 

the degree of product differentiation is large. It is shown that the profitability of 

information sharing in most models with cost uncertainty is driven merely by the 

assumption that firms know their own costs with certainty. This suggests that 

certain interpretations of results that have been suggested in the literature are 

invalid.

For these types of models, I propose a new explanation for the incentives to 

reveal private information which rests on two principles: (i) Letting the rivals 

acquire a better knowledge of their respective profit functions leads to a higher 

correlation of strategies, the profitability of which is determined by the slope of
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the reaction curves, (ii) Letting rivals acquire better knowledge of one’s own 

profit function always increases the firm’s own expected profits by inducing a 

change of the correlation of strategies in the direction which is profitable. The 

incentive to reveal information is then determined by the sum of these two effects.

Chapter 3̂  is concerned with the question how the interaction between firms 

in a spatial retail market is affected if the relevant customers are assumed to 

commute between their home and their workplace.

A salient feature of most models of spatial competition is the assumption 

that consumers, like firms, can appropriately be characterized by a single point 

in address space. Moreover, the cost of travelling from a consumer’s (home) 

location to a firm (a retail store) is fully attributed to the net price the consumer 

has to pay. While this may be a reasonable assumption in models where the 

spatial dimension refers to abstract characteristics, it can be quite unrealistic in 

the original context of geographical distribution. That is, for a large variety of 

retail markets, the relevant consumers are more appropriately described as living 

at one location and working at another. Commuting between these locations 

occurs regardless of any purchases made, and consumers will in general try  to 

combine shopping with commuting in order to save travel costs. In this case, the 

net travelling distance associated with the purchase of a good should not include 

any travelling along the commuting route.

Then some of the questions that arise are the following: How does commut

ing affect prices for any given locations of firms? How does commuting affect 

location choice, both in the case of fixed prices and in the case of anticipated 

price competition? Can asymmetric equilibria emerge in this context? A brief 

discussion in the Introduction of Chapter 3 reports some of the results that can 

be obtained. It turns out that the main problem is that in various settings, the 

introduction of commuting into an otherwise standard model is likely to give rise 

to the nonexistence of an equilibrium in prices or quantities.

forthcom ing in International Journal of Industrial Organization.
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The case of price competition for given locations is subsequently analysed 

in some detail using a model due to Clay combe (1991). In Clay combe’s (1991) 

model, firms and consumers are located on an infinite line. Firms are spaced at 

an equal distance, and consumers are uniformly distributed along the line. Each 

consumer commutes to a location at a constant distance from his home location. 

Claycombe argues that commuting makes the market inherently more competi

tive. In particular, he arrives at the result that if the commuting distance exceeds 

the distance between the firms, Nash price setting behaviour essentially leads to a 

competitive outcome, whereas for smaller commuting distances, commuting does 

not m atter very much.

In a subsequent study, Claycombe and Mahan (1993) interpret this theoretical 

work as implying that if a population consists of both commuting and noncom

muting consumers, the equilibrium retail price depends negatively on the com

muting distance of the commuters and positively on the fraction of noncommuting 

consumers. They go on to estimate retail prices for beef in different U.S. cities, 

including commuting characteristics as explanatory variables. Their results seem 

to offer support to the predictions. It turns out that the proportion of consumers 

using mass transit or car pools has a significant positive effect on prices, whereas 

the average commuting distance has a marginally significant negative impact.

In this essay, I apply a rigorous game-theoretic analysis to a simplified version 

of the original Claycombe model. It turns out that the results differ considerably 

from those obtained by Claycombe and at the same time are broadly consistent 

with the predictions and empirical results of Claycombe and Mahan (1993).

For small commuting distances, prices in a symmetric equilibrium depend 

continuously and negatively on the commuting distance and positively on the 

proportion of noncommuting consumers. For larger commuting distances, how

ever, a symmetric price equilibrium in pure strategies in general does not exist. 

The reason is quite interesting. With an increase in commuting distance, the mar

ket becomes, in a sense, more competitive, and profits decrease. At some point, 

however, firms have an incentive to cease competing for the marginal consumers
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and instead increase their price in order to extract profits from local consumers 

over whom they have some monopoly power. Thus, it is the coexistence of two 

groups of consumers that quite generally leads to the nonexistence of an equilib

rium in such games of price competition. Consumers that costlessly pass two or 

more firms on their commuting route draw the firms into intense price compe

tition, the result of which would be marginal cost pricing. On the other hand, 

the existence of consumers that pass only one firm implies that firms can always 

secure supramarginal profits. Thus, while nonexistence results are fairly common 

in spatial models, the reason for the breakdown of equilibrium in our model is 

quite different from the reasons for breakdown in some other models. Only for 

large commuting distances, viz. at least twice the distance between firms, and 

only if all consumers commute, does perfect competition prevail (since in that 

case every consumer passes at least two firms on his or her commuting route).

Chapter 4 analyses the effect of product differentiation on the stability of 

collusion. According to the conventional view, product heterogeneity entails a 

situation of “higher complexity” than prevails with homogeneous products. This 

complexity limits the scope for collusion because it makes both an agreement on 

a collusive strategy and its subsequent enforecment more difficult. An analytical 

formulation of this argument, however, has not been available.

This view has been challenged in recent theoretical work. Theorists have 

argued that since for differentiated goods both the gain from deviating and the 

benefit of colluding (equivalently, the severity of punishment) are small compared 

to the case when goods are homogeneous, little can be said a priori on how 

product differentiation affects cartel stability. In fact, the analysis of various 

different models has even suggested a positive relationship between differentiation 

and the stability of collusion.

In this chapter, I introduce the idea that, in a world of uncertainty, an increase 

in the heterogeneity of products leads to a decrease in the correlation of the firms’ 

demand shocks. If firms sell homogeneous products, they attract the same groups 

of customers, and shocks on the demand side will affect firms in the same way. In
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contrast, with differentiated goods, firms attract different customers, and hence 

shocks on the demand side affect firms differently, i.e. the demand functions are 

less correlated. This is illustrated with a variant of the Hotelling model with taste 

heterogeneity due to de Palma et al. (1985). Here, we show how the introduction 

of demand uncertainty leads to stochastic demand functions for the two firms 

such that their correlation coefficient is is an increasing function of the degree 

of substitutability. Both in terms of the result and the underlying economic 

intuition, the model precisely captures the idea suggested above.

Now, if each firms cannot observe the other’s price but has to infer from 

observed demand whether another firm has deviated, the correlation effect makes 

collusion more difficult to sustain when goods are differentiated (as discriminating 

between random demand shocks and deviations from the cartel strategy becomes 

more difficult). This effect is illustrated with two duopoly models, in which for 

simplification the correlation effect is introduced in a rather ad hoc way. These 

are models in which price-setting firms use strategies that are optimal within 

a certain class of generalised Green-Porter (1984)-type trigger strategies. The 

first model is a Hotelling-type model, the second a model with a demand system 

derived from a ‘representative consumer’ utility function.

While the properties of these models are quite different, they generate similar 

predictions with regard to collusion; given a sufficiently high discount factor 

and a sufficient level of demand uncertainty, collusion becomes less sustainable 

as products become more differentiated. Moreover, if differentiation exceeds a 

critical level, collusion may not be profitable at all. These results stand in sharp 

contrast to those in the recent theoretical literature. At the same time, this theory 

provides a simple analytical foundation for the traditional view that heterogeneity 

limits the scope for collusion.

From a technical point of view, the analysis synthesises two strands of litera

ture. One strand deals with deterministic models. Here, if a firm deviates from a 

collusive strategy, it seeks to maximise its profit per period, since by assumption 

any deviation is detected and it precipitates an immediate retaliation. The other
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strand of literature, starting with Green and Porter (1984), has analysed the sus

tainability of collusion in an imperfect-monitoring framework by looking at the 

profitability of mar^'ma/deviations from a collusive strategy. In Chapter 4, I em

phasize the existence of a fundamental nonconcavity in a firm’s payoff function, 

which implies that for the analysis of collusion both large discrete deviations and 

marginal deviations must be considered simultaneously.
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C hapter 2

A  G eneral M odel o f Inform ation  

Sharing in O ligopoly
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2.1 In trod u ction

Theoretical research on information sharing in oligopoly was pioneered by Nov

shek and Sonnenschein (1982), Clarke (1983) and Vives (1984). Since then, nu

merous contributions on this topic appeared. While the models analysed vary 

along several dimensions, their basic structure is the same. According to the 

received view on the current state of this field, there is no general theory regard

ing the incentives of firms to share private information; rather, the results of the 

models depend delicately on the specific assumptions.

In this chapter I analyse a general model of information sharing in oligopoly. 

The model is constructed so as to encompass virtually all models in the current 

literature as special cases, resulting from appropriate specification of the param 

eters. The analysis of the model not only leads to results more general than 

previous ones; more importantly, a small number of forces which drive the incen

tives to share information in most types of models can be identified. It is argued 

that previous interpretations of information sharing models are not always consis

tent with the formal analyses, and I suggest a new explanation for the incentives 

to reveal information.

The structure of our model is the same as that used in the literature: (i) 

In an n-firm oligopoly with differentiated goods, firms face either a stochastic 

intercept of a linear demand function or a stochastic marginal cost, which can be 

different for each firm. The deviation of the vector of demand intercepts/ costs 

from its mean, the “State of Nature” , is unknown to the firms, (ii) Instead, each 

firm receives a private signal with information about the true State of Nature. 

For example, firms might receive noisy signals about the intercept of a common 

demand function; or they might know their own costs exactly, but not the costs 

of the rival firms, (iii) Private information can be exchanged, where it is assumed 

that firms commit themselves either to reveal their private information to other 

firms or to keep it private before receiving any private information, (iv) In the last 

stage, the “oligopoly game” , firms noncooperatively set prices or quantities so as
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to maximise expected profits, conditional on the available private and revealed 

information.

Following the literature, I use two different approaches to analyse the revela

tion behaviour of firms. In the simpler case, the conditions under which industry

wide contracts on information sharing are profitable are determined by comparing 

the expected equilibrium profits with and without information sharing. Alterna

tively, we assume that firms decide on their revelation behaviour simultaneously 

and independently, thus allowing for asymmetric revelation decisions.

How, then, do prices or quantities and expected profits with and without 

information sharing depend on the characteristics of the market, and how does 

this affect the incentives for firms to exchange information in the first place?

I will not review in detail the various contributions addressing these ques

tions; a brief survey can be found in Vives (1990). It has been noted by Vives 

(1990) and others that the results concerning the incentives to share information 

seem to depend sensitively on the specific assumptions of the model: a change 

from Cournot to Bertrand competition, from substitutes to complements, from 

demand to cost uncertainty, or from a common value to “private values” , referring 

to an n-dimensional State of Nature for n firms, may lead to completely different 

outcomes. More disturbingly, apparently similar models often lead to contrasting 

results. Three points shall illustrate that the current literature cannot satisfacto

rily explain the diversity of results, or worse, that only little seems to be known 

about the forces driving each particular result.

(i) According to the received view, there are two main effects of information 

sharing from the viewpoint of the firms (excluding collusion in the price/quantity 

setting stage). On the one hand, each firm is better informed about the prevail

ing market conditions, which is presumably profitable. On the other hand, the 

homogenization of information among firms leads to a change in the correlation 

of the strategies. An increase of the correlation in turn is profitable for Bertrand 

competition but not for Cournot competition. The overall profitability is then 

determined by the sum of these two effects.
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Except for some special cases, however, this well-known reasoning is either 

inapplicable or flawed. First, if a firm is perfectly informed about its own cost, 

it is in general not true that it benefits from obtaining information about its 

rivals as well (Fried 1984, Sakai 1985). Second, the change in the correlation of 

strategies is itself endogeneous and not easily predicted. I show that contrary 

to what is sometimes believed it is in general not true that information sharing 

always leads to an increase of the correlation, or that the correlation increases 

with a common value and decreases with private values. Finally, it also shown 

that even the relationship mentioned above between a change in the correlation 

of strategies and its effect on expected profits (depending on the slopes of the 

reaction curves) is not quite as generally valid as is usually assumed.

(ii) Vives (1984), Gal-Or (1985), and Li (1985) have shown that in a Cournot 

oligopoly with homogeneous goods and demand uncertainty , firms do not share 

information in the equilibrium of the two-stage game described above. In con

trast, Fried (1984), Li (1985), and Shapiro (1986) have shown that in a Cournot 

market with uncertainty about private costs, firms completely reveal information 

in the equilibrium. This contrast has been attributed to the difference between 

a common value, e.g. the intercept of a common demand function, and private 

values, e.g., different marginal costs for the firms. But the results for private 

values in many models hold even if the correlation of marginal costs approaches 

unity, although economically, this situation is equivalent to a model with a com

mon value. Therefore, this interpretation is inconsistent with the models as it 

suggests a discontinuity of profits in the underlying parameters which one would 

not expect in this class of models.

(iii) Vives (1984) shows that in a duopoly with differentiated products and 

demand uncertainty, a change from substitutes to complements or from Cournot 

to Bertrand yields opposite results regarding the incentives to share informa

tion. This may be attributed to a change in the slope of the reaction curves. 

However, in the private-values, cost-uncertainty model of Cal-Or (1986) there is 

only a difference between Cournot and Bertrand but not between substitutes and
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complements. Finally, in Sakai’s (1986) model firms always share information, 

regardless of whether they set prices or quantities, or whether the goods are sub

stitutes or complements. Hence from these results, very little can be concluded 

about the role of the type of competition and the characteristics of goods.

The results of the analysis in this chapter imply that these interpretative 

problems can all be resolved:

1. I argue (prior to the formal analysis) that the distinctive characteristic 

of most so-called private-value models is not the independence of (say) costs, 

but the fact that firms are perfectly informed about their own cost. I therefore 

introduce a new distinction between independent-value models and what I label 

“perfect-signal” models.

2. The correlation of strategies increases with information sharing in the case 

of a common value. With independent values or perfect signals, however, the 

direction of change depends on the slope of the reaction curves.

3.(a) For Cournot markets, and for Bertrand markets with demand uncer

tainty, there are some simple general results underlying almost all previous re

sults: with perfect signals or uncorrelated demands/costs, or with a common 

value and strategic complements, complete information pooling is an equilibrium 

of the two-stage game (which is efficient from the viewpoint of the firms), regard

less of all other parameters. With a common value and strategic substitutes, no 

pooling is the equilibrium solution. This solution is efficient in Cournot markets 

with homogeneous goods and inefficient if the degree of product differentiation 

is large. It is shown that the profitability of information sharing in most models 

with cost uncertainty is driven merely by the assumption that firms know their 

own costs with certainty, which refutes previous interpretations attributing these 

results to other factors.

(b) For the remaining case, Bertrand markets with cost uncertainty, the incen

tives are rather ambiguous. It turns out that results derived for duopoly models 

(Gal-Or 1986) may be reversed in the case of many firms. More importantly, this 

case provides a counterexample to a common belief according to which, say, an
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increase in the correlation of strategies due to information sharing is profitable if 

the reaction curves are upward-sloping.

4. For the cases mentioned under 3(a), I suggest a new explanation for the 

incentives to reveal private information which rests on two principles: (i) Letting 

rivals acquire better knowledge of their respective profit functions leads to a 

higher correlation of strategies, the profitability of which is determined by the 

slope of the reaction curves, (ii) Letting rivals acquire better knowledge of one’s 

own profit function always increases the firm’s own expected profits by inducing 

a change of the correlation of strategies in the direction which is profitable. The 

incentive to reveal information is then determined by the sum of these two effects.

2.2 G eneral M od el

In this section, a stochastic n-firm oligopoly model with private information is 

introduced at its most general level. In later sections, when I analyse particular 

aspects of information sharing, additional symmetry assumptions will have to be 

imposed.

We first discuss the main elements of the model: the State of Nature, pri

vate information, information sharing, and strategies and payoffs. Subsequently, 

explicit game formulations are given.

State of Nature: The State of Nature is denoted by the random variable 

T = ( t i ,  . . . ,  T n ) ' ,  where is the deviation of either the marginal cost or the 

intercept of a linear demand function of firm i from its mean, depending on the 

type of uncertainty under consideration.^ Note that for demand uncertainty, 

the intercepts may be different for each firm as well as for cost uncertainty. The 

variables T* are normal with zero mean, variance ts and covariance tn G [0, Let 

I  denote the n-dimensional unit matrix, and define l = ( 1 , 1 , and 1 = it' — I. 

Then the covariance matrix of r  is given by tgl +  tnï =: T.

 ̂ (i) T he prime denotes transposition, (ii) For convenience, both  the random  variable and  

its realisations (hence particular S tates o f Nature) are denoted by r .
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Private information: The State-of-Nature variable enters into firm z’s profit 

function (see below), but is unknown to i. Instead, before setting a price or quan

tity, the firm -  costlessly -  receives a noisy signal y{ about as private informa

tion: Ui := Ti-\- r)i. The signal noise rji is normal with zero mean, variance ua, and 

covariance Un G [0 , minj{uii}]. Thus the covariance matrix oi rj = (7/1, . . . ,  ^^) is 

d iag (u ii,. . . ,  +  u„î := U. Furthermore, r  and rj are assumed to be indepen

dent, which implies Cov(y) = T -f- U =: P.

The precision of firm z’s signal is given by if ua = 0, firm z is perfectly 

informed about (e.g. its own cost); a positive ua implies a noisy signal, and 

for Ua =  0 0 , î/î does not convey any information.

I follow Gal-Or (1985) in allowing that the signal errors rji be correlated. For 

example, publicly accessible predictions about business cycles might enter into 

all yi inducing a correlation not related to the true State of Nature. Hence the 

private signals may be correlated (i) due to a correlation of the components of 

the State of Nature and (ii) due to correlation of the signal errors.^  ̂ It is 

assumed throughout that the correlation of the signal errors does not exceed the 

correlation of the State-of-Nature components. This is stated more precisely in

Assumption COR: tnUa > tgUn Vz.

Let tn/ts ='. pr and Un/y/uaUjj =: (for ua^ujj > 0) denote the correlation

coefficients of r  and 77, respectively. Then COR implies p]̂  < p^ for all z and j .  

If the Ua are all equal, the two statements are equivalent. Assumption COR is 

automatically satisfied for all models in the literature. In the general model this 

assumption has to be made explicitly; its significance will become clear in the

 ̂ For analytical reasons it is required that the covariances between the signal errors are the  

sam e, which is a lim itation  of the m odel if the signal precisions are asym m etric. T hus we m ay  

either study the im plications o f correlated signal errors, assum ing equal precisions, or analyse  

the effects o f asym m etric precisions, assum ing uncorrelated signal errors.

 ̂ In G al-O r’s (1985) m odel, however, the conditional correlation o f the signal errors for 

a given  State o f Nature is nonpositive, an assum ption for which Gal-Or does not provide an 

econom ic rationale.
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next section.

Information revelation: Firms reveal their private information completely, 

partially, or not at all, to all other firms by means of a signal yi := yi~\- (i, where 

is normal with zero mean and variance . The (i are independent of each other 

and of r  and rj, hence for r  =  ( r i , . . . ,  r^)' and ÿ =  (ÿi , . . . ,  yn)' we have Cov(() 

=  diag(r) and Cov(y) =  T +  U + diag(r) =: Q. The variance of the noise added 

to the true signal yi expresses the revelation behaviour of firm i: for =  0, yi 

is completely revealed to the other firms; for r* =  oo a noisy signal with infinite 

variance is revealed, which is equivalent to concealing private information. For 

0 < n  < oo, private information is revealed partially; the signal yi is distorted 

by the noise fi, which reduces the informativeness of ÿi according to the variance 

r*. Note that yi cannot be strategically distorted, since f,- and yi are independent 

and (i has zero mean. Hence apart from random noise, private information is (if 

at all) revealed truthfully, or equivalently, revealed information can be verified at 

no cost.^

Strategies and payoffs: Finally, we turn to the market structure of the model. 

Demand and cost functions are not explicit elements of the model. Rather, the 

profit functions are formulated directly. Each firm i controls the variable s ,̂ which 

is either the price of the good produced by i (Bertrand markets) or the quantity 

supplied (Cournot). The payoff for firm i is given by

T̂ i =  Qfj(Ti) T ^ “t" ESi^Sj (/?ü "F (2.1)

where ai{Ti) is any function of T«, and /?ü,/?n,7 s ,7n5 ,̂ and e are parameters. We 

assume that 6 > 0 and e E (—̂ ^ 6 ,

The parametric profit function (2.1) suits a large range of standard oligopoly 

models, in particular, all types discussed in the information sharing literature 

(see Table 1 further below). This includes Cournot models with a linear demand 

system and linear or quadratic costs and Bertrand models with a linear demand

T his concept of partial revelation is due to Gal-Or (1985). A  different, but qualitatively  

equivalent approach is used by V ives (1984) and Li (1985).
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system and linear costs, in both cases for n firms producing heterogeneous goods. 

On the other hand, this generality also implies that there are no clear-cut eco

nomic interpretations of the parameters.

For all models with demand uncertainty (Cournot or Bertrand), 7  ̂ equals 1, 

and for Cournot models with cost uncertainty, 7  ̂ equals - 1 . In all these cases, 

7n, equals zero. Hence (i) for Cournot competition, 7  ̂ indicates the source of 

uncertainty, and (ii) only in the case of a Bertrand market with cost uncertainty, 

7n will take a nonzero value, the importance of which will be seen in later sections.

The linear-quadratic specification (2.1) arises from an underlying linear de

mand system with a coefficient matrix of the form D =  <51 +  e ï in both the 

Cournot and the Bertrand case. Such a demand system can be derived as the 

first-order condition of a representative consumer’s maximisation of an appropri

ately defined utility function (cf. Vives 1984, Sakai and Yamato 1989), which 

in turn requires that the matrix D (or D “^, respectively) be positive definite, 

leading to the restriction on e and 8 stated above.

From (2.1), d'^TTi/dsidsj = —e. Hence for £ > 0 (e.g. Cournot with substitute 

goods or Bertrand with complements), we have a game of strategic substitutes,

i.e. downward-sloping reaction curves; and strategic complements if e < 0 .

Game structures: We can now formulate the explicit game(s) that will be 

analysed. The model consists of the following stages:

(i) Firms decide on their revelation behaviour by setting r,. I will consider 

two variants: (a) firms enter into a contract specifying that information shall be 

revealed completely, or not at all, i.e. r{ =  0 Vi or n  =  00 Vi ; (b) firms set the 

r /s  simultaneously, where I exclude partial revelation but allow for asymmetric 

behaviour, i.e. r{ € {0, 0 0 } Vi.

(ii) The State of Nature r  is determined randomly. The players know the 

distribution of r  but not its realisation.

(iii) Each firm i receives a private signal i/i. The distribution of y is common 

knowledge.

(iv) yi is revealed completely, partially, or not at all, to all other firms by
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means of yi. The revelation behaviour is given by and r is known to all firms.

(v) Firms play the oligopoly game, i.e. each firm i sets the price/quantity si 

conditional on the information zj := available to firm i.

Information structures: In Section 2.4, I will focus on some special cases of 

information structures to which the literature has restricted its attention. The 

first is the case of a Common Value, where according to the usual specification the 

State of Nature is a scalar entering into all firms’ profits. Equivalently (since we 

are concerned with statistical decisions), we can assume that the n (identically 

distributed) components of the State of Nature are perfectly correlated, since 

then all are equal with probability one. We refer to this case as

Assumption CV (Common Value): tn = ts =: t.

All other cases, in which the State of Nature is a nondegenerate n-vector, have 

been referred to as “private-value” models. However, here we will distinguish two 

different kinds of those models. The first is the case where the components of the 

State of Nature are uncorrelated:

Assumption IV  (Independent Values): tn = Un = 0,

where setting tn to zero requires =  0 (uncorrelated signal errors) because of 

COR. In fact, the work of Gal-Or (1986) is the only one in which assumption IV 

is made. In most of the other private-value models, any correlation between the 

State-of-Nature components is allowed for. But it is additionally assumed that 

firms receive signals without noise, i.e. acquire perfect knowledge about their 

“own” Ti. We refer to this case as

Assumption PS (Perfect Signals): ua = Un = ^ Vi.

Hence in this case, 77 degenerates to a zero distribution. Our separation of mod

els classified as private-value models in the literature into two categories has two 

reasons: first, it seems more appropriate to refer to a “common value” and “in

dependent values” as limit cases of the correlation of the Ti lying between 0 and 

1 rather than speak of a common value in the case of perfect correlation and of
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private values for any other case, including both independence and a correlation 

arbitrarily close to 1 , Second and more importantly, only by taking the impact 

of signal noise into account, the apparent inconsistency pointed out in the Intro

duction between the results in common-value models and the results in certain 

"private-value" models can be explained, since the existence or nonexistence of 

signal noise is the only remaining difference between these types of models. The 

role of signal noise has not received any attention in previous work.

Almost all models in the literature are special cases of the model developed here, 

resulting by appropriately specifying the parameters.^ These specifications are 

shown in Table 1. Note in particular that all models belong to one of the three 

classes CV, IV, and PS introduced above.

2.3 N a sh  E quilibrium  o f  th e  O ligop oly  G am e

In this section, I derive the Bayesian Nash equilibrium of the oligopoly game. At 

this last stage, the revelation behaviour r  =  ( n , . . .  ,r„ ) ' is known to all firms, 

and each firm i has information Zj =  The Bayesian Nash equilibrium s*

of this subgame is characterized by

5 * (z i)  =  arg max s l i  | Zi)] ( i  =  1 , . . .  ,n ),SiÇIĤ

 ̂ (i) Li (1985) and Shapiro (1986) have generalised the norm ality assum ption by allowing  

for any distribution (e.g. one w ith  com pact support) for which all conditional exp ectation s are 

afSne functions o f the given inform ation variables, (ii) Kirby (1988) has studied  inform ation  

sharing agreem ents where nonrevealing firms are excluded from the pooled  inform ation, (iii) 

Hviid (1989) analyses inform ation sharing betw een duopolists that are risk-averse, (iv) Shapiro  

(1986) considers (in our notation) Tj’s w ith different variances and the sam e correlation; and 

Sakai’s (1986) perfect-signal duopoly m odel allows for arbitrary m atrices D  and T . (v) T he  

m odel of Novshek and Sonnenschein (1982) does not fit into our framework except for the  

uninteresting case of a com m on value and  perfect signals (cf. the discussion in Clarke (1983)). 

T hese are the only exceptions.
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Table 2.1: Previous models as special cases of the general model

model n ô i{ri) £ CH 7n T ,U r

Clarke (1983) n 0 6 1 0 equal 0 CV, pT] = 0 r G {0, oot}

Fried (1984) 2 0 6 1 0 diff. 0 PS ri e  {0 , oo}

Vives (1984) 2 0 any 1 0 equal 0 (TV,Pq==0 n  G [0 , oo]

Gal-Or (1985) (1) n 0 6 1 0 equal 0 CV, Ufi — tji ri G [0, oo]

Gal-Or (1985) (2 ) 2 0 6 1 0 equal 0 CV, Pr) 0 ri G [0, oo]

Li (1985) (1) n 0 6 1 0 equal 0 CV, pT) = 0 ri G [0, oo]

Li (1985) (2) n 0 6 - 1 0 equal 0 PS ri G [0, oo]

Gal-Or (1986) (1) 2 0 any - 1 0 equal 0 IV ri G [0, oo]

Gal-Or (1986) (2 ) 2 -(3iiTi any 6 £ equal 0 IV ri G [0, oo]

Shapiro (1986) n 0 6 - 1 0 equal 0 PS r G {0, oot)

Sakai (1986) 2 0 any 1 0 diff. 0 PS ri G {0,oo}

Kirby (1988) n 0 any 1 0 equal 0 CV, Pn =  0 ri G {0, oo}

Sakai/

Yamato (1989) n 0 any - 1 0 equal 0 PS r G {0, 0 0&}

which leads to the reaction functions 

1
Si —

26
Pa +  ^sE[Ti I Zi) -  £ E[s j  I Zi) (z =  1 , . . . ,  n).  (2.2)

Here, expectations are formed over all random variables unknown at this stage,

i.e. the State of Nature and the signal errors rj_- of the rival firms. Following 

the usual procedure, we derive the equilibrium strategies in two steps: first, we 

establish existence and uniqueness of an equilibrium with strategies Si tha t are 

affine functions of Zi. In the second step, the coefficients of these functions are 

computed.

Proposition 2.1 There exists a unique Nash equilibrium of  the oligopoly game  

f o r  given information vectors Zj (z =  1 , . . . ,  n). The equilibrium strategies  6^(zi)
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are affine in Z[, i.e. f o r  all i, there exist a*, bi G IR and  C| G IR"̂ , such that S{ =  

a-i +  biyi +  Ciÿ.

For the proofs of all results in this chapter, see the Appendix (Section 2.6).

Having established linearity of the equilibrium strategies, we now compute the 

coefficients 6i, Cj. To evaluate the first-order conditions (2.2), we first compute 

the conditional expectations E{Ti | z\) and E(yj | z\).

Let Pa := tg-\- ua Vz and pn '•= tn~\-Un denote the variances and covariances of 

the signals z/,-, respectively. Furthermore, define m,- := (jpa —pn +  n)"^ and m  := 

(m i, . . . ,  nfin)'. Finally, let Ci denote the i-th unit vector.

Proposition 2.2 For given Z[, the conditional  expectations fo r  Ti and  yj are 

E{ri I Zi) =  Qiyi +  g-y and E{sj  | Zj) =  hijyi +  h-jÿ { j  /  z), where

9i =  i / p ,  gi =  { t n P i i - t s P n ) { m - m i e f j p - ' ^ ,

hij =  Pnrjmjp-'^,  hij =  {pjj -  P n ) r r i j e ^ h i j { p a  -  p n ) { m  -  rmei) ,  

and t i  =  t s - ^  P n { t s  -  t n )  Pi  =  Pii  + Pn {P i i  ~  P n )  ^  rUj.

Setting ri = oo for all z implies m  =  0  and gi =  hÿ =  0  for all z. Thus no use 

is made of the revealed signals ÿ, which is equivalent to a situation without 

information sharing.®

The expression for gi makes the significance of assumption COR clear: since 

tnPii—tsPn = tnUa—tsUn, COR implies that the components of gi are nonnegative, 

which in turn ensures that a correlation of yi and yj is attributed to a correlation 

of Ti and Tj rather than to a correlation of the signal errors.

Substituting E[sj | Zi) =  aj T bjE{yj | Zi) -|- cjy and the expressions from 

Proposition 2.2 in (2.2) yields

a.(zi) =  ^  -  s H O j j  +  bjhifj yi +  6jhy  +  c / j  ÿ

(2,3) ■

® For infinite variances of r, or ua  I som etim es im plicitly  consider lim it values o f expressions  

o f the kind found in Proposition 2.2. For exam ple, “for n  =  oo, r,m,- =  1” is m eant in the  

sense that linVj-.oo nm* =  1.
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On the other hand, S{ = ai -f hiyi +  c /y . Identification of these coefficients with 

the corresponding terms in (2.3) leads to the main result of this section:

P ro p o sitio n  2.3 In the Bayesian Nash equilibrium of  the oligopoly game each 

f irm i (z =  1 , . . . ,  n) has the s trategy 5^(zi) = a{ +  hiyi +  c /y , where

ai
/
ti — £Pn

\

\r̂ n riïïliti 
^ J  = l Vi

26
C; = {Pi i  — P n ) b i  :  'Y ^ { P j j  — P n ) 6j  ~  . -----—

{Pii  — P n )b i  —

m

m^ei, and

d =  26 — e, d =  26 {n — l)e, Vi =  26p — epnTimi.

The equilibrium strategies of the models of other works result as corollaries of 

Proposition 2.3: this applies for Clarke (1983), Fried (1984), Vives (1984) (Propo

sitions 2 , 2 a); Gal-Or (1985, Theorems 1 and 2 ), Gal-Or (1986, Lemmas 1 and 2), 

Shapiro (1986), Li (1985, first model. Proposition 1), Kirby (1988), Sakai (1986), 

and Sakai and Yamato (1989).

An inspection of the expressions of Propositions 2.2  and 2.3 shows that al

though firm i does not use yi for the expectations about T, or yj^ ÿi, its strategy 

Si does depend on ÿi since it enters into E[sj | z\).

The strategies for the situation without information sharing follow as a limit 

case from Proposition 2.3 by setting r,- = oo for all i, which implies cj =  0 VL

Using Proposition 2.3 we can derive the expected profits for the equilibrium 

of the oligopoly game (for simplicity denoted E (7r%(s))), where expectations are 

formed for unknown Zj (i.e., before firms receive private information) but known 

revelation behaviour r.

P ro p o sitio n  2.4 In the equilibrium given by Proposit ion 2.3, the expected profi t  

fo r  f irm i is

E{7Ti{s)) = E{ai(Ti)) +  6a]  + X) Var(si) -f % ^ ( L ^ j  +  Cjti). (2.4)
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For Cournot markets and for Bertrand markets with demand uncertainty, we 

have 7 „ =  0, hence the last term in (2.4) vanishes. For most of the following 

sections we confine the analysis to these cases. Only Section 2.4.6 is devoted to 

the remaining case, Bertrand markets with cost uncertainty.

2.4 T h e in cen tives to  share in form ation

Several authors have noted that the incentives to share private information are 

largely determined by the change in the correlation of strategies induced by the 

pooling of information. However, it has never been treated analytically how 

this correlation is actually affected in different settings. Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 

address this question. We then study the two approaches to the determination of 

revelation behaviour introduced in Section 2.2: first, we analyse the incentives to 

completely pool information, compared with no pooling. Alternatively, we derive 

the equilibrium of the two-stage game where firms first independently decide 

on their revelation behaviour. A discussion in Section 2.4.5 draws the threads 

together. Finally, we turn to the case excluded for most of this chapter, Bertrand 

markets with cost uncertainty.

For the rest of the chapter we assume that Pa =  (5g for all z. For most 

applications, this means that the firms have the same expected demand intercepts 

and marginal costs. Moreover, except for Section 2.4.6 we henceforth assume that

I n  =  0 .

2.4.1 No-sharing case

As noted above, concealing of all private information corresponds to ri =  oo Vz, 

and from Proposition 2.3 we obtain (because of =  0 and riUii =  1)

bi = ---------- — -— and Cj =  0 Vz. (2.5)
2 8 p i i  -  SPn  2 ^  Vi / Vj

W ithout information sharing, therefore,

Var(si) =  piib"^ and C o v { s i S j )  = b i b j E { y i y j )  = P n b i b j  {j ^  z). (2.6)
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Hence, for the correlation of these strategies, , we have — P n / y / p i ï p j j ,  or if 

Pi i  •= Ps  Vz, ps  = Pn I  Ps-  Thus the correlation of Si  and Sj equals the correlation 

of the private signals yi and yj. Without sharing their private signals, players are 

not able to discriminate between the underlying State of Nature and the signal 

errors; therefore the correlation of the strategies does not depend on how the 

parameters of r  and rj enter into pa and pn.

Next, we investigate how strategies and profits are influenced by the precision 

and correlation of the signals. From Proposition 2.4, changes in the information 

structure affect profits only inasmuch they affect Var(si). In the following, I will 

frequently use the notation a ~  6 to denote sign(a) =  sign(6).

Proposition 2.5  ̂ Without  information sharing,

Both the absolute value of hi (the sign of which is determined by and 

z’s expected profit increase with the precision of yi (parts a,b), whereas they 

are decreasing (increasing) in the precision of another firm’s signal for strategic 

substitutes (complements) (parts c,d).

For the rest of the chapter, I assume that the private signals have equal 

precisions, i.e. pa = ps Vz. Then (2.5) implies hi = 'ysts{ps[‘̂h-\-{n — l)epy]}~^ =: 6, 

where py = pnjps is the correlation of the signals. From E{'Ki[s)) ~  psh"̂  we 

immediately obtain (without proof)

Proposition 2.6 In the completely  s ymm etr ic  model  wi thout  information shar 

ing,

(a) dE{7Ti)/dps\py const. <  0, i.e. fo r  a given correlation o f  signals, a uniform  

increase in the precision of  the signals increases expected profits;

(b) dE^TTi)/ dpy\p^ const. ~  Z.6 fo r  a given precision of  signals, an increase

in the correlation leads to higher expected profits fo r  strategic complements  and

 ̂ The shorthand notation  E(7Ti) refers to the expected  profits for equilibrium  strategies. 

Part (a) im plies Lem m a la  in V ives (1984), and (b) im plies Lem m a 3a. From (b), Proposition  

1 in Fried (1984) follows. Parts (c) and (d) im ply parts of Lemm as lb  and 3b in V ives (1984).
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to lower expected profits for strategic substitutes.

In contrast to the case of Proposition 2.5 (b), no relative information advantages 

of players are involved in result (a). Hence the precision of the private signal 

matters absolutely as well as in relation to the signals of the rival firms.

Some intuition on the well-known result (b) can be gained by considering a 

Cournot market with demand uncertainty (cf. Vives 1984): for a positive signal 

Pi, a higher correlation of signals implies a higher probability that the rival firms 

have received a high signal as well and supply a larger quantity. Since the reaction 

curves are downward-sloping, this induces a reduction of the own quantity Si. As 

a result, i reacts less sensitively to ^i, which reduces the expected profit.

The result also explains parts (c) and (d) of Proposition 2.5: an exogenous 

increase in the precision of another player’s signal (leaving the covariance unaf

fected) does not necessarily per se, i.e. because of an information advantage of 

the other firm, lead to a change of the expected profit, but rather through the 

increased correlation of strategies.® Hence the profitability depends on the sign 

of e.

2.4.2 C om plete pooling: correlation of strategies

Setting ri = 0 for all %, we obtain the case of complete information sharing: 

all Ui are revealed without noise; all players have the same information. With 

riTTii = 0 and m~^ = Ps — P m  Proposition 2.3 implies

In the following, we usually focus on the cases CV, IV, and PS introduced above. 

For the case of a common value (CV), where ts = tn = t, the firms’ strategies are 

identical and affine in the sample mean of the signals: S{ = a {26h/d)L'y. In

® V ives (1984) distinguishes the correlation effect and an inform ation advantage of th e rival 

firm, and argues that both affect expected  profits negatively. However, it does not follow  from  

his analysis that there ex ists a negative information advantage effect if  the correlation o f the  

signals is held constant.
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the case of perfect signals (PS), where ps = tg and pn =tn-> the parameters of all 

random variables cancel out in (2.7), as all uncertainty has vanished (cf. Shapiro 

1986).

Using (2.7) we can derive the variance and covariance of the equilibrium strate

gies, the sign of the correlation, and subsequently the direction of change with 

respect to the oligopoly without information pooling:

Proposition 2.7 For CV, the correlation o f  equilibrium strategies  always in

creases i f  information is completely  pooled. For I V  and PS, the correlation de

creases fo r  strategic substi tutes and increases for  strategic complements.

(In particular, with independent values and strategic substitutes, information 

sharing leads to a negative correlation of previously uncorrelated strategies.)

Proposition 2.7 thus shows that the conjecture that the correlation increases 

with a common value and decreases with private values (cf. Li 1985, Gal-Or 1986) 

is correct for Cournot oligopolies with substitute goods, but not in general.

It should be noted that Proposition 2.7 does not require that 7  ̂ =  0 , i.e. it is 

valid for both Cournot and Bertrand, for demand and cost uncertainty.

2.4.3 Incentives to share I: contractual approach

The firms’ incentives to enter into industry-wide contracts on information sharing 

are determined by difference of expected profits with and without information 

sharing. Using E{'Ki) ~  Var(si), the results of Section 2.4.1, and (2.18), we have

t
(ts -|- (n — l)pnt) —
\  /  pT

# 1 , (2 .8)

where ‘CP’ and ‘N P’ refer to ‘complete pooling’ and ‘no pooling’, respectively; 

and t -.= ts {n -  l)tn, p* := ps V {k -  l)pn and t = {ts -  tn)/{ps ~  Pn)- The sign 

of this difference does not depend on the sign of 7 .̂ Hence at least for Cournot 

models, the source of uncertainty -  demand or cost -  affects the signs of the 

strategies but is irrelevant for expected profits.
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Instead of treating the IV and PS cases separately, we can derive more general 

results by taking an important similarity between these two cases into account: 

in both cases, firms do not acquire any new information about their rPs by the 

pooling of information: with perfect signals, firm i already knows T*, whereas 

with uncorrelated signals, it cannot infer anything about T{ from the other firms’ 

signals. In the model, this is reflected in the fact that in both cases, gi =  0 . 

Evaluation of (2.8) leads to

P ro p o sitio n  2 .8  / /g i  =  0, hence in particular for I V  and PS, complete pooling 

is always profitable. For CV, pooling is profitable if and only if

— e)ps — {n — l)£^[ps +  npn) > 0

The expression on the l.h.s. is positive if p. := e/6 is less than 2 /(n  +  1) and 

negative if p is greater than 2{y/n — l) /(n  — 1) < 1 , and otherwise depends on 

the magnitudes of ps and p^.

As corollaries follow the corresponding results of Clarke (1983), Fried (1984, 

Proposition 2), Li (1985, Proposition 2), Shapiro (1986, Theorem 1), Sakai (1986, 

Theorem 1), Kirby (1988, Proposition 2), and Vives (1984) (Proposition 5).

In a common-value Cournot oligopoly with sufficiently homogeneous goods (e 

close to 6), complete sharing is unprofitable. In contrast, for small positive e -  

corresponding to a large degree of product differentiation, or, for quadratic costs, 

to quickly increasing marginal costs (cf. Kirby 1988) -  information sharing is 

profitable, as well as for negative e (strategic complements).

The most important consequence of Proposition 2.8 is that with perfect sig

nals, complete pooling is always profitable, regardless of any other parameters 

of the model. This result is in sharp contrast with the interpretations of Fried

(1984), Shapiro (1986), Li (1985), Sakai (1986) and Sakai and Yamato (1989), 

who have attributed the profitability of information sharing to the “private-value” 

character of their models or the uncertainty about costs as opposed to demand 

uncertainty. Rather, the result is completely determined by the assumption that 

firms have perfect knowledge of their own costs, or in general, of their T%.
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The proposition suggests that the unprofitability of information exchange in a 

homogeneous Cournot market with uncertainty about a common value is a rather 

exceptional case. Hence in general Clarke’s (1983) argument that observing an 

agreement on information sharing may be taken as a prima-facie evidence of 

collusion does not apply.

2.4.4 Incentives to share II: noncooperative approach

We now analyse the two-stage game in which firms simultaneously decide on 

their revelation behaviour before playing the oligopoly game. While the “non- 

cooperativeness” of this model structure obviously only relates to the revelation 

decisions, leaving their commitment character unaffected, studying the two-stage 

game can nevertheless yield important insights about the stability of information 

sharing arrangements. In particular, we will analyse under which circumstances 

firms have a dominant revelation strategy in the sense that they commit to a 

certain revelation behaviour (e.g. always to reveal the own signal) regardless of 

how the other firms decide, in anticipation of the equilibrium of the oligopoly 

game resulting from the first-stage decisions.

In this subsection, therefore, we allow for asymmetric revelation behaviour. 

However, we exclude partial revelation, i.e. each firm has to decide whether to 

reveal completely or not at all.^

W ithout loss of generality we assume that the first k players (A: G { 0 , . . . ,  n}) 

reveal, whereas the last n — k players conceal their information. A nonrevealing 

firm (for given k) has an incentive to reveal if

where denotes the strategy of a Revealing firm (increasing the number to

k-\-l) and the strategy of a Nonrevealing firm (where the number of revealing 

firms remains k). If this inequality is valid for all A:, i has a dominant strategy

 ̂ In analysing the two-stage gam e, V ives (1984) and Gal-Or (1985, 1986) allow for partial 

revelation, whereas this is excluded by Li (1985), Fried (1984), and Sakai (1986).
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to reveal (in the sense explained above), and vice versa if the inequality is never 

fulfilled (cf. Li 1985).

Setting Ti =  0 for i G {1, . . . ,  A:} and r{ =  oo for z G {A: + 1 , . . . ,  n} for given k, 

we can derive the equilibrium strategies for revealing and concealing firms from 

Proposition 2.3, calculate their variances, and compute the expected profits. This 

leads to one of the main results of this section:

P ro p o sitio n  2.9 For CV and gi =  0 (including I V  and PS), there always exists 

a dominant revelation strategy (in the above sense). Information revelation is a 

strictly dominant strategy ifg\ = 0, and for CV and strategic complements. For 

CV and strategic substitutes, nonrevelation is a strictly dominant strategy.

There are many corresponding results in the literature: Proposition 3 in Li (1985) 

and Proposition 3 in Fried (1984) follow as corollaries; and similar results are 

provided by Vives (1984), Gal-Or (1985, 1986), Li (1985), and Sakai (1986).

First of all, we observe that in all cases considered there are dominant revela

tion strategies. Furthermore, the result for PS complements Proposition 2.8: the 

results obtained by Fried (1984), Li (1985), and Sakai (1986) have little to do with 

cost uncertainty or “private values” but are determined by the mere assumption 

of perfect signals.

Comparing Propositions 2.8 and 2.9, we see that for most cases, the equilib

rium of the two-stage game is efficient from the point of view of the firms. Only 

for CV with strategic substitutes and small e (large degree of product differenti

ation) a Prisoner’s Dilemma situation arises: complete sharing is profitable but 

does not occur in the two-stage game (cf. Vives 1984).

This, in turn, suggests that studying exclusionary disclosure rules (i.e. where 

only revealing firms have access to information revealed by others; such rules have 

been considered by Kirby (1988) and Shapiro (1986)) might not yield very inter

esting new insights, since “quid-pro-quo-agreements” (Kirby 1988) only become 

interesting in Prisoner’s Dilemma situations where firms insist on the “quo” . For 

exclusionary agreements among all n firms, of course, the results of Section 2.4.3 

apply.
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2.4.5 D iscussion of the results

Excluding Bertrand markets with cost uncertainty from the analysis, we have 

shown: for CV and strategic complements, and for IV and PS in any case, com

plete information pooling is an efficient equilibrium of the two-stage game, re

gardless of all other parameters. For CV and strategic substitutes, no pooling is 

the equilibrium solution, which is efficient (inefficient) for a small (large) degee 

of product differentiation. Except for Gal-Or’s (1986) Bertrand model with cost 

uncertainty, these statements summarise all results of the literature on the incen

tives to share information in symmetric models.

To explain the results of Sections 2.4.3 and 2.4.4, we start with the well- 

known common-value case (cf. Vives 1984). The pooling of information has 

two effects. First, each firm has better information about the prevailing market 

conditions; second, strategies are perfectly correlated. The first effect increases 

expected profits, whereas the profitability of the second effect depends on the 

slope of the reaction curves (cf. Proposition 2.5). For strategic complements, 

then, information sharing is unambiguously profitable. For strategic substitutes 

(say, a Cournot market with substitute goods), the correlation effect is negative. 

It outweighs the precision effect in the case of fairly homogeneous goods. With 

more differentiated goods, in contrast, the precision effect dominates (Proposition 

2 .8 ) since there is less intense competition, implying that the adverse effect of a 

higher correlation of strategies is smaller.

In the noncooperative model, the decision to reveal only depends on the cor

relation effect, since the knowledge of the State of Nature is not influenced by 

the own revelation behaviour (cf. Proposition 2.2). This explains the difference 

between Propositions 2.8 and 2.9, which gives rise to a Prisoner’s Dilemma.

While the distinction of a precision and a correlation effect is very useful in 

explaining the common-value case, it is of little use for the understanding of 

the IV and PS cases, as pointed out in the Introduction: recall that T{ denotes

10 For an alternative interpretation in the m odel w ith quadratic costs, see Kirby (1988).
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the component of the State of Nature which enters into firm z’s profit function. 

First, information sharing cannot improve firm z’s information on (cf. 4.3), 

and it is not clear why it would benefit from improved information about the 

other Tj as such. In fact. Fried (1984) and Sakai (1985) provide examples in 

which firms prefer never to receive any signals about the rival’s profit function. 

Second, while the change in the correlation of strategies is clearly im portant, it is 

endogenous and not easily predicted. In particular, our results show that in the 

IV and PS cases information sharing changes the correlation of strategies exactly 

in the direction that is profitable for the firms! This, of course, undermines the 

explanatory power of the correlation effect.

Therefore, we proceed to explain our results in terms of two rather different, 

and more general, effects in the change of strategies due to information sharing: 

“direct adjustments” , due to an improved knowledge of the own Ti, and “strategic 

adjustments” , due to an improved knowledge of the rival firms’ information and 

hence their actions.

These effects can be readily identified analytically: while the direct adjust

ment is directly related to the magnitude of the parameters of gi, the strategic 

adjustments are determined by the parameters of hy (cf. (2.2) and Proposition 

2 .2 ).

The significance of our new distinction is immediately clear: in both cases IV 

and PS there are only strategic adjustments, since gi =  0 . From Proposition 2.9 

we may thus conclude that for IV and PS, unilateral revelation of information 

to the other firms is profitable because and as long as this induces only strategic 

adjustments by the rival firms.

Our distinction also sheds new light on the common-value case: while strategic 

adjustments always alter the correlation of strategies in the direction profitable 

for the firms (Propositions 2.6b, 2.7, and 2.8), direct adjustments always lead 

to a higher correlation. Thus with strategic complements, both adjustments are

This term inology is borrowed from Fried (1984), who uses the term s “direct adjustm ents” 

and “counteradjustm ents” in the sam e way, but in a slightly different context.
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profitable, whereas with strategic substitutes, the negative effect of highly corre

lated strategies may prevail. For CV, in particular, the components of gi have 

their maximal value (cf. Proposition 2.3), implying maximal direct adjustments.

Turning to intermediate cases between IV and CV, in markets with strategic 

substitutes firms face a trade-off: a firm has an incentive to reveal its private 

information, as long as this does not significantly improve other firms’ knowledge 

of their Tj which would induce direct adjustments by these firms and thereby lead 

to more intense competition (cf. Fried 1984, Proposition 4]).

2.4.6 Bertrand markets w ith  cost uncertainty

We briefly turn to Bertrand markets with cost uncertainty. Consider the simplest 

example with the demand function qi = a — 6pi — e Y^j^i P j  and a random marginal 

cost Q, for simplicity with zero mean. In terms of the profit function (2 .1), 7 „ =  e, 

which is the coefficient for the product Ci Y j^ i  Pj  • Such terms vanish in each of 

the other cases I have been considering, but play an important role in this case. 

Therefore, Bertrand competition with cost uncertainty is structurally different 

from the other three cases.

With 7  ̂ 0, the last term in (2.4) does not vanish. As a consequence, the 

analysis becomes considerably more complicated, and the results are much more 

ambiguous, than in the other cases. Therefore, I will only summarise the results 

without presenting the formal analysis in full detail. As to the method of analysis, 

it suffices to analyse the last term in (2.4) under different informational settings, 

proceeding exactly as in the previous sections, and then combine the results with 

the corresponding results derived in 4.1-4.4.

In contrast to the simple results in the previous sections, the profitability of 

industry-wide contracts on information sharing in general depends on the magni

tudes of 6 , 6 , and n. Similarly, the profitability of unilateral information revelation 

depends on the these parameters. Moreover, in general there do not even exist 

dominant revelation strategies.

Only in the case of independent values does a dominant revelation strategy ex
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ist. This strategy depends on the difference between expected profits for unilateral 

revelation vs. concealing, which has the same sign as —4(2^—e) —(n —l)e (4 <5—Se). 

If e > 0 or n =  2, to conceal information is a dominant revelation strategy. This 

was shown by Gal-Or (1986) for the duopoly case. However, for negative e and 

n oo, revealing becomes a dominant strategy. Thus, even when a dominant 

revelation strategy exists, whether this strategy involves revelation or not de

pends on the specific parameters. Results obtained for duopolies do not extend 

to larger markets.

To see why this case is so different, contrast the profit functions for a Bertrand 

duopoly for demand uncertainty, tTj- =  pi{a—Ti—6pi—epj) and for cost uncertainty, 

7Tj- =  (pi — Ti){a — 6pi — spj). For substitutes, e is negative. In both cases, a positive 

Ti will affect the profit negatively.

Now fix Pi as a random variable and consider how the expected profits in 

both cases depend on the rival’s strategy pj. For demand uncertainty, the term 

—£E{piPj) enters into the expected profits. Hence, we obtain the well-known re

sult that expected profits are increasing in the correlation of the firms’ strategies. 

With cost uncertainty, in contrast, we get —eE{piPj)-\-£E{riPj). With information 

sharing, the second term counterbalances the first, since (with 7  ̂ =  ^ > 0 ) pi and 

Ti are positively correlated. Considering the effect of this second term, therefore, 

it is not surprising that the profitability of information sharing depends on the 

parameters of the specific model.

As noted above. Proposition 2.7 also covers Bertrand markets with cost un

certainty. The important conclusion is that while information sharing leads to 

the unambiguous change in the correlation of strategies stated in Proposition 2.7 

(depending on the information structure), only for the three cases considered in 

Sections 2.4.4 and 2.4.5 it is true that an increase in the correlation of the firms’ 

strategies is profitable for strategic complements, contrary to what is usually be

lieved. In contrast to Gal-Or’s (1986) interpretation of her result, therefore, the 

nonprofitability of information sharing in the Bertrand duopoly with cost uncer

tainty does not arise because of a decrease in the correlation of strategies, but
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rather despite an increase.

W hat is remarkable, then, is not the ambiguity observed here, but the sim

plicity of the results of the previous sections. This simplicity hinges on a simple 

relationship between expected profits and the variances and covariances of the 

equilibrium strategies which does not exist in the case considered here,

2.5 C onclud ing R em arks

Previous work has fostered the impression that the incentives to share information 

depend delicately on the details of the model. In contrast, I have shown - building 

on more general results - that the results for the majority of the specific models 

can be summarised in a very simple way.

Our analysis suggests that some generalising interpretations of those results 

found in other works are invalid: (i) As I have argued in 4.5, the assertion that one 

major determinant encouraging firms to exchange information is an improvement 

of the information about market conditions, is valid only as far as information 

about own demand or cost is concerned, but then does not apply to models in 

which firms cannot improve this information, viz. in independent-value or perfect- 

signal models (which, in fact, comprise at least one half of those considered in the 

literature), (ii) The assertion that the other major determinant of the profitability 

of information sharing is the induced change in the correlation of strategies is 

unhelpful, since this change in the correlation is itself endogenous and not easily 

predicted without explicit formal analysis. In particular, we have shown that for 

independent-value or perfect-signal models, the correlation always changes in the 

direction which is profitable for the firms, although this direction depends on the 

details of the profit function.

Our new alternative interpretation, which applies to all information struc

tures and to all market types considered except for Bertrand markets with cost 

uncertainty, rests on two separate effects which determine the incentives to reveal 

information: 1 . Letting rivals acquire better knowledge of their respective profit
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functions leads to a higher correlation of strategies, the profitability of which is 

determined by the slope of the reaction curves. 2. Letting rivals acquire better 

knowledge of one’s own profit function is always profitable.

An analysis of the welfare effects of information sharing, not included here, leads 

to less clear-cut results than with the incentives for firms to share information. 

In many cases, the direction of change of consumer surplus and total welfare 

depends on the magnitudes of the parameters of the model.

The intuitive conjecture, often found in the nonformal literature, that without 

collusion information sharing is socially beneficial, can by and large be supported, 

as far is overall welfare is concerned. However, it fails to take into account the 

impact of a change in the correlation of strategies on profits and the effect on 

consumer surplus. In general, producers and consumers have conflicting interests, 

making a weighting of these interests necessary (cf. Shapiro 1986).

The understanding of the role of information in oligopoly could be further im

proved by studying asymmetric information structures in more detail. Situations 

where firms have differently precise private information have been analysed by 

Clarke (1983), Fried (1984), and Sakai (1986).

While in this chapter the incentives for firms to reveal private information have 

been emphasized, two other related issues are the incentives to acquire (costly) 

information about the own profit function, and finally to receive information 

about other firms. The first has been pursued by Li, McKelvey, and Page (1987), 

Vives (1988) and recently by Hwang (1993), the second by Fried (1984), Sakai

(1985), and Jin (1992).

Despite the generality of the structure used, the present model might be con

sidered restrictive in some respects. It rests on linear-quadratic profit functions, 

normally distributed random variables, and various symmetry assumptions. Com

mitment to a revelation strategy and truthtelling are imposed by assumption. In 

this respect this chapter is no more general than previous work. This is cer

tainly a justified criticism which calls for the development of still more general
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frameworks which allow for an assessment of the robustness of our results.

But while recent research has moved on to generalise certain elements of the 

earlier models, or - probably more fruitfully - to develop strategically more sophis

ticated models which build on the methodological criticisms raised against the 

standard models (Zvi (1993) makes a step in this direction), all the old questions 

which gave rise to this line of research have been left unanswered, as forcefully 

argued by Vives (1990). This chapter is a contribution to fill this gap; i.e. though 

adhering to a restrictive framework, it does lead to a general theory for a large 

class of models which has been the focus of research for ten years, thus providing 

a benchmark for departures from this framework.
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2.6 A p p en d ix: P roofs

Most proofs involve very tedious but straightforward algebra which has been 

omitted here. The details can be found in Raith (1983).

Proof of Proposition 2.1: Equations (2.2) can be obtained as the first-order 

conditions of an appropriately defined team-decision problem in the sense of Rad

nor (1962). Similarly, all higher order conditions for the Nash equilibrium and the 

solution of the team decision problem are identical. Therefore, we immediately 

obtain the result by applying Theorem 5 of Radner (1962), where in particular 

the assumption of normal distributions and the positive definiteness of D ensure 

that all assumptions of that theorem are s a t i s f i e d . ■

Proof of Proposition 2.2: 1. The proofs of the results in Section 2.3 make use of 

the following result: For matrices A (p xp, nonsingular), U, V  (ç xp), and S (g x 

q) we have

(A +  U 'SV )-^ =  A -^ -  A -^U 'S(S  +  S V A -^U 'S )-^S V A -i (2.9)

(see Madansky (1976, p. 9]). Now let a, 6 G IR, a  G IR"', and â =  . . . ,  .

Then from (2.9) it follows that

[diag(a) -}- = diag(a) — (2 .1 0 )

=  a ~^ \— {a[a-\-hn))~^hLL'. (2 .1 1 )

2 . Since r , 77, and (  are independent, we have V ar(r) =  Cov(r, y) =  Cov(r, ÿ) 

= T, Var(y) = Cov(y, ÿ) =  P and Var(y) = Q. Writing T and P as rows of 

column vectors, T =  ( t i , . . . ,  tn) and P =  ( p i , . . . ,  pn), we obtain

E(ri I (pi,y ')') =  (^5,ti ')V (p i,y ') ' and E(pj | (pi,y ')0  =  (Pn, Pj')V(yi, ÿ ')', 

where
-1

Vii Pi ' ̂ ‘  Cl -C ip lQ -1

Pi Q - C iQ - ip i  Q - i  +  C iQ -ip ip !Q -i )

See Basar and Ho (1974) for a sim ilar application of R adner’s theorem  to a duopoly m odel 

and V ives (1988) for the application to  both oligopolies and com petitive m arkets.
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and Cl = {pu — p-Q ^Pi)  ̂ (cf. Theil (1971), p .17-18]). From this we obtain

E  {n I {yi, ÿ ')') =  9iVi +  êiÿ  and E  {yj | {yi, ÿ ')') =  hijyi +  hyÿ, where

gi =  -5^iPi),

hÿ = Q ^(pj — h i j P i ) .

W ith m  as defined in the main text it follows that Q =  diag(m7^, . . ,  m~^)+pntL',

^  - t j Q  ^pi 
Pii -  PiQ ^Pi ’

, _  P n  -  P i Q ~ ^ P i

P i .- P iQ -^ P i’

and hence from (2.10): Q “  ̂ =  diag(m) — (1 pnJ2]=i‘>^j)~^Pn^^'-  Writing

ti =  tnt-\-{ts — tn)ei etc., straightforward calculations then lead to the expressions 

stated in the proposition. ■

P ro o f  of P ro p o sitio n  2.3: 1. From (2.3), 26o, =  (3a — e Y.j^i aj or {28 — e)ai = 

Pii — £ Vz, from which the expression for Oj- follows in an obvious way.

2 . From (2.3), 28bi = 'jsQi ~  6 ^j^ij Vz, which can be written as

/ 26 sh\2 

sh2i 28

eh In

28 /

f  u \ l  \
bi 9i

= Is

 ̂ y y

(2 .12)

Define 6 = { t i , . . . ,  in) and m ' =  ( r im i, . . . ,  rnrrin). Since gi = ti/pi and hij = 

PnTjrTij/pi, it follows that

[diag(v) +  epn^rh'] b =  ')sO or b =  7  ̂ [diag(v) +  6 .

Using (2.9) we obtain

[diag(v) +  ep„tm T ^ =  ^  d'ag(v),

where v  := (uf \  . . .  ,v~^). The i-th row of I — epn^rti'l{l -f ep^ib'v) is ej' — 

{epnlx)^i^' i  which leads to the expression stated in the proposition.

4. From (2.3),

28ci + £ X! Cj =  7 ,gi -  £ XI Vz. (2.13)
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Now define C := ( c i , . . . ,  Cn) and

Z := % gi -  g 1 ]  6j h i j , . . . ,  "x.gn -  5 I ]
\ # 1  #71

Then the system (2.13) can be written as C((& +  gI) =  Z. Using (2.11) we obtain

£
“  r) - i 7.gi J y ;  7 ,gj -  e &thjk

Jjéi “ j = l  V k^j
(2.14)

Substituting the expressions for gj and hy given in Proposition 2.2 eventually 

yields the result given in the proposition. ■

P ro o f  of P ro p o sitio n  2.4: According to (2.1), firm i ’s profit is

7Ti =  a i ( n )  +  (/?n +  TnT-i) + At +  Js' î ~  £ ~ Si. (2.15)

Since i knows Z[ when she determines Si, E(7Ti(s)) equals 

E(ai(ri)) +  E (/^n  4" 7 n '^ i) ^ +  ^Vi , y E  A i  +  'Js'Ti 1
_ .  \  /  .

(2.16)

Because of (2.2), the last term in (2.16) reduces to 6E(s'^), since S{ is an equilib

rium strategy; and then E(s?) =  E'^[si) +  Var(si) =  aj +  Var(si). For the second 

term in (2.16) we get

E (^n + 7nri)X ]5 . — ^ T 'yn^jtn T TnCjti),
# t

where tj is the i-th column vector of T. Then the expression stated in the 

proposition results immediately.

P ro o f  of P ro p o sitio n  2.5: First, the restriction e > —{n — 1) implies that 

1 4- epn I2 j= i(l/^ i) > 0 and hence bi ~  %. From (2.5), we have

266i
1 -

epn/vi
dpii Vi y  1 + % E j= i ( l / ^ j ) y  '

The two previous results then imply part (a). Part (b) follows from dE(;K[s))/dpu ' 

dpiih^ldpii, d{piibi)/dpii ~  - 7 ,̂ pubi ~  b{ ~  7 ,̂ and part (a). Parts (c) and (d) 

can then be derived in a straightforward way. ■
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Proof of Proposition 2.7: 1. From E{y'-) = ps, E[{c[yY] = E{c[yy'c\) = 

c-Qq and E{hyiy'c[) = bp[c[ we obtain

Var(5 - ) =  E[{byi +  cjy) ] =  Psb +  c-Qq +  26p-q. (2.17)

Using (2.7) and Q =  (ps — p n ) lP n f ' t ' '  and (2.7), (2.17) leads to

V a r ( s r )  = dP
^  ( t ,  -  t n )

(2.18)

where 7 := +  (n -  1)2%, p^ := ps {k -  l)p% and t = {ts -  2%)/(pa -  p%).

Proceeding in the same way, we obtain a similar expression for the covariance:

+ (« -  l)i (pn— -  in)------
(2.19)

2. Let Ps =  Cov(si, Sj)/Var(sj) denote the correlation of equilibrium strategies, 

where p^^ and p^^ refer to the complete-pooling and no-pooling cases, respec

tively.

CV: Trivial since for complete sharing the strategies are identical.

IV: The result follows immediately from C ov(sf^ ,s^^) ~  £ and p^^ =  0.

PS: With p^^ — p^^  ~  psCov(si,Sj) — p%Var(si), which using (2.18) and (2.19) 

can be shown to be ~  —£. ■

Proof of Proposition 2.8: 1 . CV: From (2.8) we obtain

E[-ïïf^) — E{7t̂ ^ )  ~  4#(6 — e) — {n — l)e^ — n{n — l)e^— .
Ps

Since Pn/Ps G [0,1], the last expression is necessarily positive if 4:6{8 — e) — {n — 

1 )£  ̂ > n(n —1)£  ̂ and negative if 4^(6 — a) — (n — 1 )£  ̂ < 0. Calculating the critical 

values of e for these inequalities then leads to the result stated in the proposition.

2. gi =  0 : Since tnPs = 2gp%, we obtain from (2.8):

= { n -  l)Se^ {ts -  t n ) f t  v{d +  d) +  ddps > 0.

Proof of Proposition 2.9: 1. We first calculate for a given k the coefficients 

b and Cj for revealing and nonrevealing firms in the general case. Using R as an
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index for a revealing firm i (z =  1 , . . . ,  A:) and N as an index for a nonrevealing 

firm i (z =  A; +  1 , . . . ,  n), we get from Proposition 2.3

+ kpn) +  (n -  -  l)ep„’

26p^ Vk
and (2 .2 1 )

Ci — ^k — {hi — ep", (2 .2 2 )

where Vk := 26(ps +  kpn) +  (n — A: — l)epn, tk is a vector with ones in the first 

k components and zeros in the last n — k, and ep  = ei if z <  A:, and ep  =  0  

otherwise. 2. CV: Equations (2.20) to (2.22) imply

S:R

^ dp^

where is the vector of signals y  with zeros in the last {n — k) components. 

Noting that E[(L[yy] = =  kp’̂ and tk'E(yy^yi) = kpn, we can calculate

the variances and then obtain

AE(^) := E (x i(5 P + \sk p ))-E (x ,(a P ,sk i)) = S [Var(sf-*+^) -  Var(5f ■‘)

3. gi =  g =  0: From (2.20) to (2.22), we get

R C/f ~ £ p^ - , ,
s- — a  H— Ui — ch ^  ~irt t'k'y'k ^ i id

d dd P
N  , ^ ^  Z ^ ^  ^ V n \  ,s- — a  +  c h — — Hi — C H ^ ^ t  I 1 ------ —

Vk ddP* \  /

Noting that 6'E(p«yk) =  p  ̂ and i''E{yiyir) = kpn-, we can calculate the variances 

and obtain

AE{'k) ~  2dd(p^+^)^[(n -  l)(p^ -  pn) +  A:rzpn] +  p^[dp^^^ -  Vkf ,  

where both terms are positive. ■
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C hapter 3

Spatial R etail M arkets W ith  

C om m uting Consum ers
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3.1 In trod u ction

Since Hotelling’s “Stability in Competition” (1929), economists have been con

cerned with the spatial distribution and the pricing policies of firms that compete 

oligopolistically in an output market. From the very beginning of this line of re

search, spatial distribution, captured by the firms’ and consumers’ “addresses” , 

has also been seen as a metaphor for the differentiation of products in an abstract 

characteristics space.

A salient feature of most models of spatial competition is the assumption 

that consumers, like firms, are appropriately characterized by a single point in 

the address space. Moreover, the cost of travelling from a consumer’s (home) 

location to a firm (a retail store) is added to the net price the consumer has to 

pay. While this may be a reasonable assumption in models where the spatial 

dimension refers to abstract characteristics, it can be quite unrealistic in the 

original context of geographical distribution. That is, for a large variety of retail 

markets, the relevant consumers are more appropriately described as living at 

one location and working at another. Commuting between these locations occurs 

regardless of any purchases made, and consumers will in general try to combine 

shopping with commuting in order to save on travel costs. In this case, the net 

travelling distance associated with the purchase of a good should not include any 

travelling along the commuting route.

That commuting matters for certain industries is most visible in the case 

of petrol stations, which tend to be located along radial routes of cities where 

commuters pass by, rather than in suburbs or in the centre. Other such examples 

include chain restaurants and video rental stores.

Some of the questions that arise are the following: how does commuting affect 

prices for given locations of firms? Here, one might conjecture that an “increase” 

in commuting, both in the sense of an increased proportion of commuting con

sumers and of an increased commuting distance, may make retail markets more 

competitive. Moreover, how does commuting affect location choice, both in the
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cases of fixed and prices and in the case of anticipated price competition? In the 

latter case, there are two opposite forces: more commuting might make markets 

more competitive and therefore induce firms not to agglomerate. On the other 

hand, all firms will want to be at points where the flow of commuters passing by 

is large, which is a force towards agglomeration. Another question is, can asym

metric equilibria emerge in this context? Can, say, the existence of high-price 

shops in the centre and low-price shops of the same industry in the suburbs (or 

the other way round) be explained by the role of commuting? Finally, to what 

extent do the answers to these questions depend on the precise distribution of 

consumers over (home, workplace)-pairs?

On a more applied level, commuting may also be an important factor in 

empirical studies which make use of estimates of consumers’ travel costs. An 

example is the work of de Palma et al. (1994), who set out to predict equilibrium 

prices and varieties in the video cassette rental market in a Canadian city, using 

information on the geographic distribution of the population. In such a market, 

even if commuting^ is not explicitly taken into account, one would expect that if 

commuting plays a role, the imputed travel costs which enter into the simulation 

or estimation should be lower than otherwise estimated.

In a sense, combining commuting with shopping can be interpreted as an 

example of a multipurpose trip, where there are economies of scale in transport. 

The literature on trip-chaining (cf. Eaton and Lipsey 1982, Thill and Thomas 

1987, Stahl 1987) analyses the consequences of such economies associated with 

consumers’ trips for the spatial distribution of firms, in particular, the emergence 

of centres. Here, in contrast, I am concerned with one market only, while the 

travel pattern, i.e. the commuting behaviour, is exogenously given and leads 

to a reduction of travel costs associated with shopping wherever the commuting 

and shopping routes overlap. For this reason, the relationship to the trip-chaining 

literature is, from a technical viewpoint, only a loose one: that literature analyses

 ̂ i.e. the consideration that a fair proportion of consum ers w ill com bine the renting and 

returning of videos w ith their com m ute
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the consequences of concavities in the consumers’ travel cost functions, while 

here the consideration of commuting makes the travel cost functions rather more 

convex due to the existence of flat segments for small travel distances.

It turns out that nonexistence of an equilibrium is a ubiquitous phenomenon, 

for both location-choice and price-competition games with commuting consumers. 

To illustrate how nonexistence can arise, I will in this chapter analyse in detail 

a particular model of price competition for given locations due to Claycombe 

(1991).

Claycombe (1991) introduced commuting into a model of spatial competi

tion, arguing that for many retail markets, consumers’ travel costs are in part 

attributable to their commuting route and not to the purchase of a good. In the 

model, firms and consumers are located on an infinite line. Firms are spaced at 

an equal distance, and consumers are uniformly distributed along the line. Each 

consumer commutes to a location at a constant distance from his home location. 

Claycombe argues that commuting makes the market inherently more competi

tive. In particular, he arrives at the result that if the commuting distance exceeds 

the distance between the firms, Nash price setting behaviour essentially leads to a 

competitive outcome, whereas for smaller commuting distances, commuting does 

not m atter very much.

Claycombe and Mahan (1993) interpret this theoretical work as implying that 

if a population consists of both commuting and noncommuting (i.e. standard 

Hotelling) consumers, the equilibrium retail price depends negatively on the com

muting distance of the commuters and positively on the fraction of noncommuting 

consumers. They go on to estimate retail prices for beef in different US cities, 

using commuting characteristics as explanatory variables in addition to data on 

concentration levels. The proportion of consumers using mass transit or car pools 

turns out to have a significant positive effect on prices, whereas the average com

muting distance has a marginally significant negative impact. These results seem 

to offer support to their predictions.

My concern in this chapter is not with the econometric specification in Clay-
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combe-Mahan linking data on prices and commuting characteristics to their pre

dictions. Rather, I am concerned with (i) the validity of the original Claycombe 

(1991) analysis, and (ii) with the basis of the Claycombe-Mahan predictions, i.e. 

the link between Claycombe (1991) and Claycombe-Mahan (1993).

A game-theoretic analysis of a slightly simplified version of Clay combe’s (1991) 

model shows that for small commuting distances, prices in a symmetric equilib

rium depend continuously and negatively on the commuting distance and posi

tively on the proportion of noncommuting consumers. These results both refute 

Clay combe’s (1991) conjecture that for small distances, commuting does not m at

ter much, and provide a more solid theoretical explanation for the predictions and 

empirical results of Claycombe and Mahan than their own heuristic arguments. 

For intermediate commuting distances, we show that a symmetric price equilib

rium in pure strategies in general does not exist. Perfect competition, as predicted 

by Claycombe, does not result since, as the market becomes more competitive 

and profits decrease, firms have an incentive to cease competing for the marginal 

consumers and instead increase their price in order to extract profits from con

sumers over whom they have some monopoly power. Thus, while nonexistence 

results are fairly common in spatial models, the reason for the breakdown of equi

librium in our model is quite different from the reasons for breakdown in some 

other models. Only for large commuting distances, viz. at least twice the dis

tance between firms, and only if all consumers commute, does perfect competition 

prevail (since in that case every consumer passes at least two firms on his or her 

commuting route). Thus, our results differ considerably from those obtained by 

Claycombe and at the same time are broadly consistent with the predictions and 

empirical results of Claycombe and Mahan (1993).

Without going into any details, I shall in the following briefly discuss two 

other groups of models: locational competition with fixed prices and two-stage 

location-then-price games.

As for locational competition, consider two or more firms locating themselves 

on a unit interval. Two different types of distributions of consumers are obvious
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candidates for the analysis: 1. distributions where there is a constant or a maxi

mal commuting distance, and 2. a distribution such that the consumers’ homes 

and workplaces are uncorrelated. Then roughly the following results can be ob

tained: 1. As long as commuting distances are not too large, an increase in the 

commuting distance leads to locational concentration. 2. Both large commuting 

distances and a large dispersion of the consumers’ commuting distances are likely 

to give rise to nonexistence of an equilibrium for more than two firms.

To see how these results arise, notice that while in standard models the firms’ 

location choices are partly determined by the distribution of consumers’ (home) 

addresses, what is relevant here is rather the density of the flow of consumers 

passing any given point. Then some intuition for the results can be gained by 

drawing an analogy to results by Eaton and Lipsey (1975). An increase in com

muting entails a shift of consumer density from outer points to more central points 

and therefore induces agglomeration of the firms. At a certain point, however, 

the density function may have a point of highest density, i.e. a single peak at 

the centre of the line. But Eaton and Lipsey (1975) have shown that there never 

exists an equilibrium for a number of firms exceeding twice the number of modes 

of the consumer density function, and we obtain a similar kind of nonexistence 

result here.

The case of price competition with fixed locations has been briefly discussed 

above and will be analysed in detail during the course of this chapter. The 

possible nonexistence of a price equilibrium renders the analysis of two-stage 

location-then-price games virtually impossible even in the duopoly case, since the 

second-stage cannot be evaluated for all possible subgames. As for the candidates 

for equilibria, the case of uncorrelated home and workplace locations is quite 

interesting. Here, it is clear that an equilibrium in pure strategies can never exist 

for symmetric locations, because then the equilibrium prices would have to be 

equal. But this is precisely the case where the existence of different groups of 

consumers described above (one indifferent, one loyal) disrupts the existence of 

an equilibrium. Hence, in this game, if pure-strategy equilibria exist at all, they
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must be strongly asymmetric: there would be a firm located near the centre that 

charges a high price; the other would be located further outside and charge a 

lower price.

3.2  A n a lysis  o f  a  reta il m arket w ith  com m u tin g  

con su m ers

In this main section, we analyse a simplified version of Claycombe’s (1991) model. 

First, we analyse the price equilibrium of the basic model in which all consumers 

commute, for a given number of firms. This model is then extended to the case 

in which there is a fraction of consumers who do not commute (2.2).

3.2.1 A nalysis o f th e basic m odel

Firms and consumers are located on an infinite line. Along this line, firms are 

evenly spaced at a distance d. Firms are indexed by integer numbers, where firm 

i is located at i d.

Consumers are assumed to commute eastward over a constant distance c from 

their home location, i.e. in positive direction. In general, a consumer would be 

characterized by two parameters, i.e. the home and work locations. Given a 

constant commuting distance, however, these two parameters can be collapsed 

into one single parameter. For convenience, denote each consumer by the centre 

point of her commuting route, i.e. we say a consumer is located at x if she lives 

at æ — c/2 and commutes to her workplace at a: -f c/2. Given this notation, let 

consumers be uniformly distributed along the line; more precisely, the measure 

of consumers is given by the Lebesgue measure.

In contrast to Claycombe, we only consider the case of constant marginal costs 

of production, which for simplicity are set to zero. Costs of entering the market 

and other setup costs are either sunk or fixed, hence are irrelevant for the price 

competition between the firms.
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Further simplifying the Claycombe model, we assume that each consumer 

purchases either exactly one unit of the good or none at all.^ The net price a 

consumer has to pay depends not only on the shop price of the good, but also on 

the travel costs associated with the purchase. If a consumer passes a shop on her 

commuting route, the net travel distance is zero. If the shop is located to the west 

of the consumer’s home, the net distance is the distance between the firm and 

the consumer’s home. The distance is analogously defined if the shop is located 

to the east of the consumer’s place of work. Finally, travel costs are assumed 

to be quadratic in the net travel distance. We discuss the significance of this 

assumption further below. To summarise, the (indirect) utility for a consumer 

located at x patronising firm i to the right (east) of x is given by

a — Pi — t (max {z d — a: — c /2 ,0})^ (3.1)

Here, p, is firm Fs shop price, f is a parameter for travel cost, and a is the utility 

derived from the good, which we assume to be at least (1 +  c/2)^.  ̂ ^

In the following, I only consider symmetric price equilibria in pure strategies. 

In the discussion following Proposition 3.1 below, however, I will address the 

question whether asymmetric equilibria are likely to exist.

First, let us consider commuting distances that are lower than the distance 

between the firms, i.e. c < d. In this range of values for c, each consumer passes 

at most one firm on her commuting route.

As a first step in deriving a symmetric Nash equilibrium in prices, we derive 

the demand of firm 0 charging a price po, assuming that all other firms charge a

 ̂ As w ill be discussed further below , this sim plification does not affect our m ain results.

 ̂ T his assum ption m erely ensures that neighbouring firms com pete for custom ers rather 

than ju st being local m onopolists, in order to make the m odel in teresting to analyse.

Com pared w ith a m odel w ithout com m uting and w ith  quadratic travel costs (e.g. 

d ’A sprem ont, G abszewicz, and Thisse 1979), the specification (3.1) effectively introduces a 

flat segm ent in the travel cost function for travelling distances less than c /2 . T h is m akes more 

precise why form ally such a m odel ha.s form ally not so m uch in com m on w ith  trip-chaining  

m odels, as argued in the Introduction.
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Figure 3.1: Consumer groups

firm 0 firm 1

-c/2 0 c/2 d-c/2 d d+c/2

group Ao group Boi group A]

constant price p. Restricting attention to the positive (east) side of firm 0 (since 

the analysis is symmetric on the negative side) and to prices po in a neighbour

hood of p, firm 0 can potentially attract three groups of consumers (cf. Figure 

3.1): Group A q consists of consumers who freely pass firm 0, but not firm 1. Ac

cording to the notation introduced above, these are the consumers in the interval 

[—c/2, c/2]. Since firm (-1) charges the same price p as firm 1, only consumers 

in [0, c/2] would buy at firm 1 while the consumers in the negative part would 

rather buy at firm (-1). A consumer located at x in [0, c/2] decides to purchase 

at firm 0 as long as

Po ^  P ^  t ^ ~  2 )

Defining k := (po~p)/G tkis is equivalent to a: < d —c/2 — \/k .  For k > (d —c/2)^, 

even consumer 0 will prefer to buy at firm 1 or -1, so firm O’s demand is 0. For 

k < (d —c)^, on the other hand, all Ao-consumers (with total measure c) patronise 

firm 0. For intermediate values A: G [(d — c)^, (d — c/2)^], finally, firm O’s demand 

from Ao-consumers is 2(d — c/2 — \ /k) .

Group B qi consists of consumers located between firms 0 and 1 who do not 

pass any firm on their commuting route, i.e. consumers in the interval [c/2, d —
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c/2]. A group-Boi consumer located at x purchases at firm 0 if

P o - \ - t [ x  — -  ] <  p  +  t d  -  i x - { -

Arguing similarly as above, we can show that firm O’s demand from .Boi-consumers 

is d — c — k/[d — c) ioT k G [—(d — c)^, (d — c)^j, zero for higher prices (higher 

values of k), and 2(d — c) for lower prices.

Group Ai, finally, comprises consumers freely passing firm 1, but not firm 

0, i.e. consumers in [d — c/2, d +  c/2]. A consumer in this group located at x  

purchases at firm 0 if

2

Po +  M  X -  -  I < p or ^  c/2 -j- y/~— k .

Demand resulting from Ai-consumers then amounts to 2[—(d — c) +  y / — k ]  for k  G  

[—d, — (d — c)̂ ].® Adding the demand functions for the three different consumer 

groups gives us firm O’s total demand as a function of k:

Doik) =

0 for

2d — c — 2y/k for

k

c -j- 2 \ /—k

for

for

k G 

k G

(d -  cŸ 5 (^ “  §) j 
— (d — cY , (d — c)^]

(3.2)

k  G [—d, —(d — c) ]̂

This demand curve is shown in Figure 3.2 for two different values of c. In con

trast to the case of no commuting (c =  0), which would result in a linear demand 

curve, commuting introduces a region of nonconcavity for higher prices. This is 

similar to the three-segment demand function obtained in a Linear City duopoly 

in which both firms each have their own hinterland with consumers who would 

never patronise the other firm because their reservation price is too low (cf. Gab

szewicz and Thisse 1986, p.27). The nonconcavity is more pronounced the closer 

c approaches unity. For p to be an equilibrium price set by all firms requires

 ̂ (i) T he lower bound for a assumed above ensures that this expression is valid, i.e . that in 

principle firm 0 can cover the m arket between [—d —c/2,  d -fc /2 ]  at zero price, (ii) T he analysis 

below  shows that k <  —d need not be considered because the requirem ent o f nonnegative prices 

ensures that the relevant values always exceed —d.
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Figure 3.2: Demand function Do { k )

c = 0.9

-0.4 0 0.4

that setting po = p (i.e. A: =  0) be at least locally optimal for firm 0. With 

firm O’s profit given by 7To(A:) =  poDo(k) and Do(0) given by (3.2), the first-order 

condition is

P =  0, (3.3)dpo dk dpo t{d — c)

hence the candidate equilibrium price is p* = d{d — c)t. Our main result states 

the conditions under which this solution is a Nash equilibrium.

P ro p o sitio n  3.1 Let c := {1/2)(13 — \/b)d ^  0.91d. Then

(a) For commuting distances c E [0,c], there exists a symmetric Nash equilib

rium in prices in which each firm sets a (unique) price p* = d[d — c)t, and the 

resulting profit is ir* = d‘̂{d — c)t.

(b) For c E (c, 2d), an equilibrium in symmetric prices does not exist.

(c) For c > 2d, there is a unique symmetric Nash equilibrium in which all 

firms charge a zero price.

Proof: see Appendix (Section 3.5).
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c = 0.6

Figure 3.3: Profit function 7To(k)

c =  0.92

k
0 0

For commuting distances sufficiently smaller than the distance between the 

firms, prices and profits are continuous and decreasing in the commuting distance 

c. The reason for this is that price competition between the firms is driven by 

the indifference condition for the marginal consumer, who, for firms 0 and 1 and 

equal prices, is the consumer 1 / 2 ,  a member of group B q i . A s  c increases, the net 

travel distance to both firms decreases. Thus, an increase in commuting distance 

has the same effect on price competition as a decrease in the distance of firms to 

each other in a standard Hotelling model.

As c approaches d, however, p* ceases to be a Nash equilibrium (part b). 

This situation is illustrated in Figure 3.3, which shows firm O’s profit function for 

two different values of c, where all other firms charge the candidate equilibrium 

price d[d — c)t. While for values of c below 0.8d the profit function is concave, 

it becomes nonconcave for higher values. Finally, at c % 0.91d, deviating from 

A: =  0 to a higher price yields a higher profit. Economically, competition for the 

marginal consumer drives p* and ir* down to zero. At some point, however, a firm 

can profitably deviate by elevating the price to a level where only some group-A 

consumers close to the firm are willing to buy.

Similarly, an equilibrium does not exist if c exceeds d. The reason is the 

simultaneous presence of both consumers who pass two firms on their commuting 

route and thereby induce the firms to engage in severe price competition, and
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consumers who pass only one firm, implying that this firm can attract these 

consumers charging a positive price even if the other firms sell at zero price. This 

result is in striking contrast to Claycombe’s (1991) prediction that for c > d, 

perfect competition prevails.

Finally, if c > 2d, every consumer passes at least two firms, resulting in pure 

Bertrand competition between neighbouring firms.

Thus, while the special case of no commuting (c =  0) corresponds to the 

case considered by Salop (1979), Proposition 3.1 shows that the existence of 

equilibrium can be established more generally for both c G [0, c) and c > 2d. The 

equilibria in these two ranges, however, are of entirely different nature.

We have shown that at most one symmetric equilibrium exists. The question 

remains whether other asymmetric equilibria exist, particularly in cases where a 

symmetric equilibrium does not exist.

It can be shown that in any asymmetric equilibrium there must be a pair of 

firms for which the absolute price differential exceeds [d — c)^, i.e. implying that 

these two firms operate in the high and low segments of their demand function, 

respectively.

On the other hand, it can be shown that if two neighbouring firms compete 

only for consumers located between them, the difference in prices can in equilib

rium never exceed {d — c)  ̂ because otherwise their first-order-conditions would 

be inconsistent. By the same argument, a situation with alternating prices, e.g. 

where even-numbered firms set a (the same) high price and odd-numbered firms 

a low price, cannot be an equilibrium if the difference between the high and low 

price is greater than [d — c)^.

These two arguments combined suggest that for any asymmetric configuration 

of prices, the first-order conditions for some firms are likely to be inconsistent. 

Thus, while I have not been able to show global uniqueness of the equilibrium of 

Proposition 3.1 (a), these arguments lend some support to the conjecture that it 

is indeed unique.
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In the original (1991) model, Claycombe allows for price-elastic individual 

demand and for increasing marginal costs. If individual demand is elastic, but 

marginal costs are constant. Proposition 3.1 (b) remains valid, since firms still can 

avoid being driven into perfect competition and hence zero profits. For rapidly 

increasing marginal costs, however, (short-run) perfect competition could possibly 

arise since at a price equal to marginal cost, firms will still be earning positive 

profits. In this case, it is less likely that a firm can profitably deviate.

The assumption of quadratic travel costs has been introduced into spatial 

models because this circumvents problems of nonexistence of a price equilibrium 

commonly encountered if travel costs are linear in distance (cf. Gabszewicz and 

Thisse 1986). Here, we have assumed quadratic costs, even though nonexistence 

does not arise with linear costs if there is no commuting (cf. Salop 1979). A 

modified model with linear costs and commuting, however, leads to results quite 

different from the ones obtained above, as we discuss in the following.

Assume that travel costs are linear in the net travel distance (with f =  1), 

and that firms z ^  0 charge some price p. Then it can be shown that for k G 

[—(d —c), (d —c)], firm O’s demand is d —k\ in particular, it does not depend on c. 

It follows then that the unique price in a symmetric equilibrium is d t, whatever 

the value of c.

To see why demand does not depend on c for intermediate values of assume 

k > Q and consider the marginal consumer who is indifferent between patronising 

firm 0 or firm 1, and who, by assumption on k, is a member of the Boi-group. 

If her net travel distance to firms 0 and 1 is a and 6, respectively, it follows that 

b —a = k {in particular, b> a). An increase in c will lead to a decrease in a and b 

by Ac/2, leaving b — a unaffected. This implies that the location of the marginal 

consumer does not change, and hence that demand for firm 0 remains the same.

With quadratic travel costs, on the other hand, the condition for the marginal 

consumer is — o? = A:, and it is easy to see that the l.h.s. decreases as a and 

b decrease by same amounts. This consumer then prefers to purchase at firm 1. 

Hence the new marginal consumer must be located to the left of the previous
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Figure 3.4: Profit function 'Ko(k) for linear travel costs

c =  0.6 c = 0.85

k
0

one, implying that demand for firm 0 has decreased, as reflected in the demand 

function (3.2).

The linear case, then, illustrates the limits of treating an increase in com

muting distance as equivalent to a decrease in the distance between firms. Here, 

demand and equilibrium price clearly depend on the distance between the firms, 

but not on commuting distance. It should be pointed out, however, that this is 

an extreme case in the sense that any strictly convex travel cost function will lead 

to a demand function and an equilibrium price which qualitatively depend on the 

commuting distance in the same way as in the quadratic case discussed above.

A second important difference to the above analysis relates to the breakdown 

of equilibrium as c approaches d. It can be shown that p* = dt in the linear case 

ceases to be an equilibrium if c is, approximately, greater than 0.85d, because 

firm 0 will have an incentive to undercut its rivals. This situation then, shown in 

Figure 3.4, is rather similar to the reason for nonexistence in a standard Hotelling 

model with linear travel costs if firms are close together.

3.2.2 Comm uting and noncommuting consumers

We modify the model of the previous subsection by assuming that a proportion 

a  of the consumers does not commute. The significance of this assumption is the 

fact that a proportion of consumers uses mass transit (or car pools) to commute 

rather than their own car. These consumers, then, are less likely to combine
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purchases with their commuting, as pointed out by Claycombe and Mahan (1993). 

Thus, if their travel costs for shopping are associated with the purchases to full 

extent, this is appropriately modelled by the assumption that these consumers 

do not commute at all.

Adhering to the notation of the Section 2.1, a noncommuting consumer x 

located between firms 0 and 1 will patronise firm 0 if

Po +  < p +  (d — x Y  or k <  d — 2x.

Hence, in the range k G [—d, d], firm O’s demand from noncommuting consumers 

is o;(d — k). Combining this with the demand by commuting consumers given by 

(3.2), we obtain the total demand for firm 0 for small absolute values of k:

Do{k) = ( l - a ) ( ^ d - ^ j + a ( d - f c )  =  < i - f c ( ^  + ^ )

for k Çi[—{d — cY^{d — cY\.

Proceeding similarly as in Section 2.1, we can derive the price and profit for the 

unique candidate for a symmetric equilibrium.

P ro p o sitio n  3.2 For any given a  < 1 there exists a c(a)  <  d such that

(a) For c G [0,c(a)], a symm etr ic  price equilibrium is given by

d — a c  d — a c

(b) For any c > c(o), a symm etr ic  equilibrium does not  exist.

Proof: see Appendix (Section 3.5).

Similarly as before, dp*/dc < 0, thus prices fall as the commuting distance in

creases, where the magnitude of the effect varies proportionally with the fraction 

of commuting consumers. Moreover, dp*/da > 0, thus prices decrease contin

uously as the proportion of commuting consumers becomes larger. This result 

nicely corresponds to Claycombe and Mahan’s (1993) finding that the proportion 

of consumers using mass transit or car pools has a significant positive effect on 

retail beef prices.
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For commuting distances close to or larger than d, however, the nonexistence 

problem encountered in the basic model still arises. According to (3.4), even in 

the presence of noncommuting consumers, firms still compete for the marginal 

commuting consumer, which drives prices and profits to zero as c approaches d. 

Then, again, for some critical value of c, a firm can profitably deviate from p* by 

extracting a positive price from its local consumers.

Finally, even for large commuting distances (c > 2d), perfect competition 

never prevails since positive profits can be earned from the fraction a  of noncom

muting consumers.

How does the critical value c depend on a? Unfortunately, a closed expres

sion for c(a), which is a non-monotonie function, cannot be obtained for this 

generalised model. Based an numerical experiments, we make the following ob

servation:

Observation 3.1 (a) There is a lower bound to c at around 0.85d, i.e. f o r  any  

value of  a ,  p* as given in (3.4) is always an equilibrium price as long as c < 0.85d. 

The lowest  values of  c are obtained f o r  values of  a  of  around 0.7.

(b) A s  a  approaches unity, c —> d.

Therefore, whatever the value of a , c has to be fairly large for nonexistence to 

obtain. Moreover, since for a  1 the model converges to a standard model 

without commuting, there is no upper bound to c less than d. Nevertheless, 

any positive fraction of consumers who do commute leads to the breakdown of 

equilibrium for every c >  c (Proposition 3.2).

3.3  A  rev iew  o f C laycom b e’s an alysis and  th e  

p red iction s o f  C laycom b e-M ah an

In this section we address the concern mentioned in the Introduction, viz. the 

validity of Claycombe’s (1991) analysis and the link between this work and Clay- 

combea and Mahan (1993).
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As to the latter, we observe that the Claycombe-Mahan predictions cannot be 

derived from Claycombe (1991). According to that analysis, perfect competition 

prevails whenever c > d, whether there is a fraction of noncommuting consumers 

or not. In a free-entry equilibrium, therefore, this situation can never arise, since 

firms would be making losses. However, the paper remains silent on the properties 

of the price equilibrium for the case c < d.

On the other hand, the theoretical explanations Claycombe and Mahan pro

vide for their predictions are only heuristic and not directly related to the Clay

combe (1991) model: average commuting distance determines the number of 

shops consumers pass on average, which in turn partially determines the breadth 

and hence competitiveness of (local) markets, and therefore, prices. Moreover, 

consumers using mass transit or car pools “are unlikely to use the commute to 

stop at a store...Hence, a high proportion of these consumers is expected to gen

erate high prices” .

At this point it is appropriate to return to Claycombe’s (1991) analysis in 

order to see where the difficulties arise.

On p.308, Claycombe correctly argues that for c > d and a given number 

of firms, price shading will occur as long as price exceeds marginal cost. On 

the other hand, the “prediction of competitive pricing” which seems to follow 

from this is valid only if competitive pricing can actually be sustained as a Nash 

equilibrium. Our Proposition 3.1 shows that this is not the case.

Claycombe then discusses the free-entry equilibrium for a situation with some 

fixed cost and a constant marginal cost. With this cost structure, competitive 

pricing implies losses for the firms, therefore they exit (or more appropriately, 

they do not enter in the first place). Assuming that the distance between the 

firms is inversely related to the number of firms, as is the case e.g. if firms are 

spaced evenly on a circle rather than a line, this line of reasoning implies that 

under the free-entry assumption there can never be an equilibrium for which 

c > d. However, this does not tell us anything about the actual equilibrium 

outcome. There is no reason to assume that “when exit drives d up to the
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level of c an equilibrium is reached” (p.309) in which prices can be held above 

marginal cost, even if an equilibrium existed (contrary to Proposition 3.1 b). 

On the contrary, by continuity. Proposition 3.1 (a) would imply that for c =  d, 

competitive pricing would still prevail, leading to losses for the firms. If, on the 

other hand, supramarginal prices are merely due to an integer number of firms 

and the required nonnegativity of profits, this result is quite obvious and has 

nothing to do with commuting.

Claycombe’s above result that for c > d, perfect competition prevails, is 

carried over to the case where there is a fraction of noncommuting consumers 

(mixed demand, p. 310). According to our analysis (Section 2.2), however, in 

this case a symmetric pure-strategy equilibrium does not exist even if c > 2d.

For small commuting distances (c < d), finally, Claycombe is concerned with 

the derivation of market boundaries for given prices, but does not carry this 

analysis further to determine equilibrium prices. The results of the analysis here, 

as given by Proposition 3.1, certainly are at odds with Claycombe’s assertion 

that for this parameter range “the model not differ substantially from the model 

where there is no commuting at all” (p. 310). At the same, they provide a more 

rigorous theoretical basis for the predictions of Claycombe and Mahan, which 

appear to be supported by their data.

3.4  C onclud ing rem arks

In this chapter I have shown that introducing commuting into an otherwise stan

dard spatial model has a significant impact on the price competition among retail 

firms. For commuting distances which are small compared to the distance between 

firms, prices are decreasing in both the commuting distance and the proportion 

of commuting consumers. For larger commuting distances, however, a price equi

librium in general does not exist. Only in the extreme case where each consumer 

freely passes at least two shops on his or her commuting route (i.e, in particular, 

all consumers commute), is perfect competition the equilibrium outcome. Our
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results thus strikingly differ from those obtained by Claycombe (1991).

The results of our model appear to be, at first glance, similar to results fre

quently encountered in spatial models: (i) As firms move closer to each other 

(directly or indirectly), equilibrium prices decrease, (ii) On the other hand, 

nonexistence is a common result particularly if firms are close to each other (cf. 

Gabszewicz and Thisse 1986).

A closer look, however, reveals some deviations from this pattern. First, the 

analogy between an increase in commuting distance and a decrease in the distance 

between firms has its limits, as the discussion of the case of linear travel costs 

has shown. Second, and more importantly, the reason why a price equilibrium 

ceases to exist for longer commuting distances is very different in nature from 

the breakdown of equilibrium in the standard Hotelling model with linear travel 

costs. There, if firms are close together, a firm will be tempted to shade its price 

in order to capture a large share of the market of the neighbouring firm; here, 

in contrast, a firm will give up competing for the marginal consumer located 

between the firms and instead increase the price in order to extract profits from 

its local consumers.

The nonexistence problem is a quite general phenomenon which can be shown 

to arise in other spatial models with commuting consumers as well, e.g. models 

in which the commuting distance is not the same for every consumer. It arises 

because of the presence of both consumers who freely pass two shops on their 

commuting route and thus are only concerned about the shop price, and other 

consumers who pass only one shop and hence have to incur travel costs if they 

purchase at another shop. Prices above marginal costs cannot be sustained as 

firms compete for consumers in the former group, whereas on the other hand 

firms can always secure positive profits by charging supramarginal prices from 

consumers in the latter group.

Thus, while the assumption of a constant commuting distance in this chapter 

is quite restrictive, relaxing it only makes nonexistence problems more likely to 

occur. Consumers commuting over long distances make the market more com
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petitive, whereas the existence of local consumers who commute only over short 

distances (or not at all, cf. 3.2.2) gives firms some monopoly power, disrupting 

competiton for the marginal consumer.

Theoretical and empirical work both suggest that commuting plays an im

portant role for the price determination in retail markets, and commuting is also 

likely to affect firms’ location choices as well. The nonexistence of pure-strategy 

price equilibria in apparently plausible models, however, poses a serious obstacle 

to the analysis of models involving location choice. Further research will hopefully 

lead to models in which these issues can be analysed.
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3.5  A p p en d ix : P roofs

P roof of Proposition 3.1:

1. First consider the case c < d. Obviously, since (3.3) is a necessary condition 

for a symmetric price equilibrium, p* = d(d — c)t  is the only candidate for an 

equilibrium price. Given the concavity of ttq for k G [—(d — c)^, (d — c)^], p* is 

locally optimal in this price range. It remains to be shown under which conditions 

deviating to a price outside this range will not be profitable.

1.1 Consider a deviation by firm 0 from p* such that k > (d — c)^. Since 

Po =  kt  p*, by (3.2) firm O’s profit is

2t[k + d(d — c)t ]{d — c/2 — y/k) .

Therefore, deviating is profitable if

2[k + d(d — c)t ]{d — c/2 — V k )  — d?{d — c) > 0. (3.5)

In order to obtain the maximum of this expression in A:, we take a look at the

first-order condition

d — c/2 — V k  =  +  d(d — c)t]. (3.6)

Unless c is relatively close to d, this equation has no real root in k, in which case

the l.h.s. of (3.5) is decreasing in the entire relevant range. For larger c, the 

solution to (3.6) is

V k  = -  ^2d — c -f V 8cd — 8d^^ , (3.7)

where indeed a maximum is obtained. Substituting this expression in (3.5) and 

furthermore expressing c as a fraction of d, c =  Ad, the l.h.s. of (3.5) becomes

1 — A + (  —  1- —\/A^ +  8A — s )

—(1 — A). (3.8)

In the relevant range for A, i.e. between — 4 and one®, (3.8) is monotonically 

increasing and has a unique root at (13 —5\/5)/2 , which gives us the critical value

® For sm aller A, (3.7) is not real.
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c of the Proposition^. We have thus shown that a deviation from p* to a higher 

price such that k > {d — c)  ̂ is not profitable if and only if c <  c.

1.2 To complete part (a), we have to show that deviations below p* such that 

k < —{d — cY are not profitable either. First of all, since po cannot fall below 0, 

the relevant range for A: is [—{d — c) ,—{d — c)^]. Similarly as above, using (3.2) 

the condition for a profitable deviation is

[k +  d{d — c)](c +  2y/—k) — d^{d — c) > 0.

This expression has its maximum at k = — (d — c)^, where the value is — (d — c)^. 

Therefore, such a deviation is never profitable.

2. Now let c G (d, 2d).

(a) Then there exists a group of consumers located between [d — c/2, c/2] who 

can reach both firms 0 and 1 at zero cost. A price p > 0 charged uniformly by all 

firms is not sustainable as an equilibrium since a firm could, by shading its price 

by an infinitesimal amount, increase its demand by 2(c — d) and thus increase 

profits.

(b) On the other hand, p = 0 is not sustainable either because consumers 

located in (—d +  c/2 ,d  — c/2) reach firm 0 at zero cost, but neither of the neigh

bouring firms. By charging an arbitrarily small price, firm 0 can thus attract a 

subset of this group and thereby attain positive profits. Therefore, a symmetric 

price equilibrium does not exist. By continuity, arguments 1. and 2. extend to 

the case c = d.

3. Finally, for c > 2d, argument 2a still applies, but not argument 2b, as every 

consumer can reach at least two firms. Therefore, p* =  0 is the unique symmetric 

equilibrium. ■

Proof of Proposition 3.2:

1. First of all, for p to be a symmetric equilibrium price (implying A; =  0)

 ̂ This result was obtained w ith the help o f Maihematica.
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requires

^  = d-f(^ + ̂ )=0 ,
opo t \ d  a — c j

which leads to the candidate equilibrium (3.4).

2. To show the existence of a critical value c(a), we first have to show that 

for any a  < 1, there exists c such that a deviation from p* into to the range k G 

[(d —c)^, (d —c/2)^] is profitable, which (proceeding as in the proof of Proposition 

3.1, cf. (3.5)) will be the case if

d?[d — c)A  
d — ac j

> 0. (3.9)

r(a , c. A:) := (1 — a)(d — c — 2\Æ) +  o;(d — A:) Â: +

d^(d — c)t
d — ac

Specifically, consider k := {d — 0.75c)^. Then r{a,c,k{c) > 0 is equivalent to

s(a, c) := 256(1 — ac)r(o:, c, k{c)) > 0,

where 5, a polynomial of fifth order in c, is continuous in both parameters and 

strictly increasing in c for all values of a. Since 5 ( 0 :, 1 ) is unambiguously positive, 

continuity and monotonicity of 5 in c imply the existence of a c such that 5 (a, c) > 

0 for all c G [c, 1] and s(a, c) > 0 for all c < c. By choosing k to maximise the 

l.h.s. of (3.9) one then obtains the smallest value c such that this holds. ■
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C hapter 4

P roduct D ifferentiation, 

U ncertain ty  and the Stability  o f  

C ollusion
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4.1 In trod u ction

Does heterogeneity of products limit the scope for collusion among oligopolists, 

or is it rather a facilitating factor? Many economists would hold the former to 

be true, arguing that heterogeneity, in some sense, makes the firms’ coordination 

problem more complex. A recent surge of interest in this question^, however, has 

led to numerous game-theoretic models which seem to suggest the interpretation 

tha t cartel stability increases with the degree of product differentiation.

In contrast, this chapter argues that uncertainty, neglected in both the in

formal literature and the new theoretical contributions, alters the problem of 

sustaining collusion in a fundamental way and plays in a crucial role in determin

ing the effect of product differentiation on the scope for collusion. I introduce 

the idea that an increase in the heterogeneity of products leads to a decrease in 

the correlation of the demand functions for the goods. In an environment where 

a firm cannot observe its rivals’ actions but has to infer from observable signals 

whether another firm has deviated, this in turn makes collusion more difficult to 

sustain, as discriminating between random demand shocks and deviations from 

the cartel strategy becomes more difficult.

A first simple model shows how uncertainty can give rise to demand functions 

the correlation of which depends on the degree of product differentiation. Two 

other duopoly models quite different from each other illustrate how the correlation 

of demand functions is linked to the stability of collusion, and generate similar 

results: given a sufficiently high discount factor and a sufficient level of demand 

uncertainty, collusion becomes less sustainable as products become more differ

entiated, and if product differentiation exceeds a critical level, collusion may not

iPor horizontal product differentiation focused on here, this includes the papers by Deneckere 

(1983), W ernerfelt (1989), Chang (1991), Ross (1992) and Hackner (1993), and the discussion  

in M artin (1993, p. 116). The case of vertical product differentiation is studied by Hackner 

(1994). In contrast, the papers by Jehiel (1992) and Friedman and T hisse (1993) study the 

effect o f collusive conduct on firm s’ effort to differentiate products, and Zhang (1995) can also 

be counted to  th is strand of literature.
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be profitable at all. These results stand in sharp contrast to those in the recent 

theoretical literature. At the same time, the model provides a simple analyt

ical foundation for the traditional view that heterogeneity limits the scope for 

collusion.

According to the traditional view, heterogeneity impedes cartel behaviour be

cause, in some sense, firms face a situation of “higher complexity” . For example, 

while with homogeneous products firms merely have to agree on one price, with 

heterogeneous goods a whole array of prices has to be negotiated. This problem 

“grows in complexity by leaps and bounds” (Scherer and Ross 1990, p. 279) with 

the number of chararacteristics in which the goods can differ. Similarly, firms 

may have difficulty in monitoring the policies of their rivals in complex situations 

(Clarke 1985, p. 60).^

Though intuitively compelling, it is difficult to pin down analytically an ap

propriate interpretation of this argument. For example, one could argue that with 

heterogeneous goods, the relevant space of the products’ attributes becomes very 

large and may not even be specifiable in advance, and thus would render both 

cartel negotiations and subsequent enforcement increasingly difficult. However, 

in standard models of product differentiation, products are usually symmetrically 

positioned in a relatively simple space of characteristics. Here, it is harder to see 

in which sense differentiation could lead to a situation of increased complexity.^ 

Put differently, if the intuition that heterogeneity has something to do with com

plexity is correct, then product differentiation has implications not captured by 

the standard models.

 ̂ Posner (1976, p .60) is more precise, but also m akes specific exp lic it assum ptions about the 

inform ation structure and the nature o f cartel agreements: "... the detection  o f cheating by 

m em bers o f the cartel will be com plicated by the difficulty o f knowing whether a com p etitor’s 

price is below  the agreed level or is sim ply a lower price for a lower grade or quality o f the 

product.”

 ̂ Similarly, T irole (1988, p .240) notes that while the role o f detection  lags as a factor  

hindering collusion is well understood, “efforts to  form ulate the second factor [asym m etries, as 

w hich he counts the case o f differentiated products] have not been as successful” .
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Empirical evidence on this issue suffers from measurement problems of two 

kinds, the measurement of product heterogeneity, and the verification of collusive 

behavior. As far as products are concerned, the most frequent method of assessing 

the degree of differentiation is simply by inspection. Cases of collusive behaviour, 

on the other hand, are often drawn from antitrust sources.^ Here, the existing 

support for the traditional view homogeneity eases collusion of course raises the 

question of whether homogeneity of products may sometimes be a reason or 

condition for firms being indicted in the first place.^

A different and perhaps more convincing kind of support for the traditional 

view can be found in case studies which emphasize the role of strategic product 

standardization. For example, in his study of the US electrical industry, Sultan 

(1974, p.28-29) points out that the main purpose of an “organized industry effort 

to standardize the designs of most products” during the 1920s was to reduce price 

warfare by increasing the visibility of price-cutting.

From these observations we may conclude that the available evidence for the 

traditional view is rather weak. On the other hand, I am not aware of any evidence 

supporting the opposite conjecture that product differentiation is a facilitating 

factor.®

The traditional view has been challenged by theorists who pointed out that 

with differentiated goods, both the benefit of collusion, and the gain of deviating 

from a cartel strategy, are likely to be smaller than in the case of homogeneous 

goods. Hence, a priori little can be said about the net effect of product differen

tiation on the stability of collusion.

Following Deneckere (1983), several researchers have recently analysed the ef-

^cf. Hay and K elley (1974), Fraas and Greer (1977).

^In fact, Hay and K elley (1974) find that “virtually all o f the entries [in their sample] would  

read ‘h igh ’ product hom ogeneity.”

® T his assertion is consistent w ith an im portant observation m ade by Fraas and Greer (1977): 

where the environm ent is m ost conducive to collusion, firms can collude tacitly , whereas under 

less favourable conditions firms m ay require form al cartel arrangem ents to  sustain  collusion. In 

this sense, collusion w ill tend to be m ost visible when colluding is more difficult.
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feet of product differentiation on cartel stability within game-theoretic models. 

All models that have been studied are deterministic, models in which devia

tions from a cartel strategy are detected immediately and precipitate retaliation. 

Therefore, sustainability of collusion only depends on the tradeoff between the 

benefit from collusion, and the gain obtained by deviating from a cartel strategy. 

Cartel stability is measured by the critical discount rate below which the joint 

profit maximising price can be sustained with a trigger strategy (in most cases 

a simple grim trigger strategy; for an exception, see Wernerfelt [1989]), For this 

case, the critical discount rate is simply the ratio of the collusive benefit to the 

defection gain (cf, Martin 1993, p,104), A decrease in the critical discount rate 

is then interpreted as a decrease in the scope for collusion.

From the argument sketched above, there would be little reason to expect 

any systematic relationship between the critical discount rate and the degree of 

product differentiation, and indeed there are several results showing an ambiguous 

relationship,^ Nevertheless, there exists a variety of models in which the critical 

discount rate increases as products become more differentiated. This has led 

some to question the validity of the traditional view (cf, Ross 1992), and has 

even led to the emergence of a new conventional wisdom among theorists,

A serious problem with this research programme is the disregard of any un

certainty which might play a role. In particular, it is implicitly assumed tha t any 

deviation from collusive behaviour is detected with certainty. With this informa

tion structure, firms can only choose between two extremes: either to adhere to 

the cartel strategy, or to cut the price (or increase the quantity) by a large amount 

so as to maximise the current-period profit, in anticipation that retaliation will 

follow with certainty. In contrast, one would more realistically expect firms to 

consider increasing their profits by cutting their price only slightly^ in the hope 

that such a deviation will go unnoticed by the other firms, A formal analysis of 

such considerations, however, which is one of the main purposes of this chapter, 

requires a framework with imperfect monitoring.

E.g. Deneckere 1983, Ross 1992, W ernerfelt 1989.
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In this chapter, I add a new dimension to the analysis of cartel stability, 

viz. uncertainty and, hence, the probability of price wars being triggered in the 

first place. Specifically, while in the case of completely homogeneous goods firms 

face the same demand function, it seems reasonable to assume that if demand is 

stochastic, the correlation of the demands for the products is likely to be lower 

the more heterogeneous these goods are. Intuitively, the more similar two goods 

are, the more similar are the customers attracted by these goods. Shocks on the 

demand side, affecting entire groups of customers, will then be reflected in these 

firms’ demand functions in largely the same way. On the other hand, the more 

differentiated two goods are, the lower the correlation of demand is likely to be 

because the the firms attract customers from largely distinct populations. In an 

environment in which firms cannot observe their competitors’ actions but have 

to infer from publicly observable noisy signals whether anybody has deviated 

from the cartel strategy, this correlation effect then decreases the scope for collu

sion, since discriminating between cheating and exogenous random fluctuations 

in demand is more difficult.

Three specific models serve to illustrate these ideas. In Section 4.2, it is 

shown in a Hotelling-type duopoly model how a combination of random "macro” 

shocks on the demand side and heterogeneity in tastes among consumers generate 

positively correlated demand functions for the two goods, such that the correla

tion coefficient depends positively on the degree of substitutability between the 

goods. The model, therefore, provides an analytical foundation of the idea sug

gested above. In this first model, the correlation is derived endogenously. In 

two models analysed subsequently which are more convenient vehicles in which 

to analyse collusion, demand correlation is simply assumed to vary with product 

substitutability.

Section 4.3 sets out the general framework for collusion. Two specific examples 

are discussed in Sections 4.4 and 4.5. These are duopoly models with price-setting 

firms and demand uncertainty. The demand shocks belong to a specific family 

of distributions with compact support, and their correlation depends positively
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on the degree of substitutability. Each firm can observe its own and the rival’s 

realised demand, but cannot observe either the shocks or the other firm’s price. 

Firms collude using trigger strategies of a generalized Green-Porter (1984) type. 

During a collusive phase, firms set a certain cartel price. The observation of 

certain realised demand vectors triggers a “price war” . During such wars, firms 

play the static Bertrand equilibrium for a fixed number of periods, and thereafter 

return to the collusive mode. While in general the structure of such strategies 

can be very complicated, we show that for the family of distributions considered 

here, collusive strategies which are payoff-maximising within this class have a 

particularly simple structure.

The sustainability of a certain cartel price requires that two incentive con

straints be satisfied, neither of which is implied by the other. First, it must 

not be profitable to undercut the price by a large amount in order to maximise 

the current-period payoff, if it is anticipated that retaliation will follow with 

certainty. This is the familiar constraint analysed in the theoretical literature 

discussed above. Second, it must not be profitable to cut the price marginally, 

i.e. the marginal gain of doing so must be counterbalanced by a loss due to an 

increase of the probability of a price war being triggered. This sort of constraint 

is familiar from Green and Porter (1984) and related works. We point out that 

due to a fundamental and quite general nonconcavity in the payoff function, one 

constraint does not imply the other, hence both constraints have to be taken into 

account.

Two specific examples illustrate how the sustainability of collusion depends 

on the degree of substitutability. The first (Section 4.4) is a Hotelling-type model. 

The second (Section 4.5) is a model with a linear demand system derived from a 

representative consumer’s utility function. While these models are very different 

in terms of how the Bertrand and monopoly prices depend on the degree of sub

stitutability, the analysis of collusion leads, apart from differences in the details, 

to quite similar results:

1. While sustainability of a certain cartel price is by and large negatively
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related to the substitutability of the goods as far as the incentive constraint for 

large price cuts is concerned (as already shown in other papers), this relationship 

is reversed if the constraint for marginal cuts is the binding constraint.

2. For lower (actual) discount factors, both constraints are relevant, and this 

can lead to a nonmonotonic relationship. A certain price may not be sustainable 

for homogeneous goods or for a large degree of differentiation, but only for in

termediate degrees of differentiation. For higher discount factors, however, the 

constraint for marginal price cuts remains as the only relevant constraint (pro

vided there is sufficient demand variation, in the case of the Hotelling model). 

Here, the predictions are in line with the traditional view and stand in contrast 

to those of the recent theoretical literature: a certain price may be sustainable for 

sufficiently homogeneous products, but not for larger degrees of differentiation. 

Moreover, if differentiation exceeds a critical level, collusion (at whatever price) 

may not be profitable at all.

Thus the similarity of the general picture suggests that a reasonably robust 

economic mechanism is at work here. While the equilibrium probability of a 

price war (which happens to be zero in the models studied here) affects a firm’s 

discounted payoff, it is the increase of this probability in case of a deviation that 

m atters for the sustainability of a certain strategy. This is why the correlation 

of demand is important: the more differentiated the products are, the lower 

is the correlation, and therefore the smaller is the effect of a deviation on the 

probability of a price war.® So the retaliation phase loses its deterrent effect, 

which undermines the stability of the cartel.^

® D epending on the particular oligopoly m odel, this effect m ight be reinforced by a lower 

cross-price elasticity  o f dem and functions.

 ̂ More precisely, while the set o f events that trigger a price war is itse lf endogeneous, 

adjusting this set cannot cancel the described effect. Rather, cartel stab ility  is underm ined  

because w ith  more heterogeneity, optim ally designed strategies m ust be more lenient than in 

the case o f hom ogeneous goods.
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4.2  D em a n d  shocks and correla ted  d em an d  func

tio n s

This section formalises the idea discussed in the Introduction, that in a market 

with demand uncertainty, the correlation of demand shocks is likely to be higher 

for rather similar goods than for more differentiated goods. The model used 

here is simply a modified version of the well-known Hotelling model with taste 

heterogeneity due to de Palma et al. (1985).

Two firms are located symmetrically on a line [0,1]. W ith a G [0,1], firm 1 

is located at a j2 and firm 2 at 1 — cr/2. Thus a measures the degree of product 

substitutability: for cr =  1, we have homogeneous goods, and for cr =  0, maximal 

differentiation.

Consumers are distributed along the line. The utility of a consumer located 

at z that purchases firm z’s product is given by

w,

where y denotes income, a is the utility derived from consuming the most preferred 

good, 6 is a parameter for “travel costs” , pi is firm z’s price and zi its location. 

Heterogeneity of tastes is introduced by means of the random variables £\ and 

£2, which are assumed to be i.i.d. double exponentially distributed with zero 

mean and variance /z^7t^/6 (cf. Anderson, de Palma and Thisse 1992, p.363). In 

effect, through this random utility specification a second dimension of product 

differentiation is introduced into the model, in addition to differentiation along 

the Hotelling line.^° The degree of differentiation in this second dimension is 

measured by the parameter y. With the distribution of £{ as specified above, the 

probability that consumer z buys at firm 1 is then given by

Pi(z) =  < 1 -h exp - ( P i  - P 2 +  (1 - c r ) ( 2 z -  1))
7̂

-1
(4.1)

For an extensive discussion of this form alisation o f product differentiation, see Anderson, 

de P alm a and T hisse (1992).
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In contrast to de Palma et al. (1985) and other models, I assume there are 

“macro” shocks affecting the density of consumers in different parts of the Hotel

ling line. More specifically, the consumers fall into two groups, group 1 in the 

interval [0,1/2) and group 2 in (1/2,1]. The densities of consumers in both in

tervals, Ui and U2 , are independent and uniformly distributed over [0,2].^^ These 

density shocks can be thought of as being caused by taste changes, business cy

cles, or other reasons, affecting groups 1 and 2 in different ways. Other things 

equal, consumers in group 1 have a preference for good 1, and similarly for group 

2. But with taste heterogeneity, there is always a positive probability that a con

sumer will purchase the “other” product, where this probability depends both 

on prices and the similarity of the products. This is obviously a very crude and 

simple way of introducing uncertainty into the model; many other specifications 

are conceivable.

The description of demand has two salient features. First, the random utility 

approach used here implies a “cross-over” of market areas^^; i.e., even with dif

ferentiation, both firms attract consumers from the entire Hotelling line. Second, 

the density shocks (i.e. market size shocks) in both halves of the line imply that 

the correlation of the firms’ demands depends on the proportions of customers 

each firm draws from each half of the line, and therefore depends on the degree 

of product differentiation.

Firm I ’s demand is obtained by integrating the purchase probabilities (4.1) 

over the entire line, taking the densities Ui and U2 into account:

<1 / 2

Pi{z]dz -f U2
<1 / 2

and firm 2’s demand is obtained analogously. Here, we are only concerned with 

the correlation of the demand functions for the case where both firms charge equal 

prices. Using (4.2) and the corresponding expression for firm 2, with pi = p2 we

r l / 2  rl
qi = ui /  Pi{z)dz-{-U2 /  Pi{z)dz  (4.2)

*/ 0 1 /2

The assum ption o f independence sim plifies calculations but is not necessary; any degree 

of positive correlation would leave the qualitative features o f the results unaffected.

12 Cf. Archibald et al. (1986) and de P alm a et al. (1994).
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Figure 4.1: Correlation between qi and Q2 .

1

p = 0.01
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have qi - Uirrii -j- 2/2^2 and q2 = Uirri2 +  U2 mi,  where

2 2 (1 -(7 )
2 ,  1 /i

”  ̂ = 2 - 2 ( 1 ^

1 — (7

log
1 + e

1 + e
Since Ui and U2 are independent, the correlation between qi and 92 is then given 

by pu = 2 m im 2 /{ m l  +  m^). How this correlation depends on the substitutability 

parameter a  is depicted in Figure 4.1. For a  close to one, the correlation is close 

to one as well: since the products are vitually identical, consumers buy either of 

the two goods with almost equal probability. On the aggregate level, the demand 

functions become more or less identical (i.e., both mi and m 2 are close to 1/2). 

In contrast, for larger degrees of differentiation, group-1 consumers will buy good 

1 with a higher probability than good 2, and vice versa for group-2 consumers. 

On the aggregate level, this implies that firm 1 will draw its customers to a larger 

extent from group 1 than from group 2 (formally, mi > m 2), and therefore will 

be more affected by the shock mi than by m 2. Since the reverse holds for firm 2, 

this implies a lower correlation between the two firms’ demand functions. This is 

precisely the idea dicussed less formally in the Introduction.

The correlation also depends on the heterogeneity parameter p: for small p,

i.e. little heterogeneity, even slight differentiation along the Hotelling line will
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suffice to effectively separate the firms’ market areas into the two halves of the 

line. In contrast, with large //, the correlation of the firms’ demand functions will 

be considerable even with maximal differentiation along the Hotelling line.

A second effect in this model is that with heterogeneous goods, the variance 

of each firm’s demand is larger than with more similar goods. Rather than being 

an artifact of the particular distributions considered here, this relationship seems 

economically very plausible: a firm that targets a specific group of customers is 

mainly affected by variations of demand by that particular group, whereas a firm 

that offers a standard product purchased by different customers is less vulnerable 

to shocks affecting a particular group.

While this model is very convenient for showing how correlated demand func

tions can be derived, the resulting expressions are awkward to handle when it 

comes to the analysis of collusion. In what follows, therefore, I will study mod

els with somewhat simpler demand functions. Moreover, the dependence of the 

correlation of q\ and Ç2 on a will be assumed rather than derived as here. Thus, 

this section should be seen as providing the motivation and justification for what 

constitutes a key assumption in this chapter.

4 .3  C ollusion: general fram ew ork

This section sets out the general framework of the specific models that will be 

discussed in Sections 4.4 and 4.5. In order to obtain analytically tractable models, 

a number of restrictive assumptions have to be made. Thus, “general” here refers 

to those parts of the models and the analysis that are common to the two examples 

discussed below, rather than to any truly general model.

4.3.1 Basic m odel and inform ation structure

We study collusion in a duopoly with price-setting firms and differentiated prod

ucts. The substitutability of the goods is characterized by the parameter cr G 

[0,1], where for cr =  1 the goods are homogeneous, and for cr =  0, maximally
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differentiated (though not necessarily independent).

Demand uncertainty is introduced through two random variables Ui and U2, 

and in the most general formulation, both firms’ realised demands, q\ and Ç2, are 

functions of both the price vector p =  (^1,^ 2) and the demand shock u =  (^1,^ 2)-

I assume that while a firm cannot observe its rival’s price, it can observe both 

its own and the rival’s realised demand.

The assumption of cartel models in the tradition of Stigler (1964) that firms 

cannot observe each other’s prices even though consumers can is sometimes crit

icised: why should consumers be better informed than firms? More specifically, 

the argument goes, a firm could send around spies that enquire about prices from 

competitors, pretending to be potential customers. This criticism is a result of 

taking the models too literally: in real-world cartels price discounts are not offered 

uniformly to all customers (in which case there would be indeed no secrecy), but 

rather to selected customers (preferably ones with large orders). In the model, in 

contrast, we abstract from this discrimination of customers and instead assume 

that prices are uniform. Thus, the implicit assumption here is that firms are able 

to verify that they face a genuine customer before offering any discount from the 

list price.

As for the assumption that both firms’ demand levels are observable, suppose, 

for a moment, that a firm could observe only its own demand but not the rival’s 

(as Stigler assumed). Price wars might then be initiated by either of the firms 

on grounds of - not verifiable - unusually low sales due to cheating on part of 

the other firm. But given that own demand is private information, a firm would 

ex post^ after observing a very low demand, never have an incentive to lead the 

firms into a costly price war, even if it were certain that the other firm had 

indeed d e v ia te d .A s  a result, collusion could never be sustained in an ordinary 

Nash equilibrium. An analysis of such a game with imperfect private information 

would therefore require the use of a different equilibrium notion, and would lead

Cf. the discussion in Fudenberg and Levine (1991).



to severe technical complications.^'* Such problems are circumvented if we assume 

that the occurence of price wars is conditioned on realisations of a public signal, 

in our case, the vector of quantities.

Moreover, an economic argument in favour of this assumption is that both 

for tacitly colluding firms and for organized cartels, shipped quantities are likely 

to be better observable than the accompanying monetary flows (cf. Ulen[1978, 

p. 128], who describes the efforts that the Joint Executive Committee undertook 

to monitor both shipments and billing, although apparently cheating remained a 

possibility).

4.3.2 Structure of collusive strategies

The collusive strategies used in the imperfect-monitoring framework introduced 

above are assumed to belong to a class of Green-Porter-(1984)-type trigger strate

gies, modified and generalized for a price-setting game with differentiated goods 

and imperfectly correlated demand shocks.

Roughly, these strategies are characterized by: a cartel price, a set of quantity 

vectors the occurence of which triggers a price war (this is the set-valued counter

part of the trigger price in Green-Porter, and I will call it the trigger set), and the 

length of such punishment periods during which the static Bertrand equilibrium 

is played.

Both for the sake of generality and because it will be relevant later on, we 

allow that the support of the demand vectors q that can be observed depends on 

the price vector p. This is by assumption ruled out in Green-Porter and related 

works, but arises for example if the demand shocks have compact support (cf. 

the next subsection).

If this is the case, the space of all possible quantity vectors is partitioned 

into two subsets, the set of vectors that occur with positive density if both firms

On the analysis o f gam es w ith im perfect private inform ation, see Fudenberg and Levine 

(1991) and Lehrer (1992). An oligopoly m odel w ith private but perfect inform ation (arising  

due to localized  com petition) is studied by Verboven (1995).



adhere to the cartel price, and the set of vectors that can only be observed if (at 

least) one firm deviates.

A complication now arises. If the trigger set contains vectors from both these 

subsets, it seems obvious to allow firms to distinguish between (and punish dif

ferently) those instances in which it is certain that a firm has deviated, and those 

for which it is only likely that a deviation has occured.

More formally, denote by E the set of all possible quantity vectors (for any 

price vectors), and by 5(p^), where =  (p^,P^), the support of q(u) in case both 

firms adhere to the cartel price (thus, models with a price-independent support 

correspond to the special case E =  5(p^)). According to the above considerations, 

a collusive strategy would be characterized by the quintuple (p^. A, T^, B, T^). 

Here, A C  E — -S'(p^) is a set of demand vectors that cannot occur if both firms 

charge and that trigger a punishment phase of length T^, and B  C 5'(p^) 

contains vectors that can occur without cheating, and which lead to a price war 

of length T^.

While in principle strategies of this class could have a very complicated struc

ture, we shall confine the attention to symmetric strategies which maximise the 

firms’ discounted payoffs. Here, the requirement of symmetry refers to symmetry 

of the sets A and B  in the sense that if a vector (^1,^2) is contained in a set, 

then the vector (ç2,Çi) is contained in it as well.^^ Moreover, I assume that on 

the support 5'(p), the distribution of q is characterized by a continuous density 

function / (q ,  p). Given this assumption, we can without loss of generality assume 

that B  is compact. It turns out that the strategies which are optimal within this 

class have a very simple structure, which is simplified even more if additional 

assumptions about the demand shocks are introduced.

First, it is clear that it is optimal to punish the occurence of every vector 

that can only be observed if a firm has deviated. Moreover, since in equilibrium

W hile it is straightforward that for A  and B  to be optim al, the no-deviation  constraints 

m ust be binding for both players at the sam e tim e (because otherw ise these sets could be 

decreased w ith  a gain in payoff), this does not by itse lf im ply sym m etry o f the sets.
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such events are never observed, it is optimal to punish them maximally. Thereby, 

maximal compliance is achieved without involving any cost for the cartel. Thus, 

formally, we have A = T, — S'(p^) and — oo.

A far more difficult question is how to characterize the optimal set B  of vectors 

that occur with positive density in equilibrium, but still lead to a price war. A 

(partial) answer to this is given in the following proposition.

To state the result, some notation is needed. For some vector q =  (^1,^2) 

denote by q  its symmetric counterpart (^2, Çi). Moreover, define

/(q ,P ')  + /(q ,P ')  ’

which is well-defined for any q in the interior of S'(p* )̂. Then we have

Proposition  4.1 Let 770 =  max{77(q)|q G B],  and assume that the incentive 

constraint with respect to marginal deviations from is binding}^

1. Then B  is optimal only if it contains all vectors q  for which r]{c{) < tjq 

(ignoring any zero-measure subsets)

2. Moreover, given 1., B  must either a) contain all vectors q /o r  which r}{c{) = 

rjo as well, or b) inclusion of these vectors in B  is not payoff-relevant (i.e. in this 

case starting with any B that satisfies 1., adding or excluding any vectors q  for  

which 7/(q) =  770 leads to a pay off-equivalent strategy at the same cartel price and 

a possibly different punishment duration.)

For all proofs in this chapter, see the Appendix (Section 4.8).

Proposition 4.1 states the important result that the two-dimensional set B,  

if optimal, can be characterized simply by some scalar 770. More precisely, an 

optimal set B  contains all pairs of vectors (q, q) for which the relative change in 

likelihood if a firm marginally deviates from p^, {d f /d p i ) / f ,  is less than rjo (or in

T his additional assum ption relates to  the fact that the incentive constraint for m arginal 

deviations need not be binding for a collusive strategy to  be optim al, if  (1) the first-best solution  

(sustain ing the m onopoly price, and no price wars in equilibrium ) can already be sustained, or 

if  (2) the binding incentive constraint relates to large price cuts. T his w ill becom e clearer in 

Section  4 .3 .4  below.
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absolute terms exceeds t/o, since for any optimal strategy B  rjo will be negative^^). 

In other words, we have the intuitively plausible result that an optimal trigger 

set B  contains vectors that, other things equal, have a small density and/or for 

which the (negative) derivative with respect to deviations from is large. The 

result is not only quite powerful in its characterization of optimal trigger sets, but 

also general in the sense that it refers to the class of trigger strategies introduced 

here, and does not rest on any additional distributional assumptions.

While the class of strategies considered here is not globally optimal in the sense 

of Abreu, Pearce and Stacchetti (1986), it is more general than the strategies of 

Green and Porter (1984) not only with respect to multidimensionality of the 

demand shocks and the observable signals: while in Green-Porter the trigger set 

(of prices) is by assumption an appropriately chosen tail of the distribution, here, 

according to Proposition 4.1, a similar structure of the trigger set emerges (of 

course depending on the specific distribution) as the necessary characteristic of 

any optimal strategy.

As will be seen in Section 4.3.4 below, for the analysis of collusion we need to 

derive explicit collusive strategies. With this requirement, there are two reasons 

why it is not convenient to consider strategies that are globally optimal in the 

sense of Abreu, Pearce and Stacchetti (1986, 1990). First, their assumption 

of a price-independent support of observable signals makes it very difficult to 

construct examples with analytically tractable distributions. On the other hand, 

relaxing this assumption alters the problem of finding an optimal strategy in a 

fundamental way. Second, with a two-dimensional set of observable signals, it is 

not even in principle clear how to compute the optimal sets that trigger switches 

between the collusive and the punishment mode. This illustrates the importance 

of Proposition 4.1.

Otherw ise B  would contain a subset such that a deviation by a firm would lead to a 

decrease o f the probability of such an event, which cannot be optim al.
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4.3.3 D em and shocks w ith  com pact support

For the demand shock u introduced in 3.1, I will in this chapter consider a spe

cific family of distributions which has two salient features. First, the correlation 

between Ui and U2 is an increasing function of cr, which corresponds to our key 

assumption motivated in Section 4.2: the more the products are differentiated, 

the less the demand shocks are correlated. Second, the variables U{ are assumed 

to have compact support, which has important consequences for the structure of 

optimal collusive strategies.

More specifically, we assume that Ui and U2 are convex combinations of two 

i.i.d. variables vi and V2 ’-

3 ( l - a ) - h ( j  c r

= 3(1 - a )  +  2a + 3(1 -  <r) + 2a
_  ^ 5(1 -  0-) H- a
-  3(1 -  a) +  2(7 +  3(1 -  <t) +  2^

where 5 >  0 is a shift parameter, and vi and V2 are independent and uniformly

distributed on an interval [fi — d] around some mean fi. The parameter

d > 0 determines the variance of the variables Vi and U{ and therefore measures

the degree of uncertainty. This will enable us later on to compare models with

uncertainty to their deterministic counterparts simply by taking the limit d 0.

For a more compact notation, I will occasionally write Ui and U2 as Ui = 

{{r — a ) / r ) v i { a / r)v2 and U2 =  (cr/r)ui 4- ((r — cr)/r)u2, where r =  s(\  — (t)-\-2ct.

From (4.3), the correlation pu between Ui and U2 is easily computed as

_  2a[s -\- (7 — s c r )

s ( l  — c r ) [ s ( l  — cr) H - 2 ( j ] - t - 2 ct2 ’

which is plotted in Figure 4.2 as a function of cr for different values of s. The 

distributions characterized by the family (4.3) have the following properties:

1. For any positive value of s, the correlation pu is an increasing function of 

(j, where pu = H ot a = 1 and =  0 for cr =  0.

2. For any positive value of s, the variance of U{ is a decreasing function of 

cr, where Var(uj) =  l/2Var(ui) =  l/3d^ for cr =  1 and Var(ui) =  Var(z7i) =  2/3d^ 

for cr =  0.
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Figure 4.2: Correlation p between U\ and U2 .
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3. The shift parameter 5 determines how quickly the correlation drops to a 

low level as goods become more differentiated. It hence plays a similar role to 

the heterogeneity parameter p in the model of the previous section, as can be 

seen by comparing Figures 4.1 and 4.2. In particular, for higher values of s, the 

schedule Pu((j) has a shape very similar to the shape of Pu(cr) in Figure 4.1 for 

small values of p, i.e. little taste heterogeneity.

As for the limit cases, if s =  0, then Ui and U2 are identical, hence perfectly 

correlated for all values of cr, and for s —> 00, U{ = V{ [i = 1,2), i.e. u\ and U2  

are independent for all values of cr. This latter limit case is important in order 

to determine in how far the results on the stability of collusion obtained further 

below depend on the assumption that pu depends on cr.

The second feature of u, the uniform distribution of the underlying variables V{ 

over a compact interval, is important because a simple application of Proposition 

4.1 immediately implies that with this distribution, the optimal B  (in the notation 

of 3.2) is empty, i.e. that only demand vectors outside the support -S'(p^) should 

lead to a price war:

P ro p o sitio n  4.2 Given the demand shocks (4-3) and their induced distribution
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o /q (u ,p ^ ); it is optimal only to punish the occurence of demand vectors q  not 

contained in -S'(p^).

Hence it is optimal to punish only the occurence of those demand vectors which 

can only be observed if a firm deviates. The reason for this is of course the 

rectangular shape of the distribution of ui and V2 : given that there is a one-to- 

one mapping from v =  (vi,V2 ) into q for any price vector, it follows that all 

vectors in the interior of 5(p^) have the same density and also the same relative 

change in likelihood in case of a deviation. Then from Proposition 1 it follows 

that either all of these vectors should lead to a price war, which clearly is not 

optimal, or none of them. The result is intuitively clear: vectors q  G 6'(p^) 

have positive density, but this density hardly changes with marginal changes of 

the price. Hence, inclusion of such vectors in the trigger set would merely enter 

negatively into the payoff function without any gain in terms of a more effective 

deterrence of deviations.

It immediately follows from Proposition 4.2 that with optimal strategies, in 

this setting, price wars never occur in equilibrium. Related to this, the fact that 

a price war can only occur if a firm deviates implies that the price war probability 

is equal to the probability of detection of a deviation (whereas in Green-Porter, 

there are always type I and type II errors in the inference of deviant behaviour). 

In order to characterize optimal collusive strategies, it remains to specify the 

cartel price p .̂ We will therefore ask in subsequent sections: what is the maximal 

price that can be sustained, depending on the degree of product differentiation?

Now the analysis may look rather like that of the standard deterministic 

models: find the maximal sustainable cartel price given that firms use a simple 

grim trigger strategy. But this is still an imperfect-information environment in 

a fundamental sense. First, the fact that a price war can only occur if a firm 

in fact deviates is not a simplifying assumption but is derived as part of an 

optimal strategy, given the class of analytically convenient distributions used 

here. Second, and more importantly, while a price war can only occur if a firm 

deviates, this of course does not imply that any deviation will indeed be detected.
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Rather, marginal increases of the price war/detection probability (from zero) will 

have to suffice to deter marginal deviations.

4.3.4 Payoff function and incentive constraints

In this section, we derive the two central incentive constraints which determine 

the sustainability of a collusive strategy. These constraints will subsequently be 

used in the models of Sections 4.4 and 4.5 in order to analyse the stability of 

collusion as a function of product differentiation.

We have seen in Section 4.3.3 that an optimal strategy is simply characterized 

by the cartel price p^. A price war occurs if any vector q  6 E — 5'(p^) is observed, 

which leads to maximal punishment, i.e. breakdown of the cartel. Assuming that 

firm 2 adheres to the cartel price p^, denote the probability of a price war by 

a(pi,p^) =  Prob{q(pi,p^) G E — S(p^)}.  While o; =  0 if both firms adhere to 

it also follows from the assumptions on the distribution of the demand shocks 

that for Pi sufficiently low, we can have a  =  1, viz. if a deviation leads to a 

demand vector outside 5(p^) with certainty.

Denoting firm I ’s per-period profit by 7Ti(pi,p^), firm I ’s expected discounted 

payoff from an infinitely repeated game is characterized by the Bellman equation

=  7Ti(pi,s^) +  [1 -  a{pi , s^)]6vi {pi , s ' ' )  +  a { p i , s ^ ) Y ^ T ^ \

where tt  ̂is the per-period profit in the static Bertrand equilibrium. This equation 

can be be solved explicitly for vi :

where the arguments of Vi, tti and a  have been omitted (cf. Green and Porter 

1984).

If firms adhere to the cartel price, then a  =  0, and the collusive payoff is 

simply 7t‘̂ /(1 — 6), with tt*̂ =  7Ti(p^). Sustainability of the cartel price p  ̂ requires 

that ui as given by (4.4) has a global maximum at pi =  p*̂ , or

-  7T̂  ^  7 T i ( p i ,p ^ )  - 7 T ^

1 — — 1 — 6 +  6a (p i ,p ^ )
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which leads to the general incentive constraint

V , .  ,4.51

This incentive constraint includes as special cases two more specific and simpler 

incentive constraints, which much of the subsequent analysis will be concerned 

with.

The first states that marginal deviations must not be profitable. Differentia

tion of (4,5) with respect to pi at the price (at which both sides of (4,5) vanish) 

leads to the constraint

0 -  . =  ^
■ (tt' -  7r‘)ôa (p ')/Ô p i - 1 - 5 ’ ^

This constraint, of course, is familiar from Green and Porter (1984) and related 

works: the marginal gain of deviating from p^ must be counterbalanced by an ex

pected loss in payoff due to an increase of the price war ( =  detection) probability 

a. in order to deter deviations.

The second constraint relates to the case where a deviating firm sets p\ at such 

a low level that the deviation is detected with certainty, i,e, if any realised de

mand vector q[p\iP^) lies outside 5(p^), which can occur with distributions with 

compact support. Given that a  =  1, i,e, that deviation leads to the breakdown 

of the cartel for sure, a deviating firm would then want to maximise its current- 

period profit. That is, it would set the price p^(p^) which maximises 7r(pi,p^), 

If we denote the resulting defection profit by tt'̂ , the incentive constraint now 

becomes

(4-7)

This is the incentive constraint familiar from the theoretical literature discussed 

in the Introduction: given that a deviation leads to retaliation with certainty, the 

incentive constraint states that the ratio of the gain from deviating to the benefit 

of colluding must not exceed a critical level which depends on the discount factor. 

Now, it is important to what follows that neither of the constraints (4,6) and 

(4,7) implies the other. This is due to the fact that the payoff function Vi{pi)
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Figure 4.3: Payoff function Ui(pi,p^)
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is necessarily nonconcave where a  is at or close to one, as depicted in Figure 

4.3: To see why this must be the case, consider two price regions, prices not 

too far below the cartel price for which a deviation is not necessarily detected 

(a  < 1), and lower prices for which breakdown follows with certainty (a  =  1). If

(4.6), the incentive constraint for marginal deviations, is satisfied, then v might 

be increasing in pi as long as a  < 1. That is, the loss in payoff due to an increase 

of a  increasingly outweighs the gain from deviating.

But this trade-off disappears once the level a  =  1 is reached: while v will ex

hibit a local minimum at the price p depicted in Figure 4.3, it might be profitable 

to decrease pi further, i.e. a firm would want to maximise its current-period 

profit, given that in this range of prices breakdown of the cartel follows anyway. 

Hence, v has another local maximum at as depicted in the figure.

It is important to see that the nonconcavity of v is not a consequence of the 

particular distributions considered here, but a very general phenomenon which is 

also present in models like Green and Porter (1984), where a  can never take the 

values 0 or 1: while it is true that, according to Porter’s (1983) Proposition 2.3, 

convexity of a  in pi and concavity of tti imply that v is increasing (as in Figure
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4.3 in the [a < l)-region), a  cannot be convex over the entire relevant range 

of prices if its density is concentrated in a narrower band of prices around the 

cartel price. And in this case, the same situation as discussed above might arise: 

while a marginal deviation may not be profitable, a firm might want to deviate 

to a very low price, even if then retaliation follows almost with certainty. Hence, 

while the kink depicted in Figure 4.3 is a consequence of the distributions used 

here, the nonconcavity of v is general.

From the above discussion it follows that provided (4.6) implies that (4.5) is 

satisfied for any prices for which a  < 1, the two conditions (4.6) and (4.7) are 

su f f ic ie n t  ÎOT the general condition (4.5), i.e. for sustainability of which implies 

a considerable simplification for the analysis. For future reference we state this 

condition formally:

C ond ition  4.1 If  for a given price (4-^) holds, then (4-5) is satisfied for all 

Pi such that a{pi,p^) < 1.

4 .4  E xam p le 1: a H o te llin g  m o d el

In this and the next section, we apply the framework set out in Section 4.3 to two 

specific examples, in order to see how the sustainability of collusion, as determined 

by the two central incentive constraints (4.6) and (4.7) derived above, depends on 

the degree of product differentiation. The first model is a Hotelling model quite 

similar to the one studied in Section 4.2. In contrast to that model, however, the 

correlation of demand functions as a function of product differentiation will be 

assumed rather than derived.

4.4.1 The stage game

As in the model of Section 4.2, two firms are located symmetrically on a line 

[0,1], firm 1 at cr/2 and firm 2 at 1 — (r/2. Consumers are distributed along the 

line. The utility of a consumer located at z that purchases firm z’s product is
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given by

Wi[z) = y -]r a -  Pi -  b{z -  Z i f , (4.8)

where y denotes income, a is the utility derived from consuming the most preferred 

good, 6 is a parameter for “travel costs” , pi is firm z’s price and Z{ its location. 

The parameter a is assumed to be sufficiently large such that the market is fully 

covered at all relevant prices. This condition will be stated more precisely below.

While individual utility is deterministic here, there are again “macro” shocks 

affecting the densities of consumers in group 1 in the interval [0,1/2), and of 

group 2 in (1/2,1]. These densities U\ and U2 are assumed to belong to the 

family of distributions (4.3), with mean value y = 1. That is, Ui and U2 are 

convex combinations of two i.i.d. variables which are uniformly distributed over 

[1 — d, 1 +  d], and the correlation of U\ and U2 is an increasing function of a.

The assumption of correlated density shocks is itself arbitrary, but it gives rise 

to correlated demand functions in the same way as the model of Section 4.2. Thus 

it is the model of Section 4.2 that provides the justification for this assumption.

From (4.8), one can calculate the location of the marginal consumer between 

firms 1 and 2, and from that the firms’ demand functions. These demand func

tions are functions of the price difference k := pi — p2 , and in what follows we 

will assume without loss of generality A; < 0, i.e. it is always firm 1, if any, that 

undercuts the other firm. Then we have

I k  t i - k
qi = 2^1 ^ ^ 2  and Q2 = “^ ^ 2, (4.9)

where t := 6(1 — a).

Firm I ’s expected demand is Eqi{k) = [t — k)/{2t), and if firm 2 charges a 

price p, firm I ’s expected profits are 7Ti(A:,p) =  {k + p )(f  — k)/{2t). Solving the 

first-order condition diTiifi^p) jdk  = 0 for p then yields the Bertrand equilibrium 

price p  ̂ = t.

Under the assumption that full market coverage is always optimal, the joint 

profit maximising price (hereafter called monopoly price and labelled by ‘m ’) is 

determined by setting the utility of the consumer furthest away from a firm to
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zero. For firm 1, this consumer is z =  1/2 if cr < 1/2, and z =  0 for cr > 1/2, i.e. 

if firms are located more towards the centre (cf. Chang 1991). We then get

p'^ = a —b Ç  ^ for (7 G [0,1/2], and p ^ = a  — b ( ^ ^  for a  G [1/2, Ij.

For the first-order approach of the calculation of the Bertrand price above to be 

correct, we need > p  ̂ for all values of cr. A sufficient condition is that p^  >  p  ̂

at (7 =  0, which leads to the parameter restriction a > (5/4)6. Finally, starting 

at an increase of price by dp leads to a gain of dp/2 for each firm (since the 

expected consumer density is one) and to a loss of p^àp.  Hence, that full market 

coverage indeed be optimal leads to a second parameter restriction 4u — 6 > 2.

4.4.2 Collusion: discrete deviations

In this section, we analyse the requirement (4.7) that deviations from a collusive 

price by a large amount, i.e. such that detection is certain, be unprofitable. To 

evaluate the l.h.s. of (4.7), we need to know the expected per-period profits in 

the Bertrand equilibrium and with collusion. These are simply given by tt  ̂ =  p^/2 

and 7T̂ =  p^/2, respectively. The optimal deviation price p‘̂ (p‘̂ ) (cf. Section 4.3.4), 

here expressed in terms of the price difference is in a first step obtained as the 

solution to the first-order condition d'Kx[k^p^)ldk = 0, which is k^ =  —(p̂  ̂—f)/2. 

On the other hand, by setting k = k^ := —t, firm 1 takes over the whole market 

(cf. (4.9)). Hence, the optimal deviation is given by k^, provided that k^ > k^ 

or equivalently p  ̂ < 3f, and otherwise by Ajq. In other words, for sufficiently 

homogeneous goods, i.e. higher values of a (and hence small ^), an optimally 

deviating firm will set p^ so as to take over the whole market, whereas for more 

differentiated goods, optimal deviation will still leave positive demand for the 

other firm.

Denote by and 9  ̂ the relevant expressions for given that firm 1 deviates 

by ki  ̂ and Aig, respectively. Then we have for the case p  ̂ >  3f, k̂  ̂ = —f, =  p^—t 

and then 9q = \ — t/{p^ — t), and if p^ < 3f, k^ = —(p  ̂— f)/2 , tt^ =  (p  ̂-f ^)^/(8f), 

and 6'  ̂ = {p  ̂— t)/(At).
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Consider a fixed cartel price p^. With t =  6(1 — a), there exists a critical 

<Jo > 0 such that deviation to kQ is optimal (and hence Oq relevant) for all cr > ctq, 

and deviation to for all cr < ao. This ctq is strictly positive if and only if 

p^ < 36. This defines the schedule '̂^(cr), and it is easy to see that both and 

and hence are increasing functions of a.

Now consider the case p^ = p^(cr). Since p^  is decreasing in cr for <7 > 1/2, 

a nonmonotonicity could possibly arise with respect to 0(cr). But this is not the 

case: with p^ = p^(cr), there still exists a critical erg with the above properties, 

and since by assumption n > 6, both 0^ and 0q are still increasing functions of <j.

According to the standard interpretation of critical discount factors or rates, 

the fact that 0^ is increasing in cr means that, as far as the constraint (4.7) is 

concerned, a given cartel price p^ is easier to sustain for differentiated goods than 

for more homogeneous goods, in the sense that the incentive constraint 0 < 6/(1 — 

6) is less restrictive. The same relationship has been derived for several other quite 

different models in the theoretical literature discussed in the introduction of this 

chapter. It is this relationship that has led many theorists to question the validity 

of the traditional view. Here, it is not entirely clear whether the recurrence of 

this picture is a merely a coincidence or has some more fundamental origin. All 

we can say is that while both the collusive benefit and the gain from deviating are 

usually larger for homogeneous goods than for differentiated goods, in a variety of 

models the gain from deviating increases proportionally faster than the collusive 

benefit as goods become more homogeneous, thereby leading to a decrease of 

cartel stability, contrary to the traditional view.

The maximum of 0  ̂ is attained at cr =  1, where 0 = 1. It follows that for 

6 > 1/2, the constraint (4.7) is satisfied for all values of a. In other words, the 

incentive constraint for discrete deviations is relevant only if the discount factor 

is relatively low.
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4.4.3 Collusion: marginal deviations

Now we turn to the analysis of the incentive constraint (4.6) which relates to 

marginal deviations from the cartel price p^. In order to evaluate the expres

sion on the l.h.s. of (4.6), we need to know the detection probability a, which is 

stated in the following lemma as a function of k and the price set by firm 2:

L em m a 4.1 The probability a{k,p^) = Prob{c[[k,p^) G S — 5(p^)} is given by

k[{r -I- 2a)t -fi (r a)k]
2{t + k)[{r -  2(7)t -  ka]
k r { 2 t k ) [ k r 3 d k r  — 4:dk(T4:dt{r — 2cr)] .

(1 — d).
Sd‘̂ {k -f t)[{r — 2a)t k{r — cr)][(r — 2a)t — ka]

From Lemma 4.1, the marginal increase of the probability of detection at A: =  0 

is
da{0,p‘) s{2 -  d){l -  a) + 4cr

dk 2 d s b { l - a y  ■ '' '
Moreover, we have — = [p  ̂— t)l2  and d'Kxldk =  —(p  ̂—̂ )/(2f), and the ratio

of these two expressions is simply — 1/f, i.e. does not depend on p^. Therefore, 

the left-hand side of the incentive constraint (4.6) for marginal deviations is

'■  -  . ( 2 - % : : , ' + , .  (‘ -“ I

It is easy to see that is a decreasing function of cr. Hence, as far as marginal 

deviations from the cartel price are concerned, collusion is less sustainable for dif

ferentiated goods than for homogeneous goods, in accordance with the traditional 

view.

To understand this relationship, consider the case of homogeneous goods. 

Here, the marginal gain from deviating may be rather large, but this is outweighed 

by an even larger (in absolute terms) increase of the detection probability. The 

reason for this is that, according to our assumption that the demand functions 

are highly correlated for equal prices, a deviation is relatively likely to lead to 

realisations of the demand vector outside the permissable region -S'(p^). This 

relative undesirability of marginal price cuts for large a is reflected in a low value 

of B^.
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Conversely, for more differentiated goods, the deterrent force of an increase of 

a  vis-à-vis the increase of current-period profits is weaker, since a lower correlation 

of the demands corresponds to a larger set of demand vectors that occur with 

positive density. A price cut, therefore, is less likely to result in a realised demand 

vector outside this region.

The effect of a decrease in the correlation due to differentiation is reinforced by 

the accompanying increase in the variance of the demand shocks. In the Section 

4.5.3, I will discuss how the relative importance of the correlation effect and the 

change in the variance can be assessed.

The price and cross-price elasticities of demand, which of course vary with g 

as well, play a double role, in such a way that in this model they do not affect the 

incentive constraint (4.6) at all: with a high elasticity in the case of homogeneous 

goods, marginal deviations may be tempting. But precisely the ability for a firm 

to capture a large share of the market by cutting the price only by a small amount 

also implies that such a deviation is likely to be detected. In this particular model, 

now, these two effects exactly cancel each other. This can be seen by considering 

the limit case s —> oo, which corresponds to the case that the density shocks Ui 

and U2 are uncorrelated (cf. Section 4.3.1). Here, we have 6'^ = 2d/{2 — d). Since 

this expression does not depend on cr, this verifies that a negative relationship 

betweeen 6'^ and cr depends on the assumed correlation of the demand shocks, 

but not on the elasticity of demand.

The comparative-statics properties of 0'^ with respect to s and d are as follows: 

an increase in s means that the correlation of the demand shocks decreases faster 

as products become more differentiated. This is reflected in an upward shift of 

0”̂ (cr), i.e. a decrease of cartel stability. An increase an d has a similar effect, but 

for a different reason: while d does not affect the correlation of the demand shocks, 

it determines their variance. A more noisy environment is reflected in a decrease 

of a  for any given a and thus renders marginal deviations more profitable, which 

is reflected in an upward shift of 9(a).
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It may perhaps be surprising that 9'^ and hence the incentive constraint for 

marginal deviations does not depend on the cartel price (since drops out in 

the ratio {d7ri/dk)/{7r^ — This can be shown to be a general property of

any model in which demand is an affine function of the difference of prices and is 

therefore a consequence of the Hotelling framework. The important implication 

is that the incentive constraint (4.6) here refers to sustainability of collusion as 

such and not only with reference to a particular collusive price. This issue will 

be discussed again further below.

Before we can go on to examine both incentive constraints (4.7) and (4.6) 

together, we have to see whether Condition 4.1 is satisfied, i.e. the condition that 

if marginal price cuts are not profitable, then no other price cuts for which the 

resulting detection probability is less than one, be profitable. Here we face the 

problem that a(k^p^) can be either convex or concave in k. In particular, it turns 

out that a(k^p^) is always concave at A: =  0. But, with both tti and a  concave in 

A; at 0, Condition 4.1 can only be satisfied if the profit function is “more concave” 

at 0 than o;, i.e. if d'^7r{k,p^)/dk"^ < d'^a{k,p^)/dk'^. Otherwise, if (4.6) were 

binding, then a small discrete deviation would be profitable. That is, satisfaction 

of (4.6) would not imply satisfaction of the general constraint (4.5).

The following result shows that for this requirement to be met, p^ must not 

exceed a certain upper bound which depends negatively on s:

L em m a 4.2 Assume (4-9) is binding, and let (d = 6/(1 — ^). Then the condition 

d^7r{k,p^)/dk"^ < d^a(k,p^) f  dk"̂  at k = 0 is equivalent to

c <  c ___________  46^(2 +  #)^(1 +  (p)________
^ ■ (4 _  12/) +  ^2 +  icP +  4^d2 +  /32rf2)(4/3 -  213s + 2ds +  /3ds) ’

(4.12)

A sufficient condition for this is

and for S > 1/2, a sufficient condition for (4-13) is p^ < 366/(4 +  s).

Moreover, even where the condition of Lemma 4.2 is satisfied. Condition 4.1 could 

still be violated, depending on the behaviour of d^7r(k,p^)/dk^ and d^a{k, p^)/ dk^
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Figure 4.4: Left-hand sides of the incentive constraints (3.6) and (3.7) 

6/(1  - 6)
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\
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0 â 1

for A: < 0. Here, we have d^7r{k,p^)/dk^ = 0, while numerical experiments 

indicate that d^a{k ,p^)ldk^  < 0 for k < 0, provided (4.12) holds. This means, 

while a  may be concave over some range of A:, the l.h.s. and r.h.s. of (4.5) never 

intersect again if both (4.6) and (4.12) hold. Therefore, I will in the following 

assume that Condition 4.1 is satisfied, i.e. that we need not worry further about 

small discrete price cuts.

4.4.4 Both incentive constraints combined

Having verified that the two constraints (4.6) and (4.7) are sufficient for the sus

tainability of a collusive price we can now analyse the stability of collusion 

by bringing together both constraints. The left-hand sides of the incentive con

straints (4.6) and (4.7), 6^ and are depicted in Figure 4.4 as functions of cr 

and for the case of maximal uncertainty, i.e. d = I. Recall that the price p^ 

is sustainable if 6/(1 — 6) exceeds both 6  ̂ and Define â  as the cr solving 

9^[a) = 6* (̂cr), and define 6(cr) as the solution of the equation ^^(cr) =  6/(1 — 6). 

Then from Figure 4.4, we see that there are four different intervals of values of 6:
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First, for very low discount factors {6 < 6(d)), is not sustainable for any 

degree of product differentiation because at least one of the incentive constraints 

is violated. Similarly, for high discount factors (6 <  2d/{2 -f d)), any price p^ is 

sustainable for any degree of product differentiation.

The economically more interesting range of discount factors includes those 

values where the sustainability of a given cartel price depends on <7. Here we 

have two different cases: for low values of 6 (6 G [6(d), 1/2)) such that discrete 

deviations are relevant, the positive relationship between product differentiation 

and cartel stability, familiar from other papers, holds only over a certain interval 

for <7, whereas for larger degrees of differentiation the incentive constraint for 

marginal deviations implies a decrease in cartel stability. Thus, the sustainability 

of depends on cr in a nonmonotonic way: p^ may be sustainable for intermediate 

levels of differentiation, but neither for homogeneous goods nor for larger degrees 

of differentiation.

For 6 G [l/2 ,2d/(2  -f d)), the incentive constraint for discrete deviations is 

always satisfied. Here, monotonicity of 0'^ in a implies a monotonie relationship 

between the sustainability of p  ̂ and the degree of differentiation, i.e., there ex

ists a critical level of differentiation such that for more homogeneous goods, is 

sustainable, whereas it is not for more differentiated products. This result, the 

economic intuition of which has already been discussed in Section 4.4.3, is consis

tent with the traditional view on the sustainability of collusion as a function of 

product differentiation, and states the opposite of what is usually found in recent 

theoretical work.

The intercept of at cr =  0 depends on the level of demand uncertainty d. 

A consequence of this is that the monotonicity region [l/2 ,2d /(2  -j- d)] for 6 is 

nonempty only if there is sufficient uncertainty, viz. d > 2/3. Otherwise, the 

zones described above look different: there is a region of nonmonotonicity for 

6 G [6(<7), 2d/(2 +  d)], and a region of inverse monotonicity (i.e. in the direction 

predicted in other papers) for 6 G [2d/{2-\-d), 1/2]. Hence, in this model, whether 

the predicted relationship between product differentiation and cartel stability is
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more in line with the traditional view or more with recent theoretical contribu

tions is determined by the level of demand uncertainty.

4.5  E xam p le  2: a rep resen ta tive-con su m er m o d el

We now carry out the same analysis as in the previous section for a quite different 

oligopoly model, one in which the demand system is derived from a representative 

consumer’s utility function. The comparison of the results obtained for this and 

the previous model will allow us to assess which predictions seem to be fairly 

robust, and which ones depend on the details of the particular model under 

consideration.

4.5.1 T he stage game

Consider a representative consumer with the linear-quadratic utility function

92) =  +  92) — 2 T  2 crçiÇ2 +  92^) ,

where a and b are positive parameters, and cr G [0,1] is the substitutability 

parameter. While this specification is so far standard, I assume that there is 

demand uncertainty resulting from randomness in the utility the representative 

consumer derives, in the sense that the perceived quantity qi may not coincide

with the actual quantity qi consumed. More precisely, assume that

Ul j  ~ U2
— Çi — TTz—:— r and q2 — Ç2 ~6(1 +  (T) 6(1- f a ) ’

where Ui and U2 are the random shocks of equation (4.3) with zero mean, with 

all the properties discussed there. Proceeding in standard fashion, maximisation 

of the representative consumer’s utility function leads to a system of indirect 

demand functions

ui-\-au2 ,Pi =  a — bqi — b(rq2 H  --------  and
1 d- cr

7 7 I ^2 fA^A\P2 = a -  baqi -  bq2 H —------. (4.14)
i  -H cr
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Inversion of (4.14) yields the direct demand functions

q\ =  ------- [(1 -  o")(a +  Ul) -  Pi +  crpa] =: qi and
i  —  (7

q2 =  ------- [(1 — (r)((Z +  U2) +  crpi — P2] =: Ç2 (4.15)1 — <j

with m = 6/(1 +  cr), for the case that demand for both goods is positive. If 

qj =  0 (j =  1,2), then demand for the other good i is

qi =  m [(1 +  (j){a -  pi) +  u, +  auj] =: q^.  (4.16)

Hence, for given u, the firms’ demand functions exhibit a kink at some price. As 

for the interpretation of the demand shocks in this context, a shock U{ positively 

affects the demand for good i because this shock negatively affects the quantity 

Qi the representative consumer perceives (vis-à-vis the actual quantity ç^), and 

therefore leads to an increase in actual consumption.

As for the correlation of the demand shocks, however, this framework does not 

provide a foundation for the correlation of the demand shocks being a function of 

cr, as an alternative to the theory of Section 4.2. Suppose that, in contrast to our 

assumption, Ui and U2 were independent, and consider a value of a close to one, 

i.e. nearly homogeneous products. Here, it turns out that according to (4.14), 

for equal quantities the prices of the goods must be highly correlated, whereas 

according to (4.15), for equal prices the quantities demanded are independent!

Looking back at the Hotelling model of Section 4.2 might help to explain how 

this can be the case. If goods are nearly homogeneous, then prices must be nearly 

the same for both goods to enjoy positive demand. But, conversely, equality of 

prices does not imply equality of demand: if the heterogeneity parameter p, in the 

model of Section 4.2 is zero, then the two firms’ demand functions are independent 

because their market areas are disjoint, even if the goods are nearly homogeneous. 

It is for this reason that here, the dependence of the correlation of demand shocks 

must be explicitly introduced by assumption, according to the specification (4.3).

Given the demand system (4.15), firm z’s expected profit is given by

TTi = {pi -  c)~------ [(1 -  a)a -  Pi +  apj] , (4.17)
i  —  (T
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where c is a constant marginal cost. Given this, it is straightforward to compute 

prices and profits for the static Bertrand equilibrium (labelled by ‘6’) and the 

joint profit maximising solution (labelled by ‘m ’):

m
7T =   —------- —--------, 7T =  m

(2 -  ' 4 '

Moreover, if both firms set the same price p^, the resulting expected profit is 

7T̂ =  m(p^ — c)(a — p^).

We assume that for all prices up to the monopoly price the firms’ demands 

are given by the system (4.15) as long as both firms charge the same price. In 

other words, a firm’s demand is generically positive unless the other firm charges 

a lower price. Since the worst case for firm i is a shock U{ = —d, from (4.15) we 

have the condition m[a — d — p^)  > 0, which implies an upper bound for the 

amplitude of the demand shocks, viz. d <{a — c)/2.

4.5.2 Collusion: discrete deviations

As in section 4.4.2, we now analyse the left-hand side of the incentive constraint

(4.7) for large deviations from p  ̂ that lead to retaliation, i.e. breakdown of the 

cartel, with certainty. The first part of this analysis, however, will be concerned 

with a technical complication that arises due to the specific structure of the 

system of demand functions as given by (4.15) and (4.16).

As in the Hotelling model of the previous section and other models, in the 

calculation of optimal deviations two cases must be distinguished: the case where 

the nondeviating firm still enjoys positive demand, and the case where the devi

ating firm takes over the whole market.

Here we face a technical problem: for a certain range of prices of the deviant, 

whether the other firm has zero or positive demand depends on the realisation 

of the demand shock u. That is, if for instance firm 1 deviates, then for higher 

values of U2, the relevant demand for both firms might be given by (4.15), while 

for lower values, firm 2’s demand might be zero, in which case firm I ’s demand
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Figure 4.5: True expected demand u) and its approximation

would be given by (4.16). It turns out that the calculation of the correct expected 

demand for a deviating firm, taking this distinction into account, leads not to a 

simple linear-kinked curve, but rather to expressions very awkward to use in the 

subsequent analysis.

In what follows, therefore, we shall simplify the analysis by making use of an 

upper bound on the precise expected demand, which is simply the maximum of 

the demand expressions and gj", evaluated at u = 0, as the following result 

states:

L e m m a  4.3 For any price vector p, we have

Euq^(p,u) < := min{g^(p, 0 ), g"^(p, 0 )}

= min [(1 -  a)a -  p, +  crp̂ ] ,m( l  +  a){a -  p , ) |  .

This approximation by a linear-kinked curve is relevant only for an intermediate 

price range, whereas for prices close to p^ and very low prices, the approximation 

is exact. This relationship between Eq^ and is depicted in Figure 4.5. I will 

discuss further below how results derived using qf^^ relate to those for the true
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expected demand, and why this simplification does not alfect the results derived 

below in any significant way.

Using instead of Eqi, we now analyse the incentive constraint for discrete 

deviations in precisely the same way as in Section 4.4.2. The prices and profits of a 

firm that maximises current-period payoff, given that the other adheres to can 

be obtained from (4.17) by solving the first-order condition dTTi{pi,p^)/dpi = 0 

for Pi :

P+ ~  \  — ^) +  c -}- ap""] and

These expressions are valid as long as for the price vector (p^,p^), firm 2’s expected 

demand q^^  ̂ is nonnegative. Otherwise, for lower prices p i , the optimal deviation 

of firm 1 is given by the equation =  0, which leads to

Po — ~ \ P ^  ~  u ( l — cr)] and
<7
m

(1 4- cr)(a -  p^) [p'’ -  (1 -  a ) a  -  a p ^].

The sustainability of a cartel price p  ̂ with respect to large discrete deviations 

can now be determined by substituting the expressions for tt̂ , tt̂  and into 

the incentive constraint (4.7). For the l.h.s. of this constraint we obtain the 

expressions

M (2 -  [(2 -  -  (1 -  <̂ )a -  c]
4(1 — a) [a -f c(l — cr) — (2 — cr)pc]

and

nd ^  (g -  p ')(2 -  a y  [(1 -  a^)a -  (1 +  a  -  (T̂ )p" +  ca] . .
° cr2 [a(l — a) — { 2  — a)p^ -|- c] [a — (2 — cr)p  ̂4- (1 — o-)c]

As in the previous model, the equation p^ =  pg defines the value of cr above which

the relevant incentive constraint is given by ^g, and below by 0^. This critical

value of cr is strictly between 0 and 1, because for cr =  1, pg > p^, and for cr =  0,

a firm can never push the other firm’s demand to zero.

As for the resulting schedule ^(cr), we have 9 = 1 for both cr =  0 and a = 1 .

Moreover, in its relevant range, is strictly increasing in cr, whereas 9q is first

increasing, but eventually decreasing in a.
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Figure 4.6: Left-hand side of incentive constraint (3.7) for discrete deviations
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The expressions become considerably simpler in the special case that is 

the monopoly price =  (a -f c)/2. In this case, the resulting expressions for 0 

depend only on cr, and we have

The boundary between the two regions is given by a  =  y/S — 1 ~  0.732, and the 

maximum is attained in the ^Q-region at cr % 0.775 at a level of 1.5625. This 

case is depicted in Figure 4.6. This figure is precisely a mirror image of Figure 2 

(right panel) in Deneckere (1983), since the right-hand side S/ ( l  — S) in (4.7) is 

the inverse of the discount rate corresponding to 6. Thus Figure 4.6 depicts the 

result familiar from Deneckere (1983) that in this model, there is a nonmonotonic 

relationship between product differentiation and the stability of collusion: over 

a broad interval for cr, 0^ is increasing in cr, indicating that stability of collusion 

is higher if products are more differentiated. For quite similar goods however, 

where an optimally deviating hrm takes over the whole market, this relationship 

is reversed. As a consequence, for certain values of 6, a particular cartel price 

may be sustainable for very similar or highly differentiated products, but not for
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intermediate degrees of product differentiation.

As in the previous model, if 6  is sufficiently high (in particular if ^ > 0.61, cf. 

Proposition 4.3 below), then the incentive constraint is satisfied for all values of 

cr.

The schedule ^^(cr) has been derived above using the approximated expected 

demand function of Lemma 4.3. Since is an upper bound of the true 

expected demand of a deviating firm, this means that too, is an upper bound. 

Hence, satisfaction of the incentive constraint (4.7) in terms of the 6  ̂ used here is 

sufficient but not necessary for (4.7) to be satisfied with respect to true expected 

demand.

4.5.3 Collusion: m arginal deviations

For the probability of a deviation from being detected, we have

L em m a 4.4 The probability a{pi,p^) = Prob{q{pi^p^) € S — 5'(p^)} is given by

From Lemma 4.4, the marginal increase in the probability of detection at pi = p^ 

is
^CK(p ,̂p )̂ _  r ( l + a )  _  (1 +  cr)[s(l — O') — 2(j]

dpi  2d(l — cr)(r — 2cr) s (l — cr)2

Substituting the relevant expressions, the l.h.s. of (4.6) becomes

-  4 ( 2  -  20)
(1 +  (r)[s(l — (j) +  2(j](a + c — 2 p  ̂— ccr +  ap^)

For cr =  1, =  0, and for a = 0, 0'^ =  4 /(a + c — 2p^). The latter result implies

that in the special case p  ̂ = p'^^ 6  approaches infinity as cr —> 0. Moreover, we 

have

L em m a 4.5 6 '  ̂ is decreasing in cr for any value of s.

This result states that, as in the previous Hotelling model, collusion is less sus

tainable for differentiated goods than for homogeneous goods, as far as marginal
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Figure 4.7: Left-hand side of incentive constraint (3.6) for marginal deviations
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deviations from the cartel price are concerned. The economic intuition for this 

result has, by and large, already been discussed in Section 4.4.3. A difference, 

however, arises as to the role of the change of the elasticity of demand as a func

tion of product differentiation: here the two opposite effects of a change in the 

elasticity described above do not exactly cancel each other. This can be seen by 

considering the limit case s —> oo, i.e. the case of uncorrelated dmend shocks. 

It turns out that the schedule 9^  [a) for this case has the same vertical inter

cept at (7 =  0 as for any finite value of s, and is decreasing in a. This latter 

property implies that the relationship between cartel stability and product dif

ferentiation expressed by Lemma 4.5 holds even if the assumption of correlated 

demand shocks is disposed of. Typical schedules for finite s and for s oo are 

depicted in Figure 4.7.

Similarly as in the previous example, the correlation effect is reinforced by an 

increase in the variance of the demand shocks due to differentiation. In order to 

separate these two effects, one can, instead of considering a hxed noise level d, 

vary d with a  in such a way that the variance of the demand shocks Ui is always 

held constant, and then examine the resulting 0^.  It can be shown that the
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correlation effect is indeed a major force in both this and the previous example. 

In the Hotelling model, the level of the variance is quite important as well, since 

it determines the level of the maximum of 0 '  ̂ for (j =  0 (cf. the discussion of the 

role of d in Section 4.4.3). Here, in contrast, it turns out that while changes in 

the variance of course m atter to some extent, the correlation effect is clearly the 

main force.

Hence in this model, two main forces are present which work in the same 

direction and imply a lower cartel stability in the case of differentiated goods 

than for more similar goods: the first is a lower correlation of demand shocks, 

the second the lower price and cross-price elasticities of demand.

The comparative-statics properties of 0'^ with respect to s and d are the 

same as those of the corresponding expression in the model of Section 4.4: 0'^ is 

decreasing in cr and increasing in both s and d, for quite the same reasons as in 

Section 4.4.3.

While the results obtained here are broadly similar to the ones obtained for 

the Hotelling model above, there are three important differences. The first has 

already been discussed above: the fact that we obtain a negative relationship 

between product differentiation and cartel stability even without the assumption 

that the correlation of the demand shocks varies with cr.

Second, the fact that in previous model 0'^ does not depend on is indeed 

a consequence of the Hotelling framework. Here, in contrast, 0’̂  is increasing in 

p^. This means that a decrease in the cartel price relaxes the incentive constraint 

for marginal deviations. In particular, the incentive constraint (4.6) refers to the 

sustainability of a particular collusive price, not of collusion as such.

Third, for p  ̂ = p^ , 0^  does not have a finite intercept at (T =  0. This means 

that for any discount factor 6 < 1, there exists a critical level of a below which 

the monopoly price cannot be sustained any more.

As in the previous example, before we can bring together the incentive con

traints for marginal and for large discrete deviations, we must check whether 

Condition 4.1 of Section 4.3.4 is satisfied. It is easily verified that this is the
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Figure 4.8: Left-hand sides of the incentive constraints (3.6) and (3.7) 
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case: tti is concave in pi, and o;(pi,p^) can be shown to be convex in pi as long 

as O' < 1. Then, if the general incentive constraint (4.5) is satisfied for marginal 

deviations, it is satisfied for all prices pi such that a(pi,p^) < 1.

Therefore, we never have to be concerned with small discrete deviations: either 

(4.6) is satisfied, in which case such deviations are not profitable, or it is not, but 

then is not sustainable in the first place. Condition 4.1 also solves another 

potential problem: with the detection probability given by Lemma 4.4, it is not 

clear that deviation to an “interior” optimal price necessarily implies a  = I. 

If not, such deviations would be more profitable than assumed in the derivation 

of But since Condition 4.1 holds, this precisely is ruled out, at least for the 

cases where 9^ is relevant, i.e. where (4.6) is satisfied.

4.5.4 Both incentive constraints combined

The left-hand sides of the incentive constraints, and 6"^, are depicted in Figure 

4.8 as functions of cr. As in Section 4.4.4, define à as the a  solving ^^(cr) =  

and 6{a)  as the solution of the equation 0^(cr) = 6/(1 — 6) . Moreover let à =
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argmax{0'^(cr)|cr G [0,1]} (cf. Figure 4.8). From Figure 4.8, we then see that 

there are four different intervals of values of 6 :

1. For 6  < 1/2, we have ^ /( l  — 6 ) < 1, and is not sustainable for any degree 

of product differentiation because (4.7) is violated, i.e. it is always profitable for 

a firm to deviate to the optimal defection price p'^(p^).

2. For 6  G [1/2, ^(d)), collusion is sustainable for sufficiently homogeneous 

goods, but not for more differentiated goods. For larger values of cr, the incentive 

constraint for discrete deviations is not satisfied, while for lower values of cr, the 

constraint for marginal deviations is not satisfied.

3. For 6  G [6(d), 6(d)], sustainability of p^ depends in a nonmonotonic way 

on cr: p^ is sustainable for very homogeneous goods and some intermediate levels 

of differentiation, but not otherwise.

4. Finally, for 6 > 6(d), the incentive constraint for discrete deviations is 

always satisfied. Here, monotonicity of 6 '  ̂ in cr implies a nonomonotonic rela

tionship between the sustainability of p^ and the degree of differentiation: there 

exists a critical level of differentiation such that for more homogeneous goods, p^ 

is sustainable, whereas it is not for more differentiated products. This is more 

formally stated in the following result:

P ro p o sitio n  4.3 For any given collusive price p^ the discount factor 6(d) exists 

and is at most 25/41 % 0.61. For 6 > 6(d), there exists d(6) G [0,1) such that p^ 

can (cannot) he sustained for a > (<) d(6). Moreover, if  p  ̂ = p ^ , then d(6) is 

strictly positive.

The economic intuition of this result has already been discussed in Section 4.4. A 

difference to the previous model is that there, the monopoly price could be sus

tained for any degree of differentiation, given a sufficiently large discount factor, 

whereas here, there exists no discount factor such that the monopoly price can 

be sustained for any cr.

While Proposition 4.3 states only a possibility which depends on the magni

tude of the discount factor 6, this case seems to be particularly relevant: according 

to Proposition 4.3, the critical discount factor 6(d) is at most 0.61, i.e. assumes a
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rather low value (cf. 4.2), whereas in this context of a repeated game with price 

setting, the relevant discount factor is likely to be rather high (close to one) due 

to presumably short time intervals.

The comparative-statics properties of d immediately follow from the defining 

equation 6 '^{â) — 6/(1 — 8 ) and the properties of 0 '  ̂ discussed above: a decrease 

in 8  implies an increase in d for obvious reasons. An increase in s implies an 

increase in d because of the adverse effect of a lower correlation of the demand 

shocks on the sustainability of p .̂ Finally, an increase in d implies an increase in 

a because a noisier environment undermines the sustainability of via a decrease 

of the detection probability.

4.5.5 M axim al collusive payoff

Until now, we have discussed the stability of collusion in terms of the sustainabil

ity of a particular cartel price p^, e.g. the monopoly price. But in this model (and 

in general), where the monopoly price is not sustainable, perhaps a lower price 

might be, since decreasing p  ̂ relaxes both incentive constraints. Consequently, 

if the notion of “sustainability” of collusion is meaningful only with reference to 

a particular collusive strategy, “stability” of collusion in general is perhaps more 

appropriately measured by the maximal collusive payoff (in absolute terms or 

in comparison with the Bertrand payoff) that can be sustained. We therefore 

now ask how the maximal sustainable collusive payoff depends on the degree of 

product differentiation, confining the analysis to the case of Proposition 4.3, i.e. 

the case of a sufficiently large discount factor.

It is easily verified in (4.20) that 9'^ is increasing in p^. Assuming that 8  

satisfies the assumption of Proposition 4.3, we then obtain three different intervals 

for cr:

1. For sufficiently high <j, i.e. sufficiently homogeneous goods, the monopoly 

price p^ is sustainable.

2. For cr below d-(6,p^), p^ is not sustainable any more. Here, for given a, 

the maximal sustainable price is determined by the incentive constraint (4.6), i.e.
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Figure 4.9: Differences — tt  ̂ and — tt  ̂ as functions of a
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0^{a,p^)  =  6/(1 — <5), and because of the properties of 9'^, the resulting is an 

increasing function of a.

3. But for a critical level of a, i.e. for a sufficiently large degree of differ

entiation, the collusive price p^ determined by the above condition reaches the 

Bertrand price p^. This means, below a certain level of cr, collusion is not sus

tainable at all More precisely, due to the monotonicity of 6'^ in sustainability 

of any price p^ > p^ requires that (4.6) be satisfied for p^ = p \  or

2 ds( 2  -  <7 f { \  -  a) (4 ,2 1 )
( j ( l  - f  cr)(a — c ) [ 5 ( l  — cr) - f  2cr] 1 — 6

But with a  in the denominator of (4.21), it follows that there must exist a critical 

cr > 0 below which (4.21) is violated.

These results are illustrated in Figure 4.9, which depicts the difference between 

monopoly and maximal collusive profits, respectively, and the Bertrand payoff. 

The dotted curve in Figure 4.9 depicts the difference and shows a familiar

relationship: with p^  constant and a Bertrand price that equals p ^  for cr =  0, i.e. 

independent goods, and decreases to the level of marginal cost as cr approaches 

one, this difference is increasing in cr. The solid curve depicts the difference 

'^max ~  It coincides with the dashed curve as long as p ^  is sustainable, but
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then rapidly drops to the Bertrand price

Figure 4.9, then, illustrates two points that are related but quite distinct. The 

first is the well-known fact that with more differentiated goods, collusion is less 

profitable compared to Bertrand competition than with homogeneous goods. The 

second is the one emphasized in this chapter; with differentiated goods, collusion 

is not only less profitable, but also less sustainable.

These findings complement Kandori’s (1992) result that in repeated games 

with imperfect monitoring, a decrease in the informativeness of a signal implies 

a decrease in the maximal sustainable payoff. While his model is much more 

general than the ones considered here, his result only expresses a monotonicity 

relationship. Here, in contrast, the explicit derivation of optimal strategies is not 

only technically necessary for the examination of all relevant incentive constraints, 

but also shows much more clearly how exactly differentiation affects maximal 

payoffs.

4 .6  C om parison  o f th e  tw o exam p les

In this secion, I will draw together and compare the results obtained in the two 

examples of Sections 4.4 and 4.5 in order to see which of the results obtained 

seem to be fairly robust with respect to the properties of the underlying oligopoly 

models, and which results depend on details of these models. The results common 

to both models are the following:

1. The incentive constraint for marginal deviations from a cartel price 

leads to a critical discount factor above which p^ can be sustained, which is a 

decreasing function of the substitutability parameter cr. In other words, where 

this constraint is binding, collusion is less stable for more differentiated goods.

2. For lower (actual) discount factors 6 , the sustainability of p^ can depend 

on the degree of product differentiation in a nonmonotonic way. Above a critical 

level of 6, however (which is 0.5 in Section 4.4 and 0.61 in Section 4.5, i.e. in both 

cases rather small), the incentive constraint for large deviations is always satisfied.
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Here, there exists, at least if the level of uncertainty is sufficiently large, a region 

of 8  where only the incentive constraint for marginal deviations is relevant and 

leads to the monotonie relationship discussed above: there is a critical cr above 

which a cartel price can be sustained and below which it cannot.

3. In both models, for larger degrees of differentation, collusion may not be 

sustainable at all, i.e. at any price

Three important differences between the two models should be noted, though:

1. In the Hotelling model, the monotonicity region exists only if there is 

sufficient demand uncertainty, fn contrast, in the representative-consumer model, 

a monotonicity region exists in any case, and the level of uncertainty determines 

the critical â below which p^ cannot be sustained any more.

2. In the Hotelling model, the assumption that the correlation of the demand 

shocks depends on cr is essential for a negative relationship between product 

differentiation and cartel stability. In contrast, in the representative-consumer 

model, the schedule 9'^ (a) is decreasing in cr even if the two firms’ demand shocks 

are independent.

3. fn the Hotelling model, the decrease in cartel stability due to product 

differentiation is roughly equally driven by a decrease in the correlation of the 

demand shocks and an increase in their variance. In the representative-consumer 

model, in contrast, the correlation effect clearly prevails.

4. fn the representative-consumer model, “sustainability” of collusion is a 

meaningful notion only with reference to a particular cartel price p^: since low

ering the collusive price relaxes the incentive constraints, it follows that if the 

monopoly price cannot be sustained any more, in general a lower price is still sus

tainable. fn the Hotelling model, however, the incentive constraint for marginal 

deviations does not depend on the particular cartel price under consideration: if 

it is not satisfied for the monopoly price, then it is not satisfied for any price above

In this model, therefore, it may be meaningful to speak of “sustainability” of 

collusion as such.

In our models, the monotonie relationship emphasized in this chapter, accord
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ing to which product differentiation adversely affects the stability of collusion, 

emerges only as a possibility, in addition to cases of nonmonotonicity or even the 

inverse monotonie relationship derived in other theoretical works. This raises the 

question how relevant this case is vis-à-vis the other possibilities.

Obviously the level of noise matters: for d ^  0, the models converge to 

deterministic models, in which marginal deviations never occur because they are 

detected with certainty, an assumption which was criticised in the Introduction as 

being rather unrealistic. The higher the degree of uncertainty, the more marginal 

deviations emphasized here become relevant.

Moreover, stepping outside the framework of the two examples, we see that 

any reason which renders marginal deviations more attractive to a deviant cartel 

member than large price cuts, implies that collusion is likely to be adversely af

fected by differentiation. One particularly important factor is limited production 

capacity: if the current-period profit a deviating firm can gain is limited due to 

capacity constraints, then large visible price cuts may not be desirable at all, i.e. 

a firm would rather consider cutting the price only slightly. In this sense, the 

models presented are biased in favour of large price cuts.

4 .7  C on clu d in g  rem arks

Economists have long believed that product heterogeneity is a factor hindering 

collusion among oligopolists, because it entails a situation of higher “complexity” 

than prevails with homogeneous goods. An analytical formulation of this argu

ment, however, has not been available. The purpose of this chapter is to fill this 

gap in theory, i.e. to suggest a precise formulation of the kind of complexity that 

heterogeneity brings about.

I have argued that a satisfactory analysis of the stability of collusion should 

allow that undercutting the cartel price only slightly (in the hope that this is 

not noticed) be a relevant consideration for the cartel members, which requires 

a framework with uncertainty and imperfect monitoring. Moreover, uncertainty
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also provides an essential link between product heterogeneity and collusion: more 

heterogeneity leads to a decrease in the correlation of the firms’ demand shocks. 

This implies, in a sense, an increase in uncertainty which in turn undermines the 

stability of collusion.

This effect of product differentiation on the demand system is also likely to 

be a reason why firms producing heterogeneous products may find it difficult to 

reach a cartel agreement in the first place.

In contrast, as has been argued in the Introduction, because of the use of very 

simple deterministic models and the lack of any empirical evidence, the results 

obtained in the recent theoretical literature do not seem to provide a convincing 

case for reversing the traditional view.

In his textbook, Tirole (1988, Chap. 5) describes product differentiation and 

collusion as two possible ways to escape the Bertrand paradox. The results of 

this chapter, however, suggest that these two solutions are mutually exclusive: 

where the degree of differentiation is a choice parameter, firms can either raise 

margins by differentiating their products, or seek to abolish price competition, in 

which case products must be standardized.

Because of the technical difficulties the explicit derivation of optimal collusive 

strategies entails, I have illustrated the above ideas using very specific oligopoly 

models, restricting the collusive strategies to a plausible yet ad-hoc class, and 

making specific assumptions on the distribution of the demand shocks. It remains 

to be seen to what extent the results obtained here hold more generally. At 

least as far as the choice of the particular oligopoly model is concerned, the 

similarity of the main predictions obtained in two quite different models suggests 

that the economic forces that link the stability of collusion to the degree of product 

differentiation via uncertainty are reasonably robust.
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4.8 A p p en d ix: P roofs

P ro o f  of P ro p o sitio n  4.1: Consider a collusive strategy characterized by the 

triple Assuming that firm 2 adheres to the cartel price then

firm I ’s period profit is 7r(pi,p^), and define a(p) =  Prob{q(p) G E —5(p^)} and 

(3{p) = Prob{q(p) G -B}. Then firm I ’s expected discounted payoff is character

ized by the Bellman equation

^ i ( p i , / )  =  7Ti(pi,p") +  [1 -  o (p i ,p " )  -  ^(pi,p")](^ui(pi,p") +

+  , (4.22)

where is the period profit in the static Bertrand equilibrium. Here, the third 

term on the r.h.s. specifies the payoff obtained if a deviation can be inferred 

with certainty, in which case the firms play the Bertrand equilibrium forever. 

The fourth term specifies the payoff obtained if a quantity vector in B  occurs, 

in which case a price war of duration T  — I follows (cf. Green/Porter 1984). 

Equation (4.22) can be solved explicitly for Vii

^  l ~ S  +  S a  +  { S ~ S T ) l 3 '

where the arguments of Ui, tti, q;, and j3 have been omitted.

Let 7/0 be defined as in the proposition (it exists since by assumption B  is 

compact). Suppose now that B  in the collusive strategy does not satisfy the 

condition q G B for all q for which 7/(q) < t/q (here and in the following, zero- 

measure sets are ignored). Then there exists some fj < rjo such that we can select 

two arbitrary subsets with positive measure: Ci C  B such that ?/(q) > fj Vq G Ci 

and C2 C  *5'(p )̂ — B such that ?/(q) < ?/ Vq G C2 . Given these sets, let Co = 

B — C\. We show that in this case cannot be optimal because it is dominated 

either by a strategy with the trigger set Cq or one with the set B  U C2. Thus, 

the proof works as follows: If the condition of the proposition is not met, then B 

fails to be optimal for either of two reasons: either it is not desirable to have C\ 

contained in B in the first place, or if it is, then it must be even better to include
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the set C2 as well, given the assumptions on Ci and C2. More specifically, we 

consider two alternative strategies Sq =  Cq, To) and Sg =  (p^, Cq U Ci U C2, T2 ) 

which are sustainable and yield the same payoff as s^. For the latter codition to 

hold, it follows from (4.23) that Tq and T2 must be chosen such that

(S -  S^°)0o = ( s -  = { ë -  8^)13, (4.24)

where j3o and ^ 2  are the price war probabilities corresponding to the trigger sets 

of Sq and Sg, respectively.

For to be sustainable, marginal deviations from must not be profitable. 

Differentiation of (4.23) with respect to pi leads to the condition 

Otti
> 0 , ^1.25)

dpi

which by assumption is binding for s .̂ Similar conditions, not necessarily binding, 

must hold for and Sg to be sustainable. Given the equality in payoffs of 6 ,̂ Sq 

and ^2, it follows that is not optimal if the condition (4.25) is not binding for 

one of the two alternative strategies, because then the sustainable payoff could 

be increased by choosing a different trigger set. By construction of the strategies, 

the only relevant terms in (4.25) to compare are the { 6  — 6 '^){d^/ dpi)-teims, 

which are always negative. Hence, optimality of B requires

or, using (4.24),

For a more compact notation, write X{ for P robjq  G Q }, and pi for ^ P ro b { q  G 

Ci), for i G {0,1,2}. Now it is straightforward to show that by construction of the 

sets Cl and C2, we have ^2/22  < Pi/%i, and eqn. (4.26) implies the inequalities

yo+ 2/1 < 2/0---------  and yo +  yi < (yo +  yi +  ̂ 2) ----- :------ :-----• (4.27)
xq 3:0 +  2:1 +  X2

Then the first of these inequalities together with the preceding inequality implies 

^2 /22  < Vi/xi < yo/xo, which leads to a contradiction with the second inequality 

in (4.27). This proves the first part of the proposition.
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As for the second part, consider a strategy that satisfies condition 1. of the 

Proposition, but assume that both sets

Cl =  {qk(q) = T)o}nB  and C2 = {qk(q) = rjo} -  B

have nonzero measure. Now we run again through the proof of part 1: By con

struction, ^2/ 2̂ 2 =  2/1/^ i  5 and there are two possibilities: If y i /x i  < yo/xo, we 

again arrive at the same contradiction. This means that if it is strictly better 

to include Ci in B  rather than to exclude it, it is still better to include C2 as 

well, which is the statement of part 2a). Otherwise, y i /x i  = yo/xo, and we have 

^2/22  =  2/1/21  =  2/0/ 20 - Here, the three strategies are equivalent, since the in

centive constraints and the resulting payoffs are the same. This, however, means 

that the subset {q|7/(q) =  770} cannot be relevant at all, since by continuity a 

similar strategy with a trigger set B  — {q|77(q) =  rjo} would lead to the same 

payoff. ■

Proof of Proposition 4.2: Given the uniform distribution of v on [// — d, // +

(cf. Section 3.1) and the fact for any price vector, there is one-to-one mapping 

from V into q, it follows that all demand vectors q G *S(p), i.e. those that can 

be observed for a given price vector p, have the same density and that also the 

relative likelihood change { d f /d p i ) l f  is the same for all vectors in the interior of 

5(p).

Then from Proposition 4.1, part 2., it follows that if it were desirable to 

include any vectors of S{p^^p^) in the trigger set B, then all of them should be 

included, which clearly cannot be optimal. Therefore, this cannot be the case. 

The only remaining possibilities are that a trigger set B  C S'(p^) is either not 

payoff-relevant at all (which is quite unlikely, but not excluded by Proposition 

4.1), or that it is strictly undesirable to have a nonempty trigger set B.  In either 

case, setting B =  0 is optimal here. ■

Proof of Lemma 4.1:

From the derivatives of q and u with respect to v it follows that the supports of 

q and u in their respective spaces are rhombuses enclosed by the lines correspond
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ing io v \  = 1 —d^Vi = V2 — 1 —d and = \-\-d. For any fixed n®, the points u 

on the line V2 =  are characterized by {(J jr)ui —[{r — a)Ir)u 2 = —((r —2cr)/r)n2- 

W ith (4.9), it then follows that if p\ =  then

((T/r)çi -  ((r -  <T)/r)ç2 =  ^  +  4 ,  ~  4]-

Given that if firm 1 is the potential deviant firm, the latter expression is always at 

least —(r —cr)(l +  d)/(2r), but it can exceed the upper bound if p i < p^, i.i A; < 0. 

Therefore, a price war is triggered if (rqi/r — (r — (r)q2 / r  > (r — 2cr)(l — d)/(2r), 

or

k{r — a)v2 +  (r — 2 a)tv 2 < (r — 2a)t(l — d) — kav\^ (4.28)

which describes a positively sloped line in (ni, n2)-space. By a similar argument, 

the points u on the line v\ =  are for A: =  0 characterized by

r — a a i— 2 a ^ r  — 2 a,^
— 91 -  =  - ^ ^ 1  ^  - ^ ( 1  +  4 .

Thus we have an upper bound on (r — a)qilr — aq2 lr^ and a price war is triggered 

if

[(r — 2a)t — ka]vi — k(r — a)v 2 > (r — 2cr)(l +  d)t, (4.29)

which describes a negatively sloped line in (ni,n2)-space. Given the lines (4.28) 

and (4.29), the price war probability can be calculated in the following way. Let 

v\^V2 ^Vi,V2 be defined as illustrated in Figure 4.10. Then a  can be calculated as

(1 +  d — V2 ){vi — 1 +  d) +  -{v \  — 1 +  d) { ' ^ 2  ~  ^2)

+  2 ^ “  ^D(^i -  ^1)

which leads to the expression stated in the Lemma. ■

P roof of Lem m a 4.2 Using the relevant expressions for (tti(A:, p^) — tt^)/ (tt^ — tt^) 

and a(A:,p^), the condition 5^7r(A:,p^)/5A:  ̂ < d ‘̂a(k^p^)ldk"^ at A; =  0 is equivalent 

to
2 ^  8dV^ +  r ( l  -  d){r -  3rd +  Sda)

p^ — t 2 d?{r — 2 a)H
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Figure 4.10: Calculation of a  in the Hotelling model

V2

+ d

1 - d .1 I ^  dV

By assumption, (4.6) is binding, and the value of cr as a function of (3 is given by

a(B) = (2 +  (3)d -  2/3

Substitution of a{(3) then leads to (4.12). The upper bound in (4.12) can be 

shown to be a negative function of d. Therefore, if (4.12) is satisfied for d =  1, 

it is satisfied for all d, and substituting d = 1 into (4.12) leads to (4.13). Finally, 

the upper bound in (4.13) can be shown to be a positive function of (3. Thus, 

if d >  1/2, then /? > 1, and substituting (3 = 1 into (4.13) leads to the simpler 

upper bound stated in the Lemma. ■

P ro o f of Lem m a 4.3: From (4.15) and (4.16), we have for U2 > Ü2 and

qi - q'^ for U2 <  Ü2, where

Ü2 =  [p" -  (Tp̂  -  (1  -  cr)a ]
i  — cr I-

is the value of U2 where Çg — 0. We show that the expected value of qi can be at
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most Ç j(p ,0 ). Ignoring the constant factor m, we have

Æ?çi(p,u) =  Prob{u2 >  U2} a +  ^(ui|n2 >  1̂ 2) +
ap2 -  Pi

1 — cr
+ P r o b { n 2 ^  U2 } [(1 +  cr)(n — p%) +  E { u i  +  ( jU2 \u 2 ^  ^ 2 )]

< Prob{u2 > ^ 2} CLE{ui\u2 > Ü2 ) — —L 1 — cr

=  a -\-

+Prob{îi2 < U2} 
crp2 — Pi

a +  Æ;(ni|u2 < U2 ) +  ^ — —
1 — a

1 — cr

Here, the inequality follows from the fact that U2 < U2 is equivalent to 

(l +  cr)(a — pi) +  Ui +  o~U2 < n +  Ui H— ^ ,1 — cr

and the equality results from evaluating the second expression, where

Prob{u2 >  Ü2]E{ui \u2  >  Ü2 ) +  Prob{u2 <  Ü2}E(ni|u2 <  Ü2 ) =  E { u i )  =  0.

An analogous argument shows that Eçi(p, u) < çî^(p,0), which completes the 

proof. ■

P roof of Lemma 4.4:

Define qi \= qi!m — a -{■ p^. Then from (4.15) we have

+ and g, =  (4.31)
1 — (7 1 — cr

The proof follows the same arguments as the proof of Lemma 4.1. With (4.31), 

it follows that if p% =  p^, then (cr/r)^i — ((r — cr)/r)ç2 must lie in the interval 

± ((r  — cr)/r)d. Given that if firm 1 is the potential deviant firm, a price war is 

then triggered if (crçi)/?—  (r — (7 )^2 ! r > (r — a)d/rd  or

<7(1 +  r — cr)
V2 < —d T ( / - P i ) -(1 — cr)(r — 2 a)

Similarly, a price war is triggered if (r — a)qi/i—  aq2 / r  > ((r — 2cr)/r)d or

(j(l r — a)

(4.32)

V2  <C —d T (1 — cr)(r — 2cr) ( P ' - P i ) " (4.33)
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W ith Vi and V2 uniformly distributed and independent, the probability of the 

event {(4.32) or (4.33)} is straightforward to calculate and leads to the expression 

stated in the Lemma. ■

P roof of Lem m a 4.5: W ith 0“̂  as stated in (4.20), dO'^{(j)ld(T can be expressed 

as —x[s{l—aYy-{-z\^ where a: is a positive factor and z is not a function of 5. It can 

then be shown that y is positive since G For z, we have dz/dp^ < 0,

and since z > 0 for p^ = p^  it follows that z must be positive for all p^. ■

P roof of Proposition 4.3: First, since is increasing in cr, it follows that 

the maximum of 6' {̂cr) must be in the ^Q-region. Here, it can be shown that for 

any <7 , 6q for p^ =  p^  is always greater than or equal to for any lower p^ (this 

entails looking at the difference of these expressions rather than the derivative 

with respect to p^). It follows that 8{a) for any p  ̂ never exceeds 6(d) for p^ = p^.  

Using (4.19), the maximum of is easily calculated as 25/16, from which the 

upper bound 25/41 for 6(d) follows. The second part of the Proposition is an 

immediate consequence of Lemma 4.5. ■
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